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In Our 94th Year

Bombers Active Over
Laos Despite Truce
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
bombers, waging a shadowy air
war in Laos, despite the Vietnam cease-fire, have slashed at
Communist positions including
a key point on the Ho Chi Minh
supply-trail network.
Sci far there have been no reports of any US. losses in the
daily bombing raids over Laos
since the Vietnam cease-fire
went into effect last Saturday.
The Pentagon has declined
all comment on the bombing
except for the vague statement: "At the request of the
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royal Laotian government, U.S.
LAOS
THAILAND
aircraft, including B52s
continued operations over
Laos."
There was no inention of attacks on the go ai Minh trail,
long a main supply route sustaining North Vietnamese
•
troops in Vietnam
PLEIKU
ICCS
However, it was learned that
Air Force, Navy and Marine
fighter-bombers and Air Force
TO
B52s have attacked the trail
SUPERVISE
near Tchepone, an important
•
supply transmission sioint.
%
The town and nearby roads
NI 'I
were among objectives when
South Vietnamese forces in1
vaded Southern Laos two years
1
ago to try to disrupt the flow of
(VOA )•
war materiel down the trail.
The bombing near Tchepone
0
¼sad/
PHAN reoeT
•
indicated there is more to the
current U.S. air attacks than
the advertised support for royal
I rasher [shy
Lao forces "in Tesisting what[Wilt Items
ever (7onununist movements
Ihistrals laIsitt levees
are taking place prior to a Laotian cease-fire.
Ilk!Wed leesS Ilidicite
In the past few days. U.S.
Regueea(NIrs
bombers also have been active
his
latatt LOW leans
near Saravane, a town astride
CM
roads near the
Bolovens
Plateau in Southern Laos. The
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION-The cease-fire agreemest
plateau has been used by the
calls for the supervision by an International Commission with
North Vietnamese as an Impormembers from Canada. Hungary, Indonesia and Poland. Comtant supply area for military
mission headquarters will be in Saigon, with several teams
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
operating in South Vietnam's sesen regions Small dots indicate
teams throughout the country, plus three for the
location of
Saigon region. Circle dots indicate location of 12 border and
coastal teams. A four-party joint military commission will implement the agreement with headquarters located in underline/
cities in sesen regions.
%I' Win-photo Map)
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Losers in presidential elections generally have the grace
to keep quiet for a while, noted
Colunist Joseph Kraft in the
Washington Post last week
"Not George McGovern." he
added, noting that the former
Democrat candidate has been
publicly blaming his defeat on
the deficiencies of the American
people, Congress, the political
parties and the press Sums up
Kraft. "The basic deficiency in
the McGovern campaign was
She candidate himself. Senator
McGovern lacked the toughness
of mind, the breadth of experience, the judgment of men
and the personal presence that
A
PRINCETON, N.J. AP
are required for the White special nationwide Gallup poll
House."
shows a majority of Americans
satisfied that President Nixon
Here is the state by state is achieving "peace with honbreakdown of the total vote in or in Vietnam
the recent presidential camThe poll also shows a majorpaign. Excluding the minor ity hold little confidence in the
party candidates Mr Nixon future of South Vietnam and
received
60.7 per cent of don't want U.S. troops aiding
47,168,963 votes and Senator South Vietnam if North VietMcGovern received 37.5 per nam tries to take over
cent or 29.169,615
The poll was conducted by
telephone among 577 persons 18
NIXON
McGOVERN years of age and older last
STATE
Thursday evening, two days
Al.,
728,701,
256,923 after the President's announceAlaska
55,349
329€1 ment of a peace settlement
402,812
198.540
Ara.
Ark.
448,541
199,892
Calif.
4,602,096
3,4 76,120
Colo.
597,189
329,980
810,763
555498
Conn
140,357
92,283
35,214
127,627
D.C.
1,857,759
718,117
Fla.
881,490
289,529
Ga.
lieweil
168,865
101,409
WASHINGTON AP)
The
Idaho
199,384
80,827 White House said Tuesday
2,788,179
1,913,472 President Nixon continues to
1,405,154
Ind.
708,568 oppose amnesty for draft dodg706,201
Iowa
496,206 ers and deserters
619,812
270,287
Kin.
During last fall's campaign,
676.446
Ky.
371,159 Nixon
said flatly, "We stand
686,852
La.
258,142
for no amnesty for draft-dodg256,458
Me.
160,584
ers and deserters"
Md.
829,305
505,781
The question was raised by
Mess,
1,112,078
1,332,540
Much,
1,961,721
1,4 59,435 reporters at a White House
Minn.
897,569
802,346 briefing Tuesday and Press
mos,
505,125
126,782 Secretary Ronald L Ziegler
Mo.
1,154,050 • 698,531 pronounced Nixon's "position
Mont
183,976
120,191 unchanged
Neb
406,298
169,991
Nev
115,750
66,016
N H
213,724
116,435
NJ
1,102,211
1,845,502
235,606
141,084
N.Y.
4,192,778
2,951,084
N.C.
1,054,889
438,105
174,109
N.D.
10C1,384
Ohio
2,441,827
1,558,889
Okla.
759,025
247,147
As part of the nationwide
Ore.
486,686
392,760 start of American Heart month,
2,714,521
Pa.
1,796,951 on Thursday. February 1. the
R.I.
220,383
194,645 Calloway
County
Heart
S.C.
477,044
184,559 Association will kickoff the
166,476
S.D.
139,945 drive with its annual "Coffee
Tenn.
813,147
357,293 Day."
Tex.
2,298,468 1,1 54,109
Mrs. Willard Ails, local Heart
Utah
126,304
323,643
Fund Chairman,said that many
Vt.
117,149
68,174
of the restaurants in Murray
Va.
988,493
438,887
Wash.
837,135
568,334 and the county have agreed to
W. Va.
484,964
227,435 drfnate to the Heart Fund, all
Ns.
989,430
810,174 money spent for coffee on that
Wyo.
100,464
44,358 day. Throughout Kentucky
many restaurants will be ob(Continued on Page Fourteen)
serving "Coffee Day" in an
effort to 'fight America's
number one health problem -heart and blood vessel diseases,
Mrs_ Ails said
NH is estimated that in 1973,
Partly cloudy and mild today. 34,600 Kentuckians will die with
Highs in the mid to upper 50s. 56 per cent of these deaths atIncreasing, cloudiness tonight tributed to cardiovascular
with showers likely. Lows
diseases. Cardiovascular
the low 4(ks. Mostly cloudy diseases claim more American
Thursday with a chance of a lives than all other causes of
few showers. Highs in the low death combined. In Calloway
50s. Friday decreasing cloudi- County, 161 deaths were due to
ness and continued.mild.
this cause during 1972. This is-

Poll Indicates
American Support

For Nixon Peace

Nixon Continues To
Oppose Amnesty For
Deserters, Dodgers

Afternoon, January 31, 1973

SAIGON API -- The total
number of cease-fire violations
reported fi-Y- the Saigon government continued to decline today
despite more heavy fighting in
some sections of South Vietnam.
Canadian members of the International Commission of Control and Supervision expressed
hope that the four-nation group
would soon be able to get its
teams of cease-fire observers
into the field. But the absence
of the chief Viet Cong member
of another peace-keeping group
was delaying things, and there
was no indication when he
would arrive.
More hard fighting was reported in Quang Tri province
below the demilitarized zone
and in the central highlands.
But the number of cease-fire
violations claimed by Saigon
showed a steady downward
curve.
The command said there
were 209 violations during the
24 hours ending at 6 a.m today, compared with 311 in the
previous 24 hours and 426 in the
first 22 hours after the cease-

an increase of 52 deaths due to
heart and blood vessel diseases
in this county over the previous
year, the fund chairman said.

fire went into effect at 8 aim
Sunday.
There was no decline in the
number of caSualties reported,
however. The command said
casualties in the past 24 hours
were 673 Communist tr ups and
138 government soldiers killed
and 563- South .Vietnamese
wounded; for the 24 hours be
fore that the figures were 666
enemy and 123 South Vietnamese killed and 468 South Vietnamese wounded.
The senior U.S. adviser in

Six
In Drug Raid
Six persons, including two
from Calloway County, were
arrested during a raid on a
cabin on the shores of Kentucit
I.ake Tuesday afternoon in
Marshall County.
State police and Marshall
County authorities conducted
the raid and confiscated a
quantity of drugs.
Arrested and charged with
violation of the controlled
substances act, according to
State Trooper Ronald Wilkins
were:
Douglas Eugene Garrett, 20.
Murray Route 3; Jennifer .1
(;arrett, 18, Murray Route 3
Phillip David Burkeen, 20.
Benton Route 6; Kenny Earl
Manning, 23, Kevil Route 4; Joe
Neal Harland, 21, Barlow, and
Donald Lee Bowne, 20, Calver
City.
The six were all held in the
Marshall County jail pending a
preliminary hearing that was ti
be held this morning in Marshall County Court.
Raiding officers included!
State Troopers Wilkins and J04,
Oakley, Marshall Count
Sheriff Sam Myers, and Dept'
Sheriffs Joe Wyatt and Her
Jones._
The cabin; whi-Ch wa
reportedly rented by Burkeen
is located some 10 miles east it
Renton on Kentucky 963.
- -

Members of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will distribute Heart posters
and 'donation cans to the
restaurants, snack bars, and
cafeterias in Murray which will
be participating in the
February 1st event.
Mrs. Jerry Bolls, publicity
Chairman, adds that specially
marked cans will be located in
businesses in Murray anti
Calloway County throughout
the month of February.
The campaign will reach its
highpoint on Heart Sunday,
February 25, when volunteers
will visit homes in the city and
county to distribute heartsaving
literature and receive contributions to further the fight
against heart and blood vessel
-die/Ines which afflict 27-million
children and adults Mrs. A119-"*.
said. •
-•
-

C9RRECTION
Wayne Wilson Insurancc,
Real Estate & Auction has been
in business for /3 years instead
of 13 years as listed in the
'Salute To Calloway Count
Industry
Business 'and
published • in the !Adger &
Times on Tuesday.
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Committee To Select
Replacement For. Dr.
Sparks At University
Murray State University
president Harry M. Sparks
today made a statement that
indicates he made a formal
request to the Murray Board of
Regents to retire from his
position as head of the
university.
Sparks agreed to continue to
serve as president until the
deliberation of the board is
completed and the sixth Murray
State president is elected.
The board has authorized H.
Glenn Doran, chairman, to
appoint a screening committee
of four other persons to
recommend a new president,
with Doran to act as chairman.
These appointments will come
today, but were not available at
presstime.
Sparks said his timing of the
announisonent is based on two
factors, his age, and what he
considers a favorable climate
for a change that he now

that he will be available to him
believes exists on the campus
Sparks says in his statement at any time for consultation
on the favorable climate upon his I the new president's)
-alluding to the general feeling request.
Sparks said that he and Mrs.
of calm and stability that
reflects sense of renewed Sparks intend to show their
purpose in the university immeasurable gratitude and
pride in the school in the best
conununity." .
He added that there has been way they know how, and that is
no pressure from any source, in making Calloway County
and that he believes his their home.
Sparks' current contract runs
relationship with students,
faculty and staff will enable through Jan. 1, 1976.
Under current university
him to continue to work with
them. He went on to say that regulations, Sparks could rewhen a new president is named. main in office until he is 70.
But for several years the administrator has advocated a retirenient policy at Murray
which would require those in
administrative posts to retire at
65.
During Sparks' administration, Murray's total budget
has more than doubled, going
from slightly over $8 million in
A Ministry Interpretation 1967-68 to 919.2 million this
Workshop will be held at the year
Murray's enrollment has flucUnited Campus on Friday,
February 16, and Saturday. tuated from year to year, and
February 17, for those in- has increased by only 107 stuterested in serving in the dents since 1968 Most of the
ministry, or who may have such university's enrollment problems are related to state'policy
a potential
Co-sponsors include the Office on out-of-state students.
Until the state Council of
of Vbcation of the United
Presbyterian Church, the Board Public Higher Education orof Education of the United dered, a cutback in non-KenMethodist
Church, Area tucky students, upwards of 25
Seminaries, and the United per cent of Murray's enrollment was from out-of-state.
Campus Ministry
One of the objectives is to This year only 18.3 per cent of
provide young men and woolen MSU students are from other
with the opportunity to become states.
aware of and challenged with - A Livingston, Ky., native,
serving other people in the Sparks.is known as one of Kenname and in the spirit of Christ, tucky's most humorous speakers, and is one of the state's
a spokesman said
The variety of forms of
Christian ministry will be Clean Up Day Planned,
presented by ministers serving
in rural and urban parishes. Dexter Community Center
Institutional ('lhaplaincies, and
A clean up day will be held at
in ecumenical and minority
the Dexter Community Center
ministries
on Saturday. February 3,
Invitations are extended to
undergraduate college students starting about 9:30 a.m.
All residents of the cornand to seniors in high school in
munity are urged to be present
Kentucky and Tennessee_
There is no cost to par- to clean the center for use for
ticipants, other than their activities by the people there.
transportation to and from The center, former Dexter
Murray Bed and meaLs will be School, has been used as a
provided. Anyone interested is community center since the
urged to contact the .United grade school was tonsolidated
Campus Ministry, 202 North with the Almo Elementary
School,
15th Street, Murray

Workshop For
Ministers To
Be Held Here

Reports Of Violations
Of Ceasefire Declining

'Coffee Day, For Heart
Fund Planned Thursday

The Weather

THREE SECTIONS TODAY
l'oday' 30-page edition Qf the
Ledger & Times includes a 14page and an 8-page regular
section of the newspaper plus an
8-page tabloid section for
Kroger.

Quie,s Ngai province, ('ol. Truman R Boman, was slightly
wounded Tuesday while watching fighting from a helicopter
over the central coast, military
officials said today. He was the
fifth American casualty reported since the cease-fire began;
one' of the Americans died.
Meanwhile, U.S. Vice President Spiro T. Agnew met again
I Continued on Page Fourteen I

Gospel Singing To
Be At Coldwater
A gospel singing will be held
at the Coldwater United
Methodist Church on Saturday,
February 3, at seven p.m
Featured singers will be the
Happy Gospel Sounds from
Kirksey. The group is composed
of Ray Brooks, Rob Dick, Miss
Ginger Powell, and Mrs. June
Roach who recently made their
first long playing album, "The
Unseen Hand" which will be
released in about six weeks
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.

Garden Department To
Meet Thursday Afternoon

I

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
hold its regular meeting at the
club house on Thursday;-:
February 1, at 1130 p.m.
Mrs. Clifton Key will be in
charge of the program on
"Planning Your Garden.
Mrs. J. B. WiLson will be in
charge of the devotion.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs.
Guy Billington, Mrs. I. 1,inton
Clanton, Mrs. M. C. Henry, and
Mrs. W. B. Graves.

Cathy Christopher
Attends Assembly
Miss Cathy Christopher attended the cabinet meeting of
the Kentucky Youth Assembly
held in Louisville Friday and
Saturday. She is court clerk for
the KYA.
The Murray girl, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M.P. Christopher,
is a senior at Murray High
School where she is president of
the Tr -Alpha' Chits, anti a
majorette With the band.'

most active after-dinner speakers.
He was graduated cum laude
from Transylvania College in
1930 and began teaching in Breckinridge County. By 1935 he
was principal and basketball
coach at Irvington High School,
and served in those posts at the
Breckinridge
consolidated
County High School until 1941.
During that time he earned his
master's degree in education
from the University of Kentucky.
He served in the Navy in
World War II After the war he
earned a doctorate in education
at UK.
He was appointed principal of
Mayfield High School in 1947
and left after one year to join
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Murray & CalloViay--Education Groups
Hold Joint Meet
Approximately 150 teachers
from Murray and Calloway
County heard a discussion on
Kentucky Teacher Retirement
by Dr. Ted Crosthwait,
Executive. Secretary of the
system, at a potluck dinner
meeting Monday evening at the
Murray High School cafeteria
Mrs. Ruth Pasco, president of
Edcuation
the
Murray
Association, and Billy Dale
Outland, president of the
Education
t'alloway
A.ssiaciation, coordinated' plans
for the joint meeting.
Dr. Crosthwait thoroughly
discussed the history of the
Retirement system, the formula it involves, the benefits
and the future. After his speech
he answered questions of a
general nature and then at the
conclusion of the meeting he
ta‘
i I ki e
ddu a i t h if teatch•heeyrs hianddly
questions.
Another special guest was
Mrs. Martha Baker, president
of the First District Education
Association, who is a teacher in
Paducah Mrs Baker also
serves as a member of the
Board of Trustees of the
Retirement System.

Shot In Holdup

Sen. Stennis Listed In
ery Serious Condition'
One of the' youths reportedly
lion was scheduled for 3 p.m.,
money, saying -Get ,
demanded
CST.
Stennis underwent 6,2 hours 'em up." Stennis offered no reof surgery Tuesday night and sistance. according to accounts,
early today for bullet wounds in turning over his wallet and
the lower rib cage-the most wriStwatch.
"Now we're going, to shoot
serious wound- and in'the left
yeti anyway," the youths are
thigh. •
Hospital spokesman Maj. quoted by the senator as sayFrank Garland said Stennis ing.
Two shots were fired.
awoke 10 minutes after the operation endedat 2;20a.m. CST. Stennis, still cons('ious, staggered into his home and diThe senator's vital signs- rected Ins wife to summon aid.
heart rate, pulse, blood presContinued on Page Fourteen)
sure and respiration -were all
described as "stable."
licensed Practical
Asked about the length of the
surgery, Maj. Garland said it Nurses Plan Meeting
was "consistent with the extent
Practical
The Licensed
of the wounds."
The hospital's "very serious" Nurses of Murray and Calloway
HOMEMAKERS MEET
classification is the most County god] have a business
meeting on Monday, February
serious classification it has.
The Night...0w1 Homemakers
Stennis was shot at 6:40.p.m. 5,, seven p.m. in the con- '
Club will meet ThrUsday,
Tuesilay_ias• he alighted- from ference room of the MurrayF'ebrultry 1,at seven p.m. at the
his car'after returning, to his Calloway County Hospital.
home of Mrs. Carolyn light,
Aurdrey Hendon. president
home. Police were looking for
1656 Calloway...The lesson will,
urges
all LPSs- to attend and
connection
tsre-teen-ametis' isi•
be on "ForeignFoO'd" s."
elcomee visitors:
With the shooting.'

W ASHINGTON API -- Sen.
John C. Stennis, a power in the
Senate's2Southern bloc and an
ardent supporter of a strong
U.S. military, was in "very
serious" condition today after
being shot twice during a holdup in front of his home here.
A spokesman at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center said at 5'
au,, CST, today that chances
were "guarded" that the 71year-old Mississippi Democrat
would recover. Stennis is chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee.
However, the spokesman said
Stennis was "conscious and resting comfortably." The next
briefing on the senator's condi-
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Free Enterprise Story

Witie_PA

A candy wholesaler received an order for $11.50
worth of candy to kteshipped on credit to the "Horsie
Hollow Candy Company." The wholesaler asked for
a credit report from Dun and Bradstreet. The firm
investigated and promptly sent back this report to
the candy dealer;
"The Horsie Hollow Candy Company is a small
business house, retailing candies at Horsie Hollow, a
'small Mississippi community. Proprietors are:
Royal White and Thomas Flippen. Both are 11 years
old, both unmarried. Value of cash and merchandise
on handy $13.25. largely in chocolate bars, gum
drops and Tootsie Rolls. Fixtures and store building,
which was remodeled from an old chicken coop,
valued at--$45. No liabilities."
The candy was promptly shipped—Rocky Mount
(N.C.) Telegram

Catching Up
Someone remarked that one of the impressive
things ,a1;pout last week's winter storm- and its
paralyzing after effects was that it proved a fastpaced life is not really essential to the survival of
man and his social structures.
It was said that all those meetings and other
--Things that seem of such supreme importance aren't
really life and death events after all.
17h-huh....Then WliFfiiiverybody rushing about so
madly this week trying to catch up on what was
missed last week?—Florence IS.0 ) Morning News.

•
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Some Economists Feel Nixon's
Budget Doesn't Go Far Enough
and economist at Manufacturers Harmer Trust, said the
amount of federal debt in relation to the entire economy has
been shrinking, and he termed
a moderate addition to the debt
'Not murrisome."
Still, Kellner and others believe that when full employment is reached, the budget
should show a surplus to avoid
o‘erstirnulating the economy
and aggravating inflation which
takes away the purchasing
Power's of consumers.
-Others say • chronic deficits
are bad because they saddle
!With a large uncontrollable
fteni in the form of annual interest on the national debt
an item which has been running at about 8 per cent of the
budget total

MAYFIELD, Ky. - Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
of Murray State University since 1968, has indicated
he would ---lika-to--xatire on next. June. MLA:he_ 65
year-old fifth president of MSU says he plans to
disooss his retirement with the university's Board of
Pegents in their meeting thie-Wednesday. Dr. Sparks'
contract as president runs through Jan. 1, 1976, and
therefore, Dr. Sparks states, "My retirement depends
on the board. They want to know my plans (about
retirement) and P11 discuss it with them Wednesday."
Dr. Sparks was named Murray's president on Jan. 6,
1968, only five days after his four year term as
Kentucky's Superintendent of Public Instruction
expired. He succeeded Dr. Ralph H. Woods, who
retired in 1967 after heading the university. for 22
years.
The Board of Regents will not only decide the
retirement issue concerning Dr. Sparks but will soon
begin choosing his successor. The current MSU board
is composed of an all male ten member-Troup of
western Kentuckians. They are E.G. Adams,
Hopkinsville; Dr, Charles E. Howard, Mayfield; H.
Glenn Doran, Dr. M.D. Hassell and Graves (Skip)
Neale of Murray, Harry Lee Waterfield, Frankfort and
Clinton; A.B. Mitchell, Smiths Grove; O.B. Springer,
Henderson; Bob T. Long, Gilbertsville; and David
Curtis, La Center. Dr. Hawn is the faculty
representative and Curtis is president of the Student
Organization on campus. Both are voting regents by
virtue of a bill passed during the 1972 legislature.
5**

An $8,000 annual salary boost has made Mental
Health Commissioner Dale Farabee of Frankfort the
highest paid state official. Dr. Farabee's new wages of
$36,000 per year is $6,000 above the annual salary of
Gov. Wendell Ford, excluding the .$12,000 annual
expenses for the governor. Kentucky now ranks 19th
among the states in pay for its mental health
commissioner.

Professor Paul Samuelson, a
By JOHN.DORFMAN
Nobel prize-% inning economist
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK I AP) -- Presi- usually regarded as a liberal i
dent Nixon's proposed budget economic theory, described the
!
. fiscal 1974 is headed in the proposal as "a strong attempt
foe
right direction, though it does to fight inflation by fiscal connot go far enough, k.ome econo- traction."
Except for Social Security.
mists say.
The budget calls for federal most areas in the fiscal '74
spending of $268.7 billion in fis- budget were receiving reduced
The first beauty shop to be charged with nicial
cal 1974, with a deficit of about allotments. Samuelson said.
discrimination under the expanded Kentucky Civil
live
can
"Whether
Congress
$12 billion. That compares with
Rights Act has agreed to serve all customers,
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
a projected $250 billion spend- with this, I don't know," he
to the Kentucky Human Rights
according
ink, total in $25. billion deficit added_
Commission. Earitne's Beauty Shop of Louisville was
budget
Nixon
One
thing
the
the current fiscal year.
Gene Landolt and Clyde Johnson received top forProfessional
investigated after a Negro complained she had twice
economists con- propikal ,makes clear Is that
been denied beauty shop appointments
the
annual
Junior
-Chamber
of
honors last night at
tacted by The Associated Press federal buc*et deficits have be*
•
A
Commerce Bosses
Night dinner held at the said the President's intention come routine for the United
was apparently to reduce stim- States, Fiscal 1974 would be the
Southside Restaurant.
Democrats and Republicans in state government
ulation of the economy by cut- 13th year out of the last 14 in
A house owned by Hubert Pittman of New Concot d
seemed in agreement last week tat U.S. Senator
ting back the amount of money which the government has
burned this morning. The house was occupied by
Marlow Cook gave every Kentuckian reason to be
pumped into it through deficit spent more than it takes in
proud as he presided so well Jan. 20 as master of
Dorothy Hendon and daughter. Rachel. All new
spending. They indicated gener- through taxes.
at the second inauguration of President
ceremonies
beauty shop equipment was also lost in the fire.
Can the government go on
al approval of this intention.
Such untouchable chunks deRichard Nixon.
indefinitely
running
deficits
Dr. James C. Hart, president of the Four Rivers
However, tout economists
prive the government of ability
*•
harm?
_
•
_to manipulate the,budget as a
_ •
-BOY,Scout Council. said they now have ,a-mem-. Aaid. Nixon had net...e.ne far. without
--One should eeti in mind', tool of economic policy.
Kentucky's "no-fault" divorce law, designed to
bership of 3019 Scouts for the Jackson Purchase enough in the right direction. said
/Francis Schett, vice-presi•'We should really be running a
minimize the bitterness of an unhappy marriage
But while many economists
area.
,surplus next year," said James dent and economist for Equi- felt President Nixon might
which becomes a circuit court civil action, has won
Miss Gail Humphreys, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. O'Leary, executive vice-presi- table Life Assurance Society,
praise from a number of Kentucky circuit Judges after
better, they
done
even
have
that budget deficits of this orCharles Humphreys of Murray. has accepted a
dent and economist for U.S.
months the law in the Commonwealth. The
seven
he
did
the tool
der of magnitude are a very %ere glad to see
teaching position at Bloomfield High School. Trust Co.
new 1972 law allows a court to declare a marriage
the fiscal arena in
bring
into
-Just to have a smaller defi- small influence on a $1.2 trillion his budget message - prunning
"irretrievably broken" without having to ascertain
Bloomfield. Mo.
economy."
cit isn't enough."
who did what to whom.
Irwin Kellner. vice-president shears.
O'Leary sees a booming econ* ••
omy ahead. with the danger of
Speaking of "no-fault", that subject will be a big
inflation fueled by consumer
item in the 1974 legislature. But then it° will be
demands. Of the two major
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
no-fault insurance. That issue came up one year ago
government weapons for controlling the economy - tax polat the 1972 session. There were several proposed bills,
Noble Knight. owner and operator of the East End- icy and monetary policy - the
all of which were referred to a specially created
-- commission for two years of study. That usually is a
Service Station, Murray, died yesterday from burns latter will be burdened with the
kind way to kill a bill. But now, one year later, the
suffered late the day, before when gasoline exploded entire task of fighting this inflation, O'Leary fears.
A trial period has revealed
membership on that commission has been completed
FRANKFORT, Ky.
at the service station.
"All this budget represents is Kentucky's computerized that more condemnation cases
with six members being named a few days ago. The
Another death reported was Mrs. Lettie Rogers kind of a holding action," he
commission is expected to make some type
condemnation program is being were closed in seven months by
Jones, age 48, of Detroit, Mich.
said. "It puts a big pressure on recognized as a step forward in 12 salaried attorneys than by
recommendation concerning no-fault insurance for
Superlatives for the 1953 senior class at Murray the Federal Reserve to be re- the legal facets of highway nearly 60 under contract for a
the next legislature. Meanwhile, the mood seems to
year.
High School are Tommy Carroll, Bobbie Burks-1 strictive in the credit area, and woek. J. D. Robinson, general full
be growing stronger in Congress for a national
poses the danger of another counsel for the State Highway
no-fault law.
Churchill, Patsy Rowland. Joe Dyer, Jerry King, credit
crunch like that of 1969- Department has been asked
Robin.son*s efforts have also
to
Mary Frances Weatherly, William Jeffrey, and 70."
* •
collection
of
dicuss.s this program before a brought about the
Sandra Glassgow-.-"Never ask a lady her age," so goes the adage.
If the Fed doesn't tighten the
meeting of eight state highway more than $2 million in conBut --itr-oppears the county court - clerks across
Members of the cast of the play,-"Husbands Don't -money supply enough to cause depaii-men
demnatiom. refunds due the
-& and the staff
Kentucky must if the ladies register to vote. A state
Know Everything," to be presented February 3. by a crunch, O'Leary and others Region Four of the Federal department. More than oneworry
that
the
pace
of
inflation.
collected
attorney
general's opinion last week said in effect
amount
of
the
third
Highway Administration.
the freshman class at New Concord High School are
will increase.
that if a woman wants to keep her age a secret then
was due for as long as six to
Shoetnaker.
Clara
Janice
Parker
McCage.
Ronald
Robinson developed the eight
she may forfeit her right to vote. Assistant Atty. Gen.
Albert T. Sommers, chief
years.
Dorris Hill. Edwin Elkins, Junior Eldridge,.Loretti
economist for the Conference computerization of all conWalter Herdman said the Fayette County Court Clerk
McCuiston. Tommy McCuiston. Janice McCuiston. Board, said a $12 billion deficit demnation actions in the state
was justified in recently refusing to register a
Also, for the first time in ten
Lexington woman because she declined to give Her
__Glenda Hughes. Inez Wilson. and Shirley Outland. would not be much of an in- to provide the legal staff with a years, the legal staff has made
t asts inroads IiitOThe 200 cases on
flation factor, bur added- if continuous recordbirthday.
anybody says this budget and the current status of each. backlog. With the department
* ••
means there will be no inContract attorneys, abolished filing an average of 600 cases
Paul
Gilliland,
manager
of the National Automobile
flation, that's wrong."
per year, this year's record
by the general counsel, involved
Theft Bureau's national systems division, whose job it
Eliot Janeway, a syndicated the state's paying a contractual shows a clean slate with an
is to try to thwart auto thefts, has an idea he.believes
investment columnist. and au- fee to 544-practicing attorneys additional 300 . cases removed
_ .
4
will 'help. cut. down ón the growing problem in
thor, said President Nixon is throughout the state to handle from the backlog list.
For we are members of his body. of his flesh, and
Kentucky'
an auto title law. He expressed his
misinformed
if
he
believes
a
condemnation
in
their
actions
of his bones.—Ephesians 530.
Staff attorneys now devote
thoughts last week to the Louisville Regional Crime
$268.7 billion budget Would particular area. The departfull time to court cases,
Identification with Christ is the high privilege of create only a $12 billion deficit, ment's legal
Council, which has fought unsuccessfully for an auto
work is now in the bringing more favorable
title law in the past tWo regular sessions of the
all who receive Him as their Saviour and Lord.
and predicted."an inflationary hands of :r2 full-time attorneys,
judgnients for the department.
4
Kentucky General Assembly. Kentucky, Alabama and
crisis."
including two in each of the 12
Maine are the only three states without an auto title.,.
Others, however, believe Nix- IlighWay districts and eight in
In 1972. only 38 cases were
law. In Kentucky the license plate registration and
oft hatk struck exaetily the right the central office:
appealed for a pate of less than
the bill of sale for the auto serve as title. Registration
balance.'
one-third the number in former
is handled by 120 county court clerk's offices.
"It is obvious the adminisPi-ior to adoption of this yearS..The Court of Appeals this
Gilliland urges that Kentucky needs a centralized
tration's determination to hold system the legal staff had no year rendered,19 decisions in
method in Frankfort for handling car ownership in
down the growth of.government means of ascertaining the which the department was a
by earl Riblet Jr.
order to help track down stolen cars and the thieves
spending is very real," said status of a case out in the
state party and was successful in 11
and to make forged papers less easy to prepare.
William Wolman, chief.,econo- except ,by contacting the of these.
.
Happiness, according to many philosophers, is a
mist
for
Argus
Research.'
*5*
respective attorney _handling
state of being that nobody recognizes while they are
In addition to the more than $2
"There is no-doubt this will the case.- :
The
Kentucky
Fish
and Wildlife Commiseion
happy but can recollect all too clearly -whenever strike a blow against inflation."
million in rafunds collected, the
,
recently
voted
6
to
4
resulted
to require removal of
appeals
has
in
cutback
they are unhappy-like the bachelor who ian after
This is just one of Robinson's
Richard W. Everett, domestio
commercial fishing nets from bays and inlets in all
a savings of $60,000 and the
in
innovative
moves
that
has
women and caught one.,
economist for the ('base ManKentucky lakes. The commission als^as voted th
net saving resulting from
linpartiagot Of
hattan Bafrk,'tid the proposed made the
prohibit • the transportation df equipment by
like
"Nothing ages
happiness.".
more .garicelriition 'of legal consultant
fisca.4-lo1als were :•rnoving thellIghsVay-.: partment
•
commercial fisherthen across lakes at night.
lart
contracts is $860,000.
—Oscar 1% il,de
toward good budgetary policy." effective.

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

State Condemnation Program
Is Recognized For Merits

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

Conley-S
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Miss Lynda Lou
became the bride
Burrus Stubblefield
candlelight cerenio
o'clock in 'the after
First United Medan:
Somerset.
The bride is the
Mr. and Mrs. Hower
of Somerset and th
the son of Mr. and)
Stubblefield, Jr., of
The ten bran(
• candelabrum, flan
spiral and cluster i
entwined in Englisl
set with ivory taper
the altar. Lending
blessing to the ceri
the traditional ai
candle of the SI
family that had bi
and placed on the
family pews were FT
hurricane lamps,
English holly and
lighted ivory (and
hurricane lamps w
holly, adorned each
the church.
Rev. Eldred M
pastor of the Firs
Ctitiscp. Somerset,
the iinpressive set
Robert Burchell,
minister of the Ur
leuisville, assisted
service. Rev. Burch(
personal friend of
and is former vicar c
Episcopal Church, 1)
The vows were ex
a white satin doubl
bench as Don Stoi
sang --The Lord's P
A program of wed
was presented h
Eastham, organ:

Dear Editor:
Your sports reporter, Mike
Brandon, does a fine job in
covering Aports in our area and
if he continues to apply himself
and works hard in his field, he
should go far, provided he
realizes objectivity is a prithe
requisite for excellence and is
direct oppostion to prejudice,
or to make it more lenient, let us
just say - being subject to
favoritism., toward the home
town, could wind up in being a
minus rather than a plus, for
Mike's future.
I refer to a recent basketball
game between Murray High
and Farmington, which Murray
won in overtime by a thin
Hiargio of one. field -goal, 2
points. Actually Murray was
, all
because in the last 3 seconds of
the: 4th quarter, Farmington
had a wide open layup which
as in and out and 2 subsequent
Farattempted putups
mington failed to go in:
In overtime Murray was
victor by dint of a far superior
bench of reserves. Practically,
2 good five-man units. At times
the second five has outperformed the starting unit.
The Farmington Wildcats,
using only six bays throughout
the season and with most of
them being sophomores, fought
their hearts out against
superior experience, height and
brawn, and against a team
which I agree, should have
beaten them 15 points or more,
but Mike said they would have,
had the game not been playea in
the sandiest hardcourt in this
vicinity.
'Tis true the home team
usually has an advantage, but
nevertheless I feel if a
basketball game is played in
chicken coop or on a football
field, or on a court, large of,
small, the end result should be
the same. I want to say to Mike,
his coverage of the game mould
have been excellent, rather
than just good, had he mentioned the fact that Farmington,
deserved much credit for the
fight they put up against a much
superior team on paper according to past performances.
Perhaps they would have lost
by 15 or 20 points in the Murray
gym if the game had been
played-there, but to so speculate
I feel is not doing justice to a
game bunch of boys who lost
against superior odds by just a
hair, so to speak. I should like to
suggest to Mike Brandon that a
good reporter, does not second
guess.
From the foregoing I suppose
am saying Mike is pre/Wired,
and i that be true 1 must admit
I am prejudiced too, because
the coach of the Farmington
Wildcats, Joe Mikez. is my sonin-law, -but I ain not a
newspaper man. A poor excuse.
I suppose.

Pregna
know

By

DEAR ABBY
I am no
cause I know I i
love
I dropped ou
wasn't eating or
I can't tell my
would kill my 1314
beat me twice Is
and blue
I have been I
be seeing a doe)
because he would
I don't have
to turn Please t4
era near here I'll
months

A.C. Koertner
1631 College Farm Rd.
Murray, Ky. 42071

DEAR IN: P

once. I am ;are I

DEAR ABM
her "favorite nie
told me many ti
ring, which is vs
have it while sl
wearing it. II am
Well, a few
safety deposit bc
she could give it
I came, and
she gave it to m4
put it on my fins
The next day
ing that her ring
her the day befoi
is sure I took it'
My mother
do, and he said
because he had t

EARLY TRAVELER
Narcissa Whitman, missionary mile, was the first
white woman to cross the continent - in 1836, settling
among the hostile Cayuse Indians and teaching them
reading, writing, arithmetic
and religion until they shot
her, thinking her husband's
white medicine- was killing
them off

before

In the mean,
the ring, and ca
against my sun)
ring - but not tha

NOW thru SAT.
She has something
everyone need,.
He needs it
desperately.

DEAR KEW

the ring at once

she have a chani
don't accept it

that she his GII,
"O' 411P.
• .

DEAR ABB'
turbed the entin
every morning a
My husband
he leaves for woi
I flip the poi
turn flashes his

©nun

bother anybody.

DEAR W. 51

• ad yahoo

nosy neighbors

Jan 31 fhru Feb 3
CAPRI THEATER
Nightly 6 and 8 15 p m
Saturday Matinees'
1.15 and 3.30 p.m
For every Family!

just left and the

Problems? 1
,Fer a perusal r

cast. we. ti

Tickets:
Adults-Advance lip,
at the door sr7r
Children under 12: 61.00

piease.

Far Abby's I
mend ill. Abby.
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Conley-Stubblefield Vows Are Solemnized
Miss Lynda Louise Conley George Barton and Don Stone,
became the bride of Robert soloists. Trumpet Voluntaire by
Burrus Stubblefield in a lovely Purcell and the Bridal Chorus
candlelight ceremony at five were used for the processional
o'clock in the afternoon at the and Wagner's Wedding March
First United Methodist Church, for thesrecessional. Mrs. Barton
Somerset.
sang "Wither Thou Guest."
The bride is the daughter of
Bride's Dress
Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Conley
The bride, given in marriage
of Somerset and the groom is by her father, wore a floor
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon length gown of ivory dulcette
satin. The bodice, featuring a
Stubblefield, Jr., of Murray.
The ten branched arch high crowned collar and raised
candelabrum, flanked by a waistline, was adorned with
spiral and cluster candelabra, bands of pearls and crystals.
entwined in English holly and The bishop sleeves had cuffs of
set with ivory tapers, centered the jeweled bands. The full
the altar. Lending a special gathered skirt swept into a.
blessing to the ceremony was chapel train and was trimmed
the traditional anniversary with tiny satin covered buttons
candle of the Stubblefield down the front.
The chapel-length veil of
family that had been lighted
and placed on the organ. The ivory-441k illusion was attached
family pews were marked with to a Juliet headpiece of mathurricane lamps, entwined sin ching satin,adorned with pear*
English holly and set with a and crystals. The gown and veil
lighted ivory candle. Lighted were designed and fashioned by
hurricane lamps with English her mother.
She carried a crescent of
holly, adorned each window of
white rosebuds and English
the church.
Rev. Eldred M. Taylor, holly with green velvet
pastor of the First Baptist streamers. Her only jewelry
Curl. Somerset, officiated at was a locket, gift of the groom.
Miss Janet Conley was the
'the impressive service. Rev.
Robert Burchell, campus maid of honor for her sister. Her
minister of the University of formal gown of olive tranLouisville, assisted with the sparent velvet was fashioned
service. Rev. Burchell is a close with fitted bodice, scoop
personal friend of the--groom neckline and long sleeves with
and is former vicar of St. John's self-ruffles. The A-line skirt
also has a self ruffle. Her Juliet
Episcopal Church, Murray_
was
of.- matching
The vows were exchanged on cap
a white satin double kneeling velvet. She carried a hurricane
bench as Don Stone, soloist, lamp with a crystal ivory
candle entwined with English
sang -The Lord's Prayer."
A program of wedding music holly.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
was presented by Wayne
Easthani, organist, Mrs. Don Schopfer of Chicago, Ill.,

Pregnant girl doesn't
know where to-turn
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am 19, and am pregnant nearly five
months I am not trying to make excuses for mysed because I know I was foolish, but I really thought I was in
love
I dropped out of college because I was so worried 1
wasn't eating or sleeping, and I couldn't make my grades
I can't tell my parents what's wrong with me because it
would kill my mother. My father thinks I am lazy, and he
beat me twice last week with a belt My legs are all black
and blue
I have been living on tea and coffee and know I should
be seeing a doctor, but I can't go to our family doctor
because he would tell my parents
I don't have a penny to my name and don't know where
to turn Please tell me if there is a home for unwed mothers near here I'll walk there if I have to
IN TERRIBLE TROUBLE
DEAR IN: Please send me your name and address at
once. I am sure I can help you
DEAR ABBY I have an aunt who always called me
her "favorite niece," and she is getting on in years She
told me many times she wanted me to have her diamond
ring, which is valued at S10,000. She said she wanted me to
have it while she is still living and can see me enjoy
wearing it. II am 33 and married I
Well, a few weeks ago she got this ring out of her
safety deposit box and asked me to come to her house so
she could give it to me.
I came. and she told me how much she loved me arid
she gave it to me. We both cried, and I kissed her arid she
put it on my finger.
The next day she called my mother raving and screaming that her ring was "missing" and she said I had visited
her the day before and she "showed me" the ring, and she
is sure I took it'
My mother called her lawyer and asked him what to
do, and he said that he would have to "study" the case
because he had never had anything like this in his practice
before
In the meantime, I'm afraid I'll be arrested if I keep
the ring, and can't prove she gave it to me. It's my word
against my aunt's Please tell me what to do. I like the
BEWILDERED IN TEXAS
ring-but not that much.
DEAR BEWILDERED: It I were you I would return
the ring at once. Your aunt is obviously disturbed, shoidd
she have a change of heart, and want to give you the ring,
don't accept it unless the provides you with written proof
that the has GIVEN it to yew.
DEAR ABBY. This concerns the husband who dis
turbed the entire neighborhood by banking his horn early
every morning as a farewell signal to his wife.
My hu.shand and I have a little farewell routine when
he leaves for work every morning at 3:31 a. m.
I flip the porch lights off and on a few times, and he in
turn flashes his headlights off and on, That way we don't
W. 5TH ST.. SIOUX CITY, IA.
bother anybody.
DEAR W 5TH. That's nice. I hope you don't have any
nosy. neighbors who figure it's a signal that your husband
just loft and the coast is char,
Problems! You'll feel better if you get it off your ehent.
A.,
For a personal reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 6/7•11, L.
envelope.
self.addreased
stamped.
'
limbic
,
MIL
Calif.
please.
For AI booklet. -How tis Rave a Lovely Wedding.j'
CaL Nola.
on*St to Abby. Utz MIL 14•6 Angeles.

Miss Cathy Blakley, Miss
Catherine McLeod, and Miss
Johanna Glass, all of Somerset,
and Miss Susan Hatcher of
Lexington. Their gowns, Juliet
caps and huritcane lights were
identical to those of the honor
attendant.
Miss Sarah Lynn Stubblefield
of Richmond, niece of the
groom, was the flower girl. Her
dress was similar to the
bridesmaids and she carried an
ivory basket of rose petals.
The
maid
of
honor,
bridesmaids, and flower girl all
wore jade necklaces, gifts of the
bride.
James
Armbruster
of
Louisville served as best man
for Mr. Stubblefield.
Groomsmen and ushers were
Dr. Vernon S. Stubblefield of
Richmond. brother of the
groom, Hat Rice Of ftickman-,
cousin of the groom, Ross Dever
of Madisonville, Joe Evanco
and Lloyd Weatherly of
Murray, and Russell Hayes of
Pompano Beach, Fla.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Conley chose to wear a
floor length dress of silk faille in
citron color fashioned with a
scoop neckline with ruffle set in
waist band and long sleeves.
She had matching accessories
_
and. were a white orchid,
Mrs. Stubblefield, mother of
the groom, wore a one piece
floor length gown fashioned
with the bodice of celery chiffon
and the skirt of emerald satin. A
white orchid was her corsage.
Also present for the wedding
were Mrs. Roxie Conley of
Sanford and Mrs. Lewis Bridges
of Somerset, grandmothers of
the bride, and Mrs. Millard E.
Shaw of Hickman, grandmother
of the groom. They wore corsages of white orchids
Reception
-- Following the wedding the
reception was held in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
The bride's table, covered
with an Irish linen cloth, was
decorated with English holly,
white roses, and ivory tapers in
silver candelabra
Miss Nancy Veach of Danville, Mrs. Kenneth Harman
and Miss Amanda Wade, both of
Louisville, and Miss Toni
Buford of Nicholasville served
at the bride's table. Miss Sally
K. Waddle presided at the guest
register.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to
Atlanta, Ga., and are now at
home at 2216 Dinsmore Drive,
Lexington.
The bride is a graduate of
Somerset High School, attended
Murray State University, and is
presently a second semester
senior at the University of
Kentucky She is a member of

Dr. Harvey Elder Speaks On ."The-Seige
Cif"Vicksburg'.' At The UDC tuntheon

The J.N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy Ne, 805, Murray,
met recently for luncheon at the
Holiday Inn.
The banquet table was
beautifully decorated with a red
and white theme which was
accentuated by a large silver
bowl of red carnations, in the
center of the table. Miniature
Confederate flags completed
the place settings.
Immediately following the
luncheon, Dr. Mildred Hatcher
introduced the guest speaker,
Dr. Harvey Elder, who gave an
interesting and comprehensive
review of "The Siege Of
Vicksburg."
- Dr. Elder is wellknown in this'
area, having received his A.B.
-and Master's degreesTin
education front Murray State
University. He also, holds a
Master's
degree
in
mathematics and a Ph.D. from
the University of Illinois at
Urbana. He is minister of two
Churches of Christ, one at
Pryorsburg and one at Bethel.
He, has published two books,
"An introduction to Functions

Whitnell Home Is
Scene Of United
Women's Meeting
The United Methodist Women
of the Martin's Chapel Church
held its regular meeting in the
home of Mrs. Harmon Whitnell
on Tuesday, January' 16, at
seven o'clock in the evening
Mrs. Mary Ridings, Mrs.
Eunice Henry, Miss Frances
Whitnell, and Mrs. Larry
Cunningham presented the
program given in observance of
the call to, prayer arid self
denial
The president, Mrs. Harmon
Whitnell. presided. Mrs. Larry
Cunningham read the minutes
and gave the financial report.
Prayers' were led by Mrs.
%Sidle Ellis and Mrs. One
Whitnell.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Ralph Robertson.
Mrs. Wallace Ford will be in
charge of the February
meeting.

Mrs. Robert Burrus Stubblefield
•

Alpha Ganuna Delia sorority
and Kappa Delta I's national
honor society in education
Mr. Stubblefield graduated
from Murray High School and
Murray State University where
he was a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. He is
presently employed.by the
Department of Economic
Security, Lexington
Out of town guests for the
wedding included Mrs. Millard
E. Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
'The Murray Open Duplicate Rice, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bridge Club will meet tonight Cowgill, all of Hickman, and
(Wednesday ) at Gleason Hall, Mr. and Mrs. James I. ArmN. 12th Street, at seven p.m.
bruster of Murray
Winners for last week's play
Buffet Supper
were Mr and Mrs. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Swan, first place, Mrs. Beck
Waddle of Somerset, Mrs,
Wilson and Mrs. Albert Tracy,
Dorothy Richey, Mrs. I. B.
second place, Mr. and Mrs.
Matthews of Charleston, W.
Charles Rang, third place, and
Va., entertained at the Waddle •
Dr and Mrs. Max Carman,
home with a buffet supper for
fourth place
the immediate families and out
For information, or to obtain
a partner, please call Wallace
Swan, 753-8838.

Duplicate Bridge
Club Flans Meet

Methodist Women
Of Lynn Grove
Hold Regular Meet

WEDNESDAY—JANUARY 31, 1973

Thursday, February I
The National Ballet of
Washington will appear sn
concert at. the Murray State
University auditorium at 8 15
The women of the Lynn Grove p.m. All subscribers to the 1972United Methodist Church met at 73 Civic Music Association and
the church on Saturday, all MSU studentrWith ID cards
.January 13, at two o'clock in the will be admitted.
afternoon with Mrs. Mahlon
Derrington, chairman,
The. Night Owf- TInmemakers
presiding.
Mrs. Derrington opened the Club will meet with Mrs
meeting with some interesting Carolyn Light at Seven p.m
.
thoughts on Key '73 and also
The Murray-Calloway County
read the minutes and called the
roll in the absence of the Jaycettes will meet with Mrs.
Linda Waugh at 7:30 p.m.
secretary.
Visits to the sick and shut-ins
were reported and names were
Women of the Murray Moose
drawn for prayer- partners. The Lodge will meet at. the ledge
treasurer's report was given by hall at eight p.m.
Mrs. Norman Lee,
Mrs. Carl Lockhart gave the
The Baptist Women of the
program from the book, Kirksey Church will meet at ''ie
"Bridges to the World." The church at: 6:30 p.m.
subject for the month was
"Communicating Christ As A
The Garden Department of
Church in A Changing World." the Murray Woman's Club sill
The scripture reading from meet at the club house at 1 30
the eleventh chapter of p.m. with Mrs. Clifton Key in
Hebrews was by Mrs. Leon charge of the program.
Chambers. The meeting was Hostesses will be, Mesdames
closed with prayer.
_Freed Cotham, Guy BilEngton,
The next meeting will be held I. I.inton Clanton, M.C. Henry,
Slaturday. February 10,
and W.B. Graves.

Senior Citizens Hold Luncheon Meet
At Ellis Center

of town guests following the white linen, cloths, were cenConley-Stubblefield
wedding tered with cut glass bowls filled
and reception.
with holly and ivy flanked by
The house was decorated with hurricane lamps holding red
holiday greens and candles and candles. At the main table was
The Senior Citizens had their
covers were arranged for thirty an arrangement of white roses
monthly potluck luncheon on
persons.
and holly.
Thursday, January 18, at the
Mrs Waddle, Mrs. Richey
Covers were laid for forty-five
Ellis Center on Ellis Drive.
and Mrs. Matthews are cousins guests. The groom presented
Preparations for the luncheon
of Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, gifts to his attendants following
were
by a committee composed
Jr., mother of the groom.
the dinner
of Lillian Hicks Latta Boyd,
Rehearsal Dinner
and
by H
Artis Fuqua,
Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Murray, parents of
Following the luncheon,
QUICK SUPPER
the groom, entertained with a
games were enjoyed by the
Chili Burgers in Toasted
buffet dinner at the Quality
group.
Buns with Relishes
Court
Somerset,
Motel,
Refried Beans
Cole Slaw
Present were Dolly Haley,
following
the
wedding
Applesauce with Oatmeal
Essie Blalock, Nola Chrisman,
rehearsal.
Cookies
Ora Erwin, Henry Erwin, Edna
The tables, overlaid with
CHILI BURGERS
McReynolds, Ruby Murphy,
These may be pan-fried or Elizabeth James, Artis Fuqua,
broiled
Lorne Eldridge, jeWell Wells, I 1/2 pounds ground lean beef
Ruth Henry, Jewell Parks,
1/3 cup catchup
Erma Outland, Nomie Miller,
WRIGHT BOY
2 tablespoons onion powder
Beulah Fielder, Annie Willis,
Mr and Mrs. Ronald Paul 1 tablespoon chili powder
Amby
Willoughby', Mina
Wright of Kirksey announce the 1 teaspoon salt
In a medium mixing bowl Whelan, Charlie Marr, Carl
arrival of a son, Benjamin Jay,
with a fork or your fingers mix Miller, Lillian Hicks, W. 0.
weighing eight pounds born on
January 28, at 7-52 p.m. at the together all the ingredients Vaughn, Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn,
Shape into 6 patties Panfry in a Lynn Smith, Latta Boyd, Willie
Murray-Calloway County
little butter to desired done- Emerson, Ivy Rogers, Lynn
Hospital.
ness Or brush patties with
The new father is employed melted butter so they will Wayne, Linda Butler, Thyra
of
by the Tappan Company
brown well i and broil to desired Crawford, and Verona Grogan,
Senior-Citizens director.
Murray, and the new mother doneness Makes 6 servings,-teaches private voice and piano.

FBIRTHSJ

Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Darnell
of Route 4, Murray. Paternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph A. Wright of Route 5,
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. ()die Morris
of 740 Nash Drive, and Mrs. Rex
Darnell, 519 South 4th Street. A
great-great grandmother is
MrS. Terry Morris of Route 3,
Pur,
year, Tennessee.

TURLF,Y GIRL
Corte Michelle is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Turley of 1612'7 Miller Avenue.
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds ten
ounces. born on Wednesday,
January' 17, at 8:22 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a senior at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward „.11urley of
§laughters arid Mrs. Lurwin
Cain of Mayfield. Mrs. Lydia ' Mr. and Mrs I.E. Evans, Route Five. Box 2071, Murray are
Cain of -Murray is 'a great pictured during their current vaeatTion at Del Webb's resortretirement community. Sun City, Arkona.
grandmother

Dr. Harvey Eldt7 in Mathematics" and "Some
Topics of Logis."
During the lecture, Dr. Elder
pointed to a map and chart of
his own design of Vicksburg and
the surrounding site of conflict
along the Mississippi River. At
intervals, he interjected bits of
humor from publications of the
press in Vicksburg, which he
displayed, dated July' 3, 1863
and printed on the back of wall
paper.
The business meeting was
conducted by the president,
Miss Maude Forrest Nance.
Members present' were:
Mesdames Myra Munday, Jo
Chandler, Melas Linn, E.W.
Riley', C. Wesley Waldrop,
('harles Stubblefield, Douglas
Shoemaker, John J. Livesay,
I.ois Sammons, Helen W.
Lassiter,
Henry
Elliott,
Leonard Vaughn, W.Z. Carter,
Hess Crossland, Dr. Helene
Vtsher, Dr Mildred Hatcher
and Miss Maude F. Nance.
Guests were
Dr. Harvey
Elder, Mrs Eugene Katterjohn,
Jr., of Paducah,ant Mrs_ Barry
McIntosh of Paris, Tenn.

Faith Doran Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Bun Swann
The Faith Doran C'irole of the
United Methodist Women of the
First United Methodist Church
met in the home of the new
chairman, Mr4. Bun Swann,
Poplar Street, on Tuesday',
January 16, at two o'clock in the
afternoon.
Miss Meadow Huie, retiring
chairman, opened the meeting
with a prayer written by Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale. Miss
Huie naepresented with a life
membership pin by the circle.
Guest speaker for the afternoon was Mrs. Cleatus Fain
who spoke on the "Ecumenical
Movement." She said this
means universal or
uniting
national and local, working,
learning together as it all has a
part of interaction. Mrs Fain
said none of us have all the
knowledge so we can benefit by
common work in God's service.
She briefly outlined the
program of the ecumenical
movement.
Refreshments were servedby
Mrs. Swann and Mrs. Aaron
Chapman to the fourteen
members and three guests,
Mrs. Fain, Mrs. Commodore
Jones, and Mrs. Iva Rogers.

Black Making
Fashion Mark
About the only label that
fits Hylan Booker is -designer." Otherwise, how do you
label, a black. American exGI who has risen to the top
of the fashion world, not in
New'York but in Isanien?
Hylan sells to American
ci mires. hut most rrf the
clothes of his oddly named
Cannibal Clothes firm is sold
in Britain's hest stores. He
- even got all his training in
England, where he was stationed in the late 1974s. at
-the famed Royal College of
:AM which has turned out
most of those young London
designers who miele suchfashion.waves in the 1960s.
Hylan has always created
for the high-fashion woman,
hovvever. in:ludine a st:nt :it
the House of Worth. Now
that England has marls,
more black residents. Hylan
Booker is launchins Britain's
first line of cosmetics for the
darker skin. In a land of fair
skims it's really needed.
Chrysanthemum buffs who.
exhibit, make certain their.
prize-p,otentials keep their
excellence during a show They
place 2 teaspoons of sugar with
i tablespoon liquid bleach in The v.
display vase before filling it
with water_
,

•
•
•
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Bowling
Standings

South Marshall Rebels Turn
Back Murray High Last Night
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
A brilliant 28 point performance by Danny Hudspeth
was overshadowed last night at
South Marshall as the Rebels
turned back Murray High 72-67.
Not only did Hudspeth shine
on offense, but he was brilliant
in every other phase of the
game. The 6-1 junior center
grabbed an increditable 23
rebounds and played one of his
best defensive games of the
year as he blocked many shots.
For South Marshall, the win
avenges an 85-83 double overtime loss at Murray two weeks
ago.
The Tigers, who trailed by as
much as 11 points on several
occasions, tied the game at 59
apiece early in the final period

when Hudspeth hit one of his
many tip ins. .
With the press on, Ray Lane
picked off an inbounds pass and
hit from under to give Murray a
61-59 edge with 4:25 left in the
game.
A 20 foot jumper from the left
corner by Dean Willis with 2:15
remaining snapped a 65-65
deadlock arid gave the Tigers a
two point lead. Five seconds
later 6-2 sophomore Larry
McGregor canned two charity
tosses_ and the core was
knotted at 67 apiece.
Junior guard Mike Reed gave
the Rebels the upper hand at the
1.47 mark when he picked up a
bucket on a fast break drive.
Ti&ers had the opportunity
37 seconds later to tie the game
but fludspeth missed the front

end of a bonus situation at the
line.
After taking a time out, South
Marshall went into a stall and
an intentional foul by Dean
Willisgave the Rebels a chance.
to ice the game.
South Marshall hit one of the
free throws to take a three point
lead and the Tigers gained
possession.
Trying to move under for a
possible three point play, Glenn
Jackson was whistled for a
charging infraction on B call
Which could have gone either
•
way.
Two free throws by, McGregor
lifted the Rebels to a five point
lead and the Tigers last chance
to trim the gap was foiled again
wheh Jackson was called for
charging once more with only
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OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
GAMES OF 2-2-73

OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
GAMES OF 2-1-73

ARIZONA
YESHIVA
ARMSTRONG
WYOMING
ATHENS
CCK_ORAIDO STATE
AuGUSTANA-ILL.
LIVINGSTONE
BAKER
LANE
ElAotERSFIELD
WHEELING
CALIFORNIA BART
NET. PAL TZ
CENTRAL METH
TENN. WESLEyAN
SORT LEWIS
._cqE
"'COLOMBIAFAIREIELD
CREIGHTON
RAVI...At*
EASTERN WASH
SALEM-W. VA.
ECKEFtD
DAVID LIPSCOMB
EVANGEL
RICHMOND
EVANSVILLE-ISu
THOMAS MORE
CENTENARY
FJSK
GLENVILLE
AB, CHRISTIAN
HARVARD
ROCHESTER TECH
LONG BEACH ST.
WILLIAM CAREY
LOUISIANA rrcH
PIKEVILLE
LUTHER
PIRLA. PHARMACY
16
LINCOLN-PA.
IS
BRADLEY
MADISON
LOUISVILLE
- - 184418mx*TO
MAINE
MA SSACHUSE
'
MIL
TON
MEMPHIS STATE
14 ''' DRAKE
N. N. HIGHLANDS
OZARKS-ARK.
IS
k4ONTICELLO
KENNEDY
OREGON STATE
MOUNT MARTY
16
PENNSYLVANIA
2
N. E. LOLRSIANA
N. W. LOUISIANA
PRINCETON
OZARKS-MO.
2
S. W. BAPTIST
QUINCY
14
BOSTON COLLEGE
PROVIDENCE
REGIS
19
REDLANDS
PUGE T SOUND
MANHATTAN
t
--hi:
ST. JOSEIT4S7PA
13
LAS- VEGAS
_......, ST. XAVLESI
SAN FRANCISCO
RENO
SEwANEE
SANTA CLARA
23
511EPHERO
SiATTL.E
PEPPERDINE
CHARLOTTE
SO. COLORADO
TENNESSEE TECH
3
SOUTHERN UTAH
TULSA
7
ST. LOUIS
VALDOSTA
COLUMBUS
TARK10
12
VIRGINIA COMM.
NOIRE DAME
VLLJ-ANOV A
. 2WASHINGTON
FLORIDA STATE
VIRGINIA TECH.
3
584-MINSTER -8.40
II
WEST GEORGIA
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
W, NEW MEXICO
xAvIER-NO,
1
TULANE

ADEL PHI
ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE
BARBER SCOTIA
BETHEL-TENN.
BLUEFIELD
BROCK PORT
CARSON NEWMAN
COLO. WESTERN
DETROIT
E. NEW MEXICO
FAIRMONT
FLORENCE
,
FURMAN
GEORGETOWN-KY.
HOUSTON
HOWARD PAyNE
ITHACA
JACKSON STATE
KENTUCKY STATE

35
6
12
22
24
22
37
12
14
I
5
15
II
11
7
12
12
21
IS
11

rrs i•

oLa.F

AKRON
14
AIR FORCE
15
ALABAMA
20
AMERICAN U.
3
ARIZONA STATE
12
7
ARKANSAS
AUSTIN PEAT
6
BOSTON COLLEGE
2
BOWLING GREEN
BRIGHAM YOUNG
17
BUCKNELL
"6
CALIFORNIA
5
CENT6NPINT2711
CITADEL
10
CONNECTICUT
CONNELL-N. V.
DAVIDSON
2
DENVER
2
DETROIT
5
DUQUESNE
3
E. KENTUCKY
1
FA IFFF41 L13
FLORitm STATE
24
FURMAN
8
GEORGE WASH.
14
7
GEORGIA
GEORGIA TECH
1
HARVARD
7
HOUSTON
12
NO
;5
INDIANA STATE
7
IOWA STATE
9
SONviLLE7F. 19
KANSAS STATE
IS
KENT STATE
•
4
KENTUCKY
LAFA VETTE
•
LONG BEACH ST.
18
LONG iSLANO
9
LOUISVILLE -12
MANHATTAN
E.
MARCluE TTE
12
MARYLAND
4
18
MASSACHUSETTS

3

•

•

CLEVELAND STATE
CORPUS CHRISTI
MISSISSIPPI STATE
TEMPLE
WYOMING
RICE
MURRAY
FORDHAM
MIAMI-OHIO
UTAH
DELAWARE
STANFORD
ARKANSAS
RICHMOND
MAINE
DARTMOUTH
WEST VIRGINIA
UTAH STATE
ST.BONAVENTURE
VILLANOvA
MARSHALL
ST. PETERS
SE TON HALL
EAST CAROLINA
BOSTON U
FLORIDA
CLEMSON
COLUMBIA
CINCINNATI
NORTHWESTERN
BALL STATE
COLORADO
RHODE ISLAND
NEBRASKA
W. MICHIGAN
VANDERBILT
RIDER
LOS ANGELES ST.
PAN AMERICAN
St. LOUISC4NIS4US
Dr PAUL
DUKE
NEW HAMPSHIRE

s-rwre

COLORADO STATE
OGLETHORPE

7
II
II
28
28
26
25

a
18
7
4
III
I§
19
22
12
26
10
21
12

COLUMBUS
CARTHAGE
MO VALLEY
SAN DIEGO-U.C.
PACIFIC CHRISTIAN
GR AC ELAND
KNOX
DARTMOUTH
SO. ILLINOIS
SO. OREGON
P B. ATLANTIC
MO. BAPTIST
FT. WAYNE-1.P.
SAVANNAH
•
DAVIS a ELKINS
CORNELL-N. Y
SANTA BARBARA
NEW ORLEANS
BUENA VISTA
YORK-PA

19
10
86
42
1
4
19
.9

NO.ENTRAL-U
GRAND CANYON
OREGON
VALE

BROWN

a

ST. NORBERT
COLORADO SSIN$S
G1/41.41451.4.-.
-

10
44
22
19
10
III
7
9
14
11
4
.
14
7

tAARYVILLE
ALDER SON MA0A043.
WASHEZA-84
LAVERNE
•
WILLIAM .JEWELL
VNISINIA-40410•4 ,
WASHINGTON ST.
AUGUSTA
ADAMS STATE

14
MEMPHIS STATE
MERCER
31
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
2
MINNESOTA
5
MISSISSIPPI
9
NAVY
4
NEW MEXICO
12
NEW MEXICO ST.
0
NO.CAROL INA ST. 15
NOTRE DAME
17
OHIO U.
6
- -=-T---=S-AROMA

ORADL
SOUTHERN TECH
ILLINOIS
IOWA
PURDUE
L. S. U.
RUTGERS
EL PASO
WICHITA
VIRGINIA
XAviER-OHIO
TOLEDO

OKLAHOMA CITY
26
OLD DOMINION
•
01441...ROBERTS
• 9
PACIFIC
12
PENN STATE
6.
PENNSYLVANIA
pE PPE RELINE
6
PITTSBURGH
12
PRINCE TON
9
PROVIDENCE
9
ROANOKE
14
ST. ACHNS-N.Y.
IS
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
9
SAN DIEGO ST.
SAN FRANCISCO
25
SANTA CLARA
II
S. W. LOUISIANA
19
STETSON
12
SYRACUSE
13
TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE TECH
7
TEXAS
2
TEXAS AWN12
TEXAS TECH
TULANE
10
TULSA
14
C. L. A.
VALPARAISO
8
VIRGINIA TECH
AY. KENTUCKY
3
WiSCON IN
3

OKLA. CHRIS -, ,AN
SO. MISSISSIPPI
NO. ILLINOIS
FRESNO STATE
GEORGETOWN-DC
BROWN
ST. MARYS-CALIF
WILLIAM a MARY
YALE .
NIAGARA
V. M. I.
ARMY
•
MOREHEAD-KY,
SANTA BARBARA
RENO
LAS VEGAS
AB. CHRISTIAN
CHARLESTON COL.
LASALLE
AUBURN
EAST TENNESSEE
S. N. U.
T. C. U.
BAYLOR
GEORGIA STATE

2

2

u.

DRAKE
SO. CALIFORNIA
BUTLER
WAKE FOREST
PAID TE.NNESsi
OHIO ST TE

OTHER GAME'S OF 2-3-73
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
YORK-PA.
11
LOCK HAVEN
CLARK-GEORGIA
AL BAN y-GEORG:A
14
INDIANA
U.-S. E.
22
mc
KE
NOR
FE
CARFtOLL-WISC.
AUGUSTANA-ItL.
35
21
AL LEPITOWN
-MESSIAH
NEWARK ENG.
BABSON
25
CLINCH VALLEY
MILLIGAN
17
CLAFLIN
20
BARBER SCOTIA
E. MICHIGAN
12
MILWAUKEE
22
NORWICH
BA TES
BE MEDIC TINE- KANS
MO. SOUTHERN
IS
VALLEY CITY
BEMIELP
15
FAIRMONT
2
MORRIS HARVEY
CENTRE
BEREA
9
wOO TER
MUSK04G-um
IS
CONCORD1A-S.P.'
BETHEL-MINN.
15
FORT LEWIS
N. M. HIGPILANDS
24'
MARYVILLE
BIRMINGHAM SO.
26
LOUISIANA
N.- NEESE
N. E.
3
I4
PAUL QUINN
BISHOP
i7
mORNINGSIDE
NORTHERN IOWA
7
ANDERSON
13LuFFTON
7
SANTA FE
PANHANDLE
0Aim_ A 640
14
BPOCIKPORI
58
NO. CENTRAL-uf•
PARKS1DE
21NASSON
BR YANT
PH,LA. TEXTILE
40
LYCOMING
33
DENISON
_
CAPITAL
PRESBYTERIAN
ERSKINE
IS
t6
HAMPDEN STONEY
CATHOLIC
OUINCy
LORAs
6
MARION
CEDAR v ILL E
78
RIO GRANDE
MALONE
WILLIAM JEWELL
CENT.NIETHODIST
8
24
LAWRENCE
BUFFALO ,S TA T
OES4T-MIC.441GA.64
.23
ROCKHURST
• DRUR Y
CALIFORNIA-PA.
2
CLARION
1,7
ROSE- HOL MAN
mONMOUTH-ILL.
ST JOSEPHS-1ND. 36
IS
'
COE
KINGS POINT
ST. ,LOUIS-CI.M.
14
EVANSVILLE-ISU
C. W. POST
22
ST. THOMAS-MINN.22
DALLAS BAPTIST
AUSTIN
ST. JOHNS-.MINN.
16
SALEM- wEST VA.
SHEPHERD MANCHESTER
2
DEFIANCE
15
WILMINGTON-OHIO
SAM HOUSTON
21
TARLETON
EARLHAM
WEST CHESTER
'
19 • S. W. TENNESSEE
15
sEWANEE
E. STROUDSBURG
S. E. LOUISIANA
14
2?
EiAPT. CHRISTIAN
MARTIN
E. TEXAS BAPT.
. COLORADO
04 MONTANA
17
FONT HAYS
E. MONTANA
19
SOUTHERN UTAH
NYACK
L•VERNE
•
E. NAZARENE
29
s w BA.PTiST
EDWARDSVILLE
EASTERN WASH.
16
OREGON TECH
10
S.
. MISSOURI
DEPAUW
EVANSVILLE
12
• •4_INCOLN-M0.
SO-WESTERN-TX
ADRIAN 27
31
LrTOURNEAU
FERRIS
SPRING ARBOR
MILL1KIN
26
I AKE FOREST
FRANKLINII
S.
F. AUSTIN
BEHRENO
31
EAST TEXAS
FROSTBURG
28
10
MO. VALLEY
20 'TUDSON
GEO. WILLIAMS
TENNESSEE'
ST.
3
CARSON NEWMAN
OAKLAND CITY
GEORGETOWN-KY. II
THOMAS
MORE
10
UNION-KY.
CONCORD
GLENVILLE
25
fr,.€W MEXICO
-12_. EL8.84P13.488.5.7tnig
STATETRANSyLvANIA
DAVID LiPSCOmn
CHICAGO CIRCLE
9
GREEN BAY
35
TRI-STATE
AdUoNAS
WESLEYAN
OR
le
NC.
3
TUFTS
ElOwDOIN
MELLON
27
CITY
CARNEGIE
GROVE
28
_ _
IJNION-Pt. Y.
DREW
PAULS
26
HAMPTON
21,...•
WASH & LEE
21
EMORY a HENRY
HAP TFORD
C.0 N.Y
CONCORDIA-NT n
WEST FLORIDA
FLORIDA TECH
25
HASTINGS
25
ID
TENN. TEMPLE
wEST
.
GEORGIA
BELHAVEN
JACKSON STATE
15
WEST VA. STATE
wr87 VA.,TECH _
19
OZARKS-MO
JOHN BROWN
.5
WESTERN WASIG, -23
OREGON COLLEGE EMPORIA STA rr
KANSAS CITY
11'
wiDENER
22
DELAWARE VALLEY
KENTUCKY STATE.
s2/40XVILLE
MOUNT UNION
WITTENBERG
9
LAGRANGE
-AUGUSTA
4
FRANCIS MARION
WOFFORD
16
OZARKS-ARK
23
1-1 r_TLC ROC!
,

rovisotit

▪
•
SEASONS FIE.
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tb1
,
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Matusza
On livin

Cavaliers Win First Game Over
Milwaukee, 112-98 On Tuesday

THURSDAY COUPLES
LEAGUE
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bowling League
w. L..
Team
The Cleveland Cavaliers fisz
19
Rod Birds
nally have a victory over the
48
28
Night Owls
43
33
Milwaukee Bucks and the
Demons
four seconds left:
43
33
Cats
Philadelphia
76ers are a game
Murray never led in the first Alley
42
34
B's & C's
closer to matchinetheir name
41
half as the Rebels came out With Ups & Downs
35
40
36
with their record.
as much spirit and deter- Ten Pens
3913 36'
Road Runners
"Cleveland outplayed us in
minationas did the Tigers Misfits
39,12 361
39112 36' 2 every category you can think
Saturday
night
against Gene's Body Shop
•
39......31
Whit K ids
of," said Milwaukee Coach LarCalloway County.
37
39
Rockets
The Bebels held a four point Str i kers
351,3 40V2 ry Costello Tuesday night after
34',2 411
/
2
lead for most of the first quarter Strikes
321 3 43113 the Cavaliers won 112-98 for
Fighting Four
their first victory in 11 tries
before be period ended with Super Bowlers
29
47
27
49
against the Bucks since joining
South Marshall holding a 21-16 Pacers
59
17
Lynn Grove Four
the National Basketball Associedge. 1
High Team Game (SC)
705 ation three seasons ago.
Gary Mitchell and George Night Owls
702
The 76ers lost for the 50th
I Andolt traded buckets early in Red B.rds
700
B's & C's
time in 54 games this season
the second frame and then the
High Team Game ()ICI
•
856 When Elmore Smith scored 36
C's
Rebels scored six straight to Req&
845
UIIS & Downs
take. g. 29-18 cushion with 5;21 Night Owls
814 points to spark a 1W104 victory
'for Buffalo.
Team
Series
SC1
int*
High
(
half.
left
2034
B.rds
Elsewhere in the NBA. DeMurray could come no closer Red
2031
N.ght Owls
than seven and that came just Ups & Downs
1951 troit edged Atlanta 126-123, BalHigh Team Series (HC)
timore smashed Golden State
before the half ended when
2392
US & Downs
Willis hit a 10 tooter to make it Mist
its
- 2383 104-86, Los Angeles nipped Chi2358 cago 95-92 and Houston shaded
"40-33 at intermission in favor of Night Owls
Portland 123-120.
South Marshatt
High incl Game (SC)
In the American Basketball
The Tigers suffered badly on
Men
the boards in the first half as Dan Jones
266
259
only Hudspeth was able to get Dan Jones
Ronne HardrOve
216
position. Strangely enough, 11 of
Womu
196
Hudspeth's 13 caroms in the Betty Di xOn
Latimer
192
half came on his own offensive Lavauqhn
Judy Parker
11111
boards as the Tigers had very
High Ind Game(HC)
few defensive rtbounds.
Men
Hudspeth had 16 points in the Dan Jones
275
Dan
Jones
168
two periods while Reed ppced
ROninreleargrOve
249 By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
the Rebels with 10.
Women
The New England Whalers
•
231
The Tigers returned to the Betty Dixon
Latimer
230 lost their share of the lead in
press in the third period and Lavaughn
Judy Parker ,
225 the- Eastern Divisoin of the
began to chip away at the Rebel
High tad, Series (SC)
World Hockey Association MonMen
lead. Murray tied the game with
736 day night, but took it right
Jones
1:50 left in the period when Dan
592
Vernon Riley
Hudspeth again tipped in a shot Lyman Dixon
580 back Tuesday night.
The Whalers, backed by a
Women
to make it 50-50. The Tigers
549 strong performance by goalie
lavaughn Latimer
were never able to gain the lead Patsy Neale
546
526 Al Smith, defeated the Clevein the period though as the 'Betty D.son
land Crusaders 4-1 to regain
Rebels carried a 55-54 edge into
High Ind. SerieS (HC)
share of the lead in the
their
Men
the final eight !minutes of play.
763 East Di1/151071,
Jones
South inched to a 59-55 lead Dan
L yman Dixon
631
Coach Jack Kelly of New
consecutive Vernon Ritey
before
two
631 England had a lot of praise for
retiounds budtei. y nuaSPeth Rongie tiargrove
631
his goalie Smith: ."He has
Women
tied the count at 59 apiece to set
663 played six great games in a
Lavaughn Latimer
the stage for the final exciting Betty Dson
631
row for us, and they've been
622
Judy Parker
five minutes.
High Averages
against good clubs".
The Tigers were not at all the
Men
The Whalers registered three
189
..same ballclub that they were
unanswered goals in the first
in
183
Neale
__Saturday when.. they whipped _ L Hargrove
two periods and maintained
Calloway County 74-65.
181
Delmar Brewer
176 their lead behind Smith.
-Time after time, the Rebels -.Lyman Dixon
171
Tommy Jones
4paitaarWHA action Tuesday
were able to get down the floor Charlie
17) night, Chicago stopped MinHargrove
170
ahead of the Tigers and set up Ron pace
165 nesota 4-2, Philadelphia edged
Neale
easy baskets. In fact,the Rebels
. Patsy
151 Ottawa, 5-4 in overtime, the
,
ely Dixon
kept the Tigers from using their J idy Parker
148
Los Angeles Sharks defeated
Lavaughn
Latimer
,
147
faist break as South Marp1011
1911QP- Burket
146
the Houston Aeros 5-2 and the
was getting down to the BurIcrie Brewer
140
139 Alberta Oilers blasted the New.
defensive end of the floor before Sharon Johnson
I
138
ynda
Black
GI
Murray could bring the ball
Dan Jones bOwled the hoghest
down.
seres which has ever been bowled
After Fludspeth's 28 points, in league bowling at Corvette
Lanes He had games of 259, 211
the scoring dropped all the way 266, for a Scratch total of 736
down to Jackson who had 11.
McGregor paced the winners as
he put in 22 in a strong outing.
.1.1tre-ST- AJ
•
The Tigers, %eh, were 13-21 Team Bowling League
El) The AssociatedPress
from the charity stripe, hit just F ,cfht,nd Four
n
FOOTBALL
441 2 23' 2
.346 from the floor on 27-78. In The Men
Stompers
41 1 2 26'7
NEW YORK - John Matusthe rebound department. Glory
Pin Cushions
39' 7 .28' 2 zak, a tackle at Tampa, was
Murray had a 38-35 lead but Wild Ones
37
31
picked by the Houston Oilers in
Be
Bops
32
36
with the exception of Hudspeth,
Head P.ns
311 7 341 / the National League football
the Murray rebounding was
draft as the No. 1 choice.
High Ind Game (SC)
more or less non-existant.
.chard Scott
213
TENNIS
In the preliminary game, Garry Evans
169
MILAN, Italy - Third-seeded
165
Murray ran its record to 11-2 by Rexie Stalls ,
Under wood
165
American Arthur Ashe was uptaking a 52-47 win. Brad Barnett RobertHigh
Ind Game (MCI
set in the first round of a 150,led the scoring with 14 while Richard Scott
243
000 World Championship Tennis
217
Dale McCuiston tossed in 10. Terry Stalls
Rexie Stalls
213
tournament, losing to Jean-BapSophomore Phil .Miller and Robert Underwood
213
tiste Chanfreau, France, 4-6, 6High tnd Series (SC)
freshman Bob Wilder scored 10
492
Richard S, ott
4, 6-2.
apiece.
Garry Evans
462
RICHMOND, Va. -- SixthMurray, now 8-7 for the Bob Hargrove
430
seeded Cliff Richey of San Anseagon, will entertain the
High Ind Series (,HC)
gelo, Tex. defeated Edison
rugged
Ballard Bombers Richard Scott
582
Friday night. South Marshall, Tammy Overbev
573 Madarino, Brazil, 6-0, 6-3, in
570 singles play- in the opening
who evened their slate at 9-9, Terry Stalls
round of the Fidelity World
visits North Marshall Friday.
High Averages
Championship
tennis tourney.
Murray High
16 17 21 13-67 Garry Evans
152
GENERAL
.
142
So. Marshall
21 19 15 17-72 Randy Wright
141
R.chard Scott
SALT LAKE CITY -- Salt
Murray (671-Willis 7, Bob Hargrove
138
Lake City, designated as the
117
I andolt 8. Hudspeth 28, Lane 9, Phillip Adams
132
Charles Parker
U.S. entry in competition to
Jackson 11 and Resig 4.
McCann
132
Doug
South
127 host the 1976 Winter Olympics
1721-Gold
10, Paul Holland
withdrew its bid as a prospec126
Rogers
McGregor 22, Lovett 16, Mit- BeverlyUtterback
120 tive site.
Nancy
chell 9, Reed 14 arid MII I

Association, Dallas topped ‘'irginia 135-129 in overtime, New
York took Memphis 114-107 and
Indiana-downed San Diego 126120.
Rookie Dwight Davis scored
ZJ points and 13 rebounds for
Cleveland which led almost all
the way. Cornell Warner also
gave the Cavaliers a boost by
coming off the bench in the
third quarter and grabbing 11
rebounds. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar led Milwaukee with '28
points and 13 rebounds.
Philadelphia had a shot at tying Buffalo with one second left
in the game but Fred Carter,
wholed the 76ers with 25 points
and 10 assists, missed two fouls
shots.
Detroit snapped a six-game
losing streak as Bob Lanier
scored 40 points and snared 12
rebounds in the victory over Atlanta. John Mengelt's two foul
shots broke a 112-112 tie and
put Detroit ahead to stay. Pete

By MICHAEL A.
Associated Press Six
HOUSTON (AP)
Matuszak, who sh
parisons to pro g
doesn't turn away a
steaks, says he'll wo
live up to his No. 1 s
the 1973 pro football
"It's an honor wort
to," Matuszak said
Tuesday after he b
Houston Oilers' No.
the pro draft. "I've
learn but I hope I
it."
The mammouth 6pound defensive end
pa University str
fidently into the Oi
after a hurried fl
Florida and imrnedi
necks craning upwar,
at his size.
But Matuszak was
pressed with his siz
eryone else.
"It's not the size of
the fight that count
size of the fight in
Matuszak said. -I tt
is 50 per cent of food
Matuszak's statemi
Coach Bill Peterson'E
in making the Wiscoi

Maravich scored 33 points for
Atlanta.
Archie Clark and Mike Riordan each scored 24 points and
Clark also handed out 11 assists
in Baltimore's romp over Golden State, losing for the fourth
straight time. Jeff Mullins was
high man for Golden State with
22 points.
Los Angeles beat Chicago for
the Ilth straight time, including
four games in last season's
playoffs, as Bill Bridges
grabbed 20 rebounds and Jerry
West scored 31 points. West hit
a foul shot to give Los Angeles
a 93-90 lead and then scored the
game's final two points, also on
foul shots. . Norm Van Lier
scored 26 points for,Chicago.
Houston went on a 32-6 scoring spring midway through the
second half and then held on
for its victory over Portland.
Rudy Tomjanovich scored 31
points for Houston and Sidney
Wicks 28 for Portland.

New England Regains Lead In
WHA With Win Over Crusaders

Sports
In Brief
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TOP TWENTY TEAMS - JANUARY 25, 1973.
1 L. A.
2 - NO. CAROLINA ST.
3- MARYLAND
4 -LONG BEACH STATE
5 - INDIANA
- MINNESOTA
7 - NORTH CAROLINA
8 - ALABAMA
9 - SAN FRANCISCO
10- MISSOURI

-107.

-,or.s
-100.3
- 99,1
- 96 9
- 96.0
- 95.9
- 95.7
- 95.6
-95.4

II 12 13 II 15 16 17 IS 19 20 -

-95.2
PROVIDENCE
JACKSONVILLE-FLA.- 94.9
MARQUETTE
-91.8
- 94 6
S. W. LOUISIANA
HOUSTON
-94,5
- • 94.2
KANSAS STATE'
- 94.2
M Em PHISIK9TAU
NEW MEXICO
- 94.1
ORAL ROBERTS
- 94.0
ST. JOHNS-N
- 93.9

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - JANUARY 28. 1973
- VA.COMMONWEALTH - 77,1
SAM 1-tOuS TON
- 84•14
- 76.5
12 - ASSUMPTION
- $3.2.
LOuiSIANA.TECH
,
- ROANOKE
13
- 76.4
82.0
S E. AUSTIN
14 - ST. mARys-TEXAS - 76.3
- 80.4
Ky . WESLEyAN
McNEESE
15
- 76,2
- 80.2
MILWAUKEE
16 - MARYMOUNT
- 76,0
6- KENTUCKY STATE
- ,711•2
-_25 2
---•-7-..,-IttintINTRTICA-TVE-7-"
'
- -'••40,
r e - ' IL
'
AKRON PHILA.
TEXTILE
- 75.7
- 77'.6
S - CAPITAL
- 75.5
19 - CARSON NEWMAN
- 77.4
9- ALCORN
_ 77.3
20- ST. THOMAS-MINN. - 75.3
10- FAIRMONT
.
t
,
_
•
.
N, A. I. A. TOP TWENTY TEAMS -JANUARY 28,1973
I 234 t-

.

4,8 -

234-

SAM HOUSTON
S. F, AUSTIN
KENTUCKY STATE
AUGUSTANA-ILL,
5 - ALCORN
-6 - FAIRMONT
7 - ST, MARYS-TEXAS
8- MARXMOUNT
- CARSON NEWMAN
837.199S. TKPOMRS.

- 114.9
- 82.0
- 75.2
- 70.0
- 77.4
- 77.3
-76.3
- 76.0
75.3

11 - U. W. - GREEN BAY
12- XAVIER-N.0.
- WEST GEORGIA
II - EASTERN SHORE
15 - HOWARD PAyME
16 - HOWARD
17 - MO SOUTHERN
18 - EAU CLAIRE
It ..'MORR11171IIARVEY8
20 - BLOOMSBURG
.
,

- 75.2
-74.6
- 74.7
- 74.2,
- 73.5
-73.3
-73,2
- 73.0

York Raiders 11-3.
The National Hockey League
conducted its annual all-staf
game with the East defeating
the West, 5-4.
Chicago Cougar Rossaire
Patement attributed his teams'
success to practice. "We've
been practicing a little differently lately and tonight it paid
off."
Pairnent's second goal of the
game late in the third period
enabled the Crusaders to defeat
the Fighting Saints.
Byraii Campbell scored his
second goal of the game with
5:45 gone by in overtime enabling Philadelphia to defeat the
Ottawa Nationals.
The victory enable the BUMers to move in front of Ottawa
into fifth place.
Alton White broke a 2-2 tie
for the L.A. Sharks with a sec-

St John

ond period goal and went on to
defeat the Aeros.
The Sharks set a team record
by surviving their 15th consecutive penalty without having
a goal scored against them before 'taking the lead on Joe
Szura's ninth goal of the year
at 17:22 of the first period.
Jim Harrison scored three
goals and added seven assists
to break the WHA single game
scoring record projecting the
Alberta Oilers to a 11-3 shellacking of the New York Raiders.
The former league record
was seven points, established
early this month by Danny
Lawson of the Philadelphia
Blazers.
The outburst marked the end
of a minor slump for Harrison
who missed the last 13 games
with a knee injury.

Of Last

By KEN RAPP(
Associated Press Sp
When the St. Joh
ball team lost star fc
Davis to injury at t
this season, the Re(
considered by mosi
bunch of dead India!
However, the
didn't count on Co
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team is playing like
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"pyschologieal MOON
Redmen have won al
ed 14 of 16 games t
Their latest was
triumph over Vplar
clay night.
"There's a great
oneness on this te
Mulzoff. -I've been
chology with some ol
players. It works.
come believers-ani
kids feel that we cat
with any team in thi
Davis, of course, vi
and the prime p
prospect before in
knee at the end of la
was expected to retu
son, but reinjured th
Now, the prime r
prospect on St. Joh;
Schaeffer, who scori
Tuesday night and
aged over 25 a garr
son for the 14th-ra
men.
In other games,se:
ed Missouri srnacke(
State 85-73; Princet
Penn 64-54; Duques
DePaul 85-71; Fainf
back F'ordham
State defeated Nebr
SMU topped Arkan
Texas Tech beat 1
68-67; Baylor tripper
in overtime and Ma
scored a 78-71 der
Holy Cross.
Along with Schaef
leading point total
men's forward cc
rebounds. Tom Inge
Wildcats with 21 poi
Missouri outscore
State by 21-7 in t
minutes behind AI
and went on to
triumph. E:berhar
with 24 points...

Dallas Ratlies For
Win Over Virginia
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS offensive foul, setting the stage
Coach Babe McCarthy looked for Hammond's shot at the buzup at the clock with 10 minutes zer
to go in the grime and his Dal-. Jones scored 31 points for
las Chaparrals were down by 19 Dallas while Netolicky added
points against .the Virginia 22. Erving was high for VirSquires. He decided to go for ginia with 33.
broke and as he said, "the only
The New York Nets scored 10
way you can do that in this straight points early in the final
league is to shoot three-point- stanza and went on to defeat
ers"
the Memphis Tams.
Joe Hammond hit a 16-foot
The Tams came back to withshot at the buzzer to send the
game into overtime and Dallas in three points during the last
went on to win the American four minutes, but the Nets hit
Basketball Association game eight straight points from the
charity stripe to seal the victo135-129.
In other games, the New ry.
York Nets downed the Memphis
John Roche was high man for
Tams 114-107 and the Indiana
Pacers edged the San Diego' the Nets with 28 points while
Johnny Neumann hit 30 for the
Conquistadors 126-120.
The Chaps scored ohly two Tams.
three-point goals down the
George McGinnis stuffed a
stretch, but fought back behind shot
with 31 seconds to help the
Rich Jones and Bob Netolicky
Indiana Pacers defeat the San
to gain the victory.
Diego Conquistadors, The Q's
The crucial break in the
came back with a three-point
game occured with six seconds
goal by Gene Moore, but it was
left in regulation time when
not enough as the Pacers held
Julius Erving was called for an
on.
In the National Bsketball Association. the Cleveland Cavaliers beat the Milwaukee
Bucks, 112-98, the Baltimore
Bullets stopped Golden State
104-86. Buffalo edged PhilaADRIAN, Mic
-h. I API - Just delphia 105-104, Detroit toppled
three more points for Adrian's Atlanta 126-123, Houston beat
Madison High School basketball Portland 123-120 and the Los"
team and it could have painted Angeles Lakers beat the Chicago Bulls, 9542,
the-town red.
Instead, the Trojans remain
red faced.
Madison lost to Waldron 53-51 Clemente Figure
Tuesday night for its 50th consecutive setback stretching
PITTSBURGH API- A lifeover four seasons. It began in like wax figure of
Roberto Cle1970 'with two losses at the end mente will be
presented to the
of the season. In 1971 and .1972 Baseball
Hall of Fame in Coopthe Trojans finished • with 0-18 erstown.
N.Y., the Pittsburgh
records, and so far this season Jaycees have
announced.
they are 0-12.
Waldron didn't have an nay
The figure of thelate basetime of itai.though. Madison, ball star will be a duplicate of
which trailed by six points at one on display at Three Rivers
halftinie, stored eight straight Stadium, where Clemente
when the second half opened
played as .0_ member of the
and led- by as many as five
Pittsburgh'Ptrates.
_point?. The - 18-year veteran was
But an errant Madison pass
killed along with Iglu other
followed by a thfree-point Wafmen in a Dec. 31 plane crash
dron play snapped a tie
midwhile flying relief supplies to
way through the fourth quarter.
earthquake victims in NicaThe Trojans never recouped.
ragua.

Adrian Drops
50th Straight

1(Uhn To Be- fir
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East Makes Off With Victory
In NHL All-Star Game Tuesday

Matuszak To Work Hard Oilers Start Trend With Pick
On Living Up To Honor Of Big John Matuszak In Draft
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ .
Associated Press Sports Writer
HOUSTON AP) -- Big John
Matuszak, who shuns comparisons to pro greats but
doesn't turn away any T-bone
steaks, says he'll work hard to
live up to his No. 1 selection in
the 1973 pro football draft.
"It's an honor worth living up
Matuszak said here late
Tuesday after he became the
Houston Oilers' No. 1 pick in
the pro draft. "I've got a lot to
learn but I hope I can make
it
The manunouth 6-foot-7, 272pound defensive end from Tampa University strode confidently into the- Oiler offices
after a hurried flight from
Florida and immediately sent
necks craning upward, gawking
at his size.
But Matuszak was less impressed with his size than everyone else.
"It's not the size of the dog in
the fight that counts, it's the
size of the fight in the dog,think desire
Matuszak said.
is 50 per cent of football."
Matuszak's statement fit oiler
Coach Bill Peterson's reasoning
in making the Wisconsin native

the No. 1 pick over Purdue's
,Dave Butz.
"Not taking anything away
from Butz," Peterson said,
"but we thought he might have
a little bit more intensity. When
I saw him play, I liked the determination he had.
"John needs to work on his
techniques because he'll be
moving to defensive end, but
he's got great lateral movement and great size."
The beefy Matuszak said he
dreamed Monday night that he
would be the first player
drafted and Houston would take
him.
_"And.. guess . what, 1. was
right," he said. "I wanted to
play somewhere. in Texas and
Ein very happy with this selection. I don't anticipate any contract trouble along the line."
Matuszak had just finished
off his second T-bone steak
when he was rushed out to
catch a plane for New York. He
thanked everyone for their
Texas hospitality and ended by
saying he expected to gain another 10 pounds by training
camp.
But he alread) was bigger
than any Texans in the room.

St John's Takes 14th
Of Last 16 Cage Matches
Ted Manakas scored 26 points
to lead Princeton's upset of
Penn; Reuben Montanez scored
28 points for Duquesne; Fairfield upset Fordham as Phil
Rogers and Ray Kelly netted 14
points apiece and Iowa State
beat Nebraska behind Martinez
Denmon's 18 points.

By KEN RAPPOPORT ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
When the St. John's basketball team lost star forward Mel
Davis to injury at the start of
this season, the Redrnen were
considered by most to be a
bunch of dead Indians.
pessimists
However, the
didn't count on Coach Frank
Mulzoff's pyschological warfare-and now the New York
team is playing like a bunch of
wild Indians.
Under the spell of Mulzoff's
"pyschologieel motivatier'-', the
Redmen have won an unexpected 14 of 16 games this season.
Their latest was an 87-77
LAKE PLACID, N.Y.(AP)triumph over Villanova Tues- This Adirondaiilt community
day night.
_
- %vas asked Tuesday by the US,
"There's a great feeling of Olympic Committee USOC )for
oneness on this team," said a detailed proposal on its hope
Mulzoff. "I've been using pys- to host the 1976 Winter Games,
chology with some of our young a member of the local promoplayers. It works. We've be- tion unit said.
come believers-and now, my
The North Elba Town Board
kids feel that we can match up responded Tuesday night by
with any team in the country." voting 5-0 to telegram the
Davis. of course, was the star USOC reaffirming a proposl
and the prime professional sent earlier this month after
prospect before injuring his Colorado voters rejected in
knee at the end of last year He November spending state funds
was expected to return this sea- to support the Games.
son, but reinjured the knee.
The USOC request came
Now, the prune professional
prospect on St. John's is Billy hours after Salt Lake City MaySchaeffer, who scored 22 points or Jake Garn wired_ Lord
Tuesday night and has aver- Killamin, presftlent of the Interaged over 25 a game this sea- national Olympic Committee,
son for the 14th-ranked Red- that his city could not continue
as effort to land the games
men.
In other games,seventh-rank- without assurance of federal
ed Missouri smacked Oklahoma financial aid.
State 85-73; Princeton stopped
The Rev. J Bernard Fell
Penn 64-54; Duquesne downed
DePaul 85-71; Fairfield turned
back Fordham 65-57; Iowa
State defeated Nebraska 81-60;
SMU topped Arkansas 110-94;
Texas Tech beat Texas A&M
68-67; Baylor tripped TCU 82-76
in overtime and Massachusetts
scored a 78-71 decision over
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Holy Cross.
Transylvania crushed InAlong with Schaeffer's gameleading point total, the Red- diana State 96-64, while
men's forward collected 11 Georgetown (Ky.) clubbed
rebounds. Tom Ingelsby led the visiting Rio Grande 95-70 in
college basketball action in
Wildcats with 21 points.
Missouri outscored Oklahoma Kentucky Tuesday night.
Transy, holding a 10-8 edge
State by 21-7 in the opening
minutes behind Al Eberhard after five minutes of play,
and went on to an easy spurted ahead to outscore Intriumph. Eberhard finishedt diana State 30-6 in the next 10
minutes of the first period.
with 24 points..
Translyyania stretched the
Margin to 48-26 at halftime,
luhn To Be Hortorert
then coasted in to victory,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS cleaning the bench in the secNEW YORK (-AP) 4- Areh- ond half.
bishop Terence Cardinal Cooke
Terry Blunk pumped in a
of New York will honor Base- game-high 27 points for the
ball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
winners, assisted by Dale Cosand the late Pittsburgh Pirates by with 16 and Jim Biven with
outfielder, Roberto Clemente, IS.
at the New York Catholic
Visiting Indiana was led by
Youth Organization's Club of Fred Chase with 14 points.
Champions Dinner Feb. 15.
Transy is now 11-5,. while InKuhn will receive the Club of diana State is 5-10..ois the seaChampions Gold Medal for "his son.
dedication to the high ideals of
Bill Reinle, John Owen and
honesty and wholesome com- Tom Stewart . were a triple
petition during more than 20 threat for Rio Grande as the
years of service to baseball and Ohio visitors fell before Georgefor the inspiration and ex- town.
cellence he has provided to the
Rio Grande took an early 8-2
youth of America ..."
lead, but Georgetown knotted
Danny Murtaugh. former ,Pi- the score with 13 minutes to
rate manager, will accept Cle- play in the first half. Then
mente's award as the OutHeinle came off the bench and
Standing Athlete of the Year.
bucketed three in a tow, giving

By BRUCE LOW 1V1'
Associated Press Sports Writer
The
NEW YORK (AP)
Houston Oilers couldn't "unload" their No. 1 draft pick, so
their used it to start a trend.
And when they did, the Baltimore Colts sighed with relief.
The Oilers, who had tried
vainly for weeks to swap their
prime choice in Tuesday's National Football League draft in
exchange for a few proven veterans, began this big "Year of
the Lineman" by grabbing one
of the biggest, Tampa's defensive end John Matuszak.
Across the -eivernous ballroom of the Americana Hotel,
the representatives of the Colts
spoke excitedly into their
phone. They had been afraid
their choice might also be
Houston's- but it hadn't been.
On the other end of the line,
General Manager Joe Thomas,
back in Baltimore, gave the order and the men at the table
complied, filling out the index
card that was delivered to Pete
Rozelle at the microphone.
"The Baltimore Colts take Bert
Jones, quarterback, Louisiana
State," the NFL commissioner
intoned.
- And thus began the annual
absorption of college football's
442 best prospects into the violent world of the pros.
Jones was the only quarterback picked Until selection No,
33, when the Chicago Bears
used their second-round slot to
take Florida State's Gary Hut.
Long before then, the trend far
this first day had been set.
Third to pick in the first of
Tuesday's seven rounds sas
Philadelphia, and the Eagles
resumed the behemoth parade
lay taking offensive tackle Jerry
Sisemore of Texas. New Eng-

Lake Placid Asked
For Olympic Proposal

land and St. Louis 011owed suit,
the Patriots goili for guard
John Hannah of Alabama and
the Cardinals hailing in Dave
Butz of Purdue
There weren' really any surprises in the ay's name-calling--and thee weren't expected to be any today when
the draft reituned today at 9
a.m., CST, fr the dispensing of
the remain* 260 players in 10
rounds.
Heismai Trophy winner
Johnny Ilid,gers, the flashy
speedster rom Nebraska whose
173 pourat were considered too
.to hike him a solid pro,
ra
was ovirlooked until the San
Diego Charges took him, the

Th( NFL Draft,
FIRST ROUND

I. 1ouston. JON.' Not Purr. DT,
Tomo. 2 Baltimore, Nom New Or•
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chairman of Lake Placid's.
provisional Olympic organizing
committee, said USOC cifficials
already have copies of the proposal from the village, which
hosted the 1932 Winter Games,
first in the
THIRD ROUND
Local officials say they do
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Re, Loot
Amore', Terry recall
Boots Stare. 12. Sr Dig*, frivm
before Salt Lake ,City was
Atlanta, nireger1 0,.710,01. Do Fouts,
Oa. °Toon .11. Minnesota. JO Lase.
picked over this community
WO, Northwestern.
14. , New Oeletins, Non New York
arid two resorts at Lake Tahogeir. Jiffs,
Onb 11. *S. erg Pete Or, VCO,
ham Young. 5 Cleveland, I om KoThe IOC has informed the
City. erris Sc firciodd 8^0
las
Crum, DE, Axiom. M. Cincinnati, Ton
USOC that another U.S. city
0-00L1 WO. r.''soo-74666,111. 11. New
York Glovts. Rich GOO'. 01. Nor0.
could bid, providing it had the
it. arrive, frottl 510 Franca,.
ko
1"ositi WaSaarfin and Son Dire.
blessing of the USOC."
John Viied. DT. loilsiono State
Doirolt, /on LeffillV,C. Le. Penn SOO
Other .ireas seeking the
20 Kansas city. teen °errand, Pau'
KrT7.14, 07, Centre' AA1C11,01P1 71. No
games are Innsbruck, Austria;
Dos,,,,
E -"Ridnd from 00.1as. Cherie'
pg,
Air. 1: Often Se'. To"
Finland and Chamonix, France.
Macloid le Minnesota 73. Dem,.

es Cawley.
from Oakland, through
• i /Orison, DS, Te[OS Ail. 71
Pittsguroh. Pager Wager, 00. Kansas 25 5 done, Iron Washington. Bob
Kowa. DT. Colltorna 76. Mgr,
Lean Gray. OT, Jackson state

rl
S

FOURTH ROUND
1, Horan. Greg Bingham. LS. P•-r due. 2, M.nnt111010. from P1‘1100.610,3
Mike Wells, OR, Illinois 1. 00,e,
horn New Orlon,. Mike 1410010r.
LB, Tennessee Tech. 4, Pew Enoind •
Allen GOilener, OT, Southern Col 1.
Baltimore. from Chicago, thriburs Phi
, • o
adelphia, Gery Pon-. Or Ken.
Son Diego, from St. Louts tnr0.071
C.C.Opo. Pones 0,200n, 177, Terinei•
so St. 7. Baltimore. from San pion.
Tonere/ St. I.
0111.
•15u101e, Don We ker. 05. Cent'ol Si
Otilis. 9, New Oelgans. Irene sevimor.•
10. Deno'
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Le.
Jim Mena.
Tom Jackson, LB. Louisville 11, Oakland. Iron Los Anat.'s. Perry .eralt:
De, Colorado St. 12, Kansas COT, Nom
,
Minnesota, Jonn Leetineyer DT. Erna
r al, Kan. 13, Now York JOS. fill
Perryton, Le, San 04090 51
14. Ortift, from Atlanta, DICK .10.,
new. Re, Yale. 15, Cleveland. fr."
Cincinnati. through Sairrnore, Anly
Dorris, 1.11. New Maria, St. 16, Alto,
to. PTO New York Giants. Tea
Geeedlne, WR, NE Missouri. 17, Los
Angeles, born Kansas Ciiv, Err ••
rArMilloa, De. Florida St IS. Detre'
Honks. Re. Central St . Cola It.
San Fraser.,
Diego, ram
Son
,
through Washineen. Bill Sharer
Le. TOWN 70, Dallas. Drone Scr •"
ner, De. 1.110, 71, Los Amore,. l•--,
Orrin SaY. Terry wens": 4.67-.Asken,
72, Chsvrt-n1 rttr6:1
-Pine
73,0,1
M777111,016. OR. Evansville
,24,
Joe Wylie, volt Obiale•-Sr
bur901. 0011 Clark, Le, MichiganYeater
B vtfola, from Vicall'ngt,ss.
.00,1
Alligenks
11.
College
govfon
DT.
Nrefition
'So' Rather WI.

the Kentucky team a six-point
lead
Georgetown never trailed
after that, expanding the margin to 45-35 at intermission.
Bernie was game-high with 26
points for the night, as John
Owen added 18 points and
pulled down 20 rebounds. Torn
Stewart added 17 points for the
winners and led all rebounders
with 22. Van Phillips netted 15
points for Georgetown.
neorgetown beat the visitors
on the boards by 68-65.
Dan Belinger paced Rio
Grande with 18 points.
Georgetown stands at 16-5 on
the season; Rio Grande has a
7-10 record.'

FIFTH ROUND

In out-of-state games, Old Dominion trounced Kentucky Wesleyan 125-112, as Cumberland
downed Wright State 81-76„.,

Operating Loss
BLOOMINGTON,Minn.( AP)
The Minnesota Twins reported an operating loss of $942,000
for the 1972 baseball season at
their annul stockholders meet:
ing Friday at Metropolitan Stadium
The loss was reduced to 6509,685 by tax refunds.

_

next-to-last player to go in the
first round.
Weight-or the lack of itwas also a factor in keeping
Rodgers' teanunate, middle
guard Rich Glover, from being
gobbled up quickly. Not until
choice No. 69 came around did
the New York Giants take the
234-pound winner of the Outland
and Lombardi trophies, emblematic of college football's
premier lineman.
Matuszak has no such problems. His 6-foot-7 frame bends
the scales at 275 pounds. "I'd
like to get paid whatever No. 1
gets paid, whatever that .is," he
said, throwing his weight
around just-a bit.

By
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Transylvania Blasts
Indiana State 94-64
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By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
real!) put the pressidikan."
Associated Press Sports Writer
Following a scorele7rfirst peNEW YORK ( AP) - "They riod, Potts and Buffalo's Rene
should pull both goalies," some- Robert traded goals three nnnone quipped as the final sec- utes apart early in the second
onds ticked off in in the Nation- stanza. N'achon started auspial Hockey League's 26th All- ciously enough after replacing
Star Game Tuesday night.
Esposito, stopping two tough
Nevertheless, only Rogatien shots by Buffalo's Rick Martin
Vachon of the Los Angeles and then getting a break when
Kings went off for an extra Chicago's Stan Mikita hit the
skater in the final minute but it post.
didn't help as the East made
Then the dam broke. Frank
off with a 5-4 victory over the Mahovlich snapped the tie at
West in what was supposed to 1627 and Toronto's Paul Henbe a show by the stars of the derson gave the East a 3-1 lead
NHI. but instead bore a striking at 19:12, but Pit Martin of Chisimilarity to a wide-open World cago chopped it to 3-2 17
we
Hockey Association game,
It was a 1-1 defensive
struggle with sharp netminding
by Chicago's Tony Esposito for
the West and Gilles Villcmure
of the New York Rangers for
the East until Vachon and Ed
Giacomin, Villemure's Ranger
teammate, took over with 10:44
FOXBORO, Mass. APi
left in the second period.
It was still knotted at 4-all Former Heisman Trophy winafter the West wiped out a 4-2 ner Jim Plunkett faced probdeficit on third-period goals by able knee surgery today and
Pittsburgh's Greg Polis-his the New England Patriots kept
second of the game-and Terry fingers crossed after trying to
Harper of Los Angeles before find him 1973 help in the NaBobby Sctunautz of the Van- tional Football League draft.
The Patriots, an NEL weaklcouver t'anucks drilled a shot
off the goalpost and past Vach- ing, picked a huge blocking
lineman Xrud-a couple of outon with 6:01 remaining.
The East took 14 shots at standing backs among the first
Vachon and four went in. Three 19 players chosen in the annual
of 13 West shots got by Giaco- grab bag Tuesday before dismin in the friendly, non-hitting closing that Plunkett was hurtcontest, including the only one ing.
Plunkett. a marked man ofhe saw during his second-period
ice time. The only checks on ten clobbered while trying to
the premises were the $500 quarterback a woeful offense
prizes that went to each of the last season, re-injured his right
winners and the $250 the losers knee while getting out of his
got. And the only collision of car on the eve of the draft.
The former All-American
any note came in the opening
period when Montreal's Jac- from Stanford was examined
ques Lemaire barreled into and then ordered to go to Oklahoma City to consult with Dr.
John D'Amico, who happens to
be a linesman.
"You try as hard as you
can," said Giacomin, who has
played eight periods in six AllStar Games and allowed 10
goals, "but the goals don't
bother you as much as they ,
ABA
would during a regular season
East
game. If there was no hitting
W L.. Pct GB
39 17 .696
ay
link
rotuc
during a regular game it would ' CKaen

Pro Cage
Standings

High School Cage Scores

n-

onds later.
Lemaire made it 4-2 early- in
the final period before the
West's meaningless comeback
and then Schmautz' winner,
which came after a pass from
Montreal's Serge Savard
•The _most valuable player
award-a new car- went to
Polis, Pittsburgh's 22-year-old
winger, who has been an AllStar participant each of his
three years in the NHL. It climaxed a hectic, sleepless 36
hours following the birth of his
first child-a 7-pound, 14-ounce
son in Pittsburgh on Monday.

Plunkertt Faces
Probable Surgery

35 19

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Breckinridge County 59 Caneyville 57
Central City 101 Owensboro
Apollo 84
Corbin 74 Middlesboro 73
Fleming County 81 Mt. Olivet
Deming 62
Hopkinsville 89 South Hopkins
56
Madisonville 64 Knott County
62
Warren East 84 Caverna 62
Ft. Knox 68 Bardstown 64
Greenville 94 Bremen 89
Burgin 66 Pulaski County 49
Butler County 66 Leitchfield
58
Clarksville Northwest I Tenn.)
55 Christian County 46
Franklin-Simpson 57 Warren
Central 50
Owensboro 53 Owensboro
Catholic 45
Scottsville 70 MetcalfeCounty
69
Russellville 55 Temple Hill 52
Cloverport 86 Fordsville 51
Dawson Springs 63 Olmstead
61
Hazel Green Academy 76
Wolfe County 68
McCreary County 62 Rockcastle County 60
Morgan County 84 Johnson
Central 67
Nelson County 77 Bardstown
Bethlehem 68
Belfry 76 Prestonsburg 73
Allen Central 76 Wheelwright
57
HenderCaldwell County
son 72
South Marshall 72 Wiwi ay 87
Henderson County 78 McLean
County 54
Cumberland County 80 Atli-.
tin-Tracy 54
East Carter 75 Rowan County
68
Grant County 73 Williamstown 60
LaRue County 47 East Hardin
39
Lyon County 66 Trigg County
47
Maysville 81 Bracken County
62
Montgomery County 82 Clark
County 73
North Hardin 57 West Hardin
51
Oldham County 73 Bullitt
Central 56 "
Taylor County 80 Greensburg
50
Louisville DeSales 57 Moore
51

ill

Montgomery County 71 Ashland 57
Bath County 51 Franklin
County 50
Boyle County 59 Garrard
County 17
Campbellsville 79 Adair County 64
Casey County 86 Waynesburg
Memorial 64
Catlettsburg 70 Raceland 64
Covington Catholic 68 Simon
Kenton 63

Eubank 73 Berea 69
Henry County 61 Trimble
County 60
Johns Creek 82 Jenkins 70
Lexington Bryan Station 81
Scott County 52
Marion County 57 Washington
County 54
Newport 75 Dayton 63
Newport Catholic 90 Campbell County 57
Hazard 83 Powell County 75
Louisville Butler 66 Thomas
Jefferson 43
Louisville Doss 89 Pleasure
Ridge Park 62
Louisville Seneca 61 Valley 57
OT
Taylorsville 62 Portland
Christian 56

Bantam League
Bowling League
Team

Br yan

40

21
21

34
31' 7
31' 7
26

34
36'
36'
40

71

17

47

Game (SC)
218
141

ott

Stierr. Reguarth

126

High Ind Gant,(HC)
Story
G•eorcie 1301
Eric

246
117
177
174

Darrell Ov erbey
Bryan Si ott

High Ind. Series(SC)
Eric Story
Bryan Si offMark Winchester

Memph.s

26

3
11

.6441

213

3
37
17 3
20

1'
57
5 2
17
37

West
36
hna
5a,a
nd
iU
Denver

19

667
4"
521 8
500
377 15

7
23
1 7
37
2
70 53
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71:
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New York 114. Memphis 107
Dallas
Indiana 126, San is,eso 170
Only games scheduled

Wednesday's Gaines
Kentucky

Dallas at

Memphis

at Denver
Indiana at Utah
V.rginia at New York

Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Carolma vs Virgin,a at
folk
Denver* at Jndiana
Only lames schedtded

Tuesday's
College
Basketball
By The Associated Press
FAST
Princeton 64, Penn 54
Boston U. 71, Colgate 69
Fairfield 65, Fdrdham 57
Mass. 78, Holy Cross 71
Parsons 92, Wm. Penn 67
St. John's, N.Y. 87, Villanova
27
a
SOU'TH :
Transylvania 96, Ind, St. 64
Franklin 107, Rose-Hulman 90. _
-Georgetown, ky. 95, Rio
Grande 70
MIDWEST
Wooster 77, Oberlin 64
Akron 101, Baldwin-Wallace
81
Wis-Milwaukee 84, East Mich.
73
Northern Ill 92, Va. Commonwealth 81
Duquesne 85, DePaul 71
Iowa St 81, Nebraska 60
SOUTHWEST
Texas 88, Rice 72
Missouri 85, Oklahoma St 73
Texas Tech 68, Texas A&M 67
Baylor 82, TCU 76. OT
SMU 110, Arkansas 54

Nor

•

NBA
Eastern Conference
Buff as0
Atlantic Division
L. Pct. GB
W
40 9 816
43 12
782
1°" or
iYk
B°C
Niv4
38 2
3;47 74:7
0
35
7 so
14
Phdadelph,a
Atlanta Central Division
647 -33 18
Balt.more
2,
5 7 16
44
1926
21 31
Houston
19 37
3/3 14
Cleveland
Western Conference
MtChitiS1 Division
Milwaukee
Chicago
K C Omaha
2 01146S'
14
8
04
4:16
11 -46°6
311 5
20
1 3
37235
7
4
Detroit
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
32 20 615 8'
Golden State
481 15'
Phoenix
25 17
296 25'
16 38
Seattle
245 79
13 40
Portland
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore 101, Golden State
86
Buffalo 105 Philadelphia 104
DetrOit 126, Atliinta 173
Cleveland 112, Milwaukee 98
Los Angeles 95, Chicago 92
Hout1Cin 123, Portland 120
Only gameS scheduled

Standings
Bowling
Tigers
The K ats
vette CLing
Royals
Bullets
HOt Shots
Tornadoes
Super Stars
High Ind
„
Err Story

Viroinia
New YIN*

Donald Donahue, who has operated on many professional athletes, including Sonny Jurgensen of the Washington Redskins.
"I don't think it's too bad it
should be a simple operation,"
Plunkett said before limping
into Logan International Airport in Boston and then accepting a ride to a plane for the
flight to Oklahoma

Wednesday's Games
Cleveland at Boston
Golden State at Philadelphia
Wen York at Detroit
Houston at Seattle
Only names scheduled

Thursday's Games
—E.crleten--Skate—vs- anse1—C.4-y—
•
Omaha ,tt Omaha
Los Angeles at Phoenix
Only games scheduled

Prop Into 1533314 '
'1-31-3
r1t1-5h1-319

NOW
Th ru TUE •
111=111.111111

,

r

0

The
449
371
332

High Ind. Series (NC)
Eric Story
Gary Eaker
Darrell Overbey

539
477
470
470

Bryan Stott
High Averages
'Eric story

113
109
106
97
96
96
91
91

Don Hargrove
Bryan Sr ott
Sherr, Reguarth
Susan Potters
Jeff Reed

„Mark Winchester
Glen van-Hercs

II

N

TOP AMATEUR
Sul
livan award goes to Frank
Shorter at Gainesville, Fla
—ceremony WS awarded to
nation's outstanding ama
teur athlete by A A U

Best Motion Picture of 1 97 1!

BILLYJACK
TOM

lAUGIllIN DELORES 1;0[0
• -

PG

Seen by more people !hen Fiddler, Loaf !lecture
Show, Nicholas. Clockwork or French Connection'

CHEER FOR BILLY

AT LEAST ONE MORE TIME!

-ogrg
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Northside
Shopping
We at I GA have a team of trained
CUSTOMERS ,
Center
buyers that help to make purchases for
NEVER SPEND over 3,000 stores. This gives us the lowest 10th
Chestnut
TOO MUCH
prices so that we can pass these low
MONEY
prices on to you, our V.I.P. Customers.
FOR GROCERIES

JIM DAI
FOO MK

1

IGA
Frozen

TA BLERITE

LOAF
CHEESE
Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People

LLD

(our customers)

FRUIT

Orang
Drin

S109

White, Yellow, 4ils

JIFFY

14 oz. Bottle

Hunt's

NAGE SE\ FN

PRICE

Tomato Catsup 23'
Del Monte

Pineapple

No. 2 Can
Sliced
or
Crushed

BATHROOM
EDON

Tissue

33'

4 Roll
Pkg.

29'
Kelly's

12 oz. Box

IGA SNACK

Heinz

CRACKERS 29;
LIPTON

Tea Bags

BABY Food

Strained
Jar

Gerber

59'

48 ct. PKG

Spagh
IV

Baby Bood

Sweetheart
Strained
Jar

Liguid

PRIDE OF ILL

1

CORN

Blackeye
Peas

Cream Style

CAMPBELL'S

Pepsi or Coke io
6 Bot °zCnt

QU1K

NESTLE

39

CHICKEN
solo
...... NOODLE

2 EL -Can

WILDERNESS

PREM

CHERRY PIE

59;

FILLING
No 2 Can
3
9(;

OS AGE

16;
No. 1 Can

Hunts

294

CRISCO

25'

Switch

TWIN PET

SHORTENING
t Save 9 )

Ocean Spray

15 oz. Can

Tomato Sauce
Cat Food

3 lb Can

No. 2'2 Can

13; PEACHES

79

SWIFT 5

12 oz. Can

No. 303 Can

KITCHEN KRAFT

No. 303 Can

Dog Food

Can

Cranber
Frosty Acres

10

Orange

•

•
I9;:i

N'AGE SEVEN
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Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

DAMS
MKTS.
Family Pack
Mixed Parts
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We at IGA offer the finest

1,14 CUSTOMERS
NEVER HAVE TO
CARRY THEIR OWN
GROCERIES
TO THE CAR

service Possible.
IGA customers know about and
appreciate the friendly service
at IGA!

FRyERS

Fields

Wieners

FIELDS
CHESTNUT

SMOKED

1 lb. pkg.

69'

IGA

BACON

Canned
$149
Ham 3 lb. Can v

Pork
Liver

Sliced
lb.

WHOLE

39;

Jim Adams

Eggs

Large
Doz.

Kelly's

Spaghetti &
Meat Balls
Sweetheart

Liguid Detergent

29'
22 oz.

Chicken of the Sea

Big Roll

No. 303 Can

PAPER
TOWELS 29;

25;

TUNA
IGA

Pot Pies

Each

IGA

SHORTNING

MUSSELMAN'S

4
19

61
/
4oz. Can

FRUIT

CHERRIES —RICHTEX
COCKTAIL
No 303 Can 25,
58,
29'
3 lb. Can

Ocean Spray

20 Oz. Loaf

5

No. 303 Can

18 Oz. Jar

Kraft

59'

Strawberry Preserves
Frosty Acres

Orange Juice

12 oz., Can

3-9*

Chocolate

DROPS

2 lb. Bag

69'

FLORIDA

RAMSHES

RIPE GRAPEFRUIT
BANANAS
ib9 c

ORANGES

- et.
•.
AGS 4011118
‘i .1
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Federation Protests Land
'Reward' For Eagle Killers

number of 65 slain eagles. He ctianged and it is not known
By FRANK MACOMBER
was fined $1,700 and placed on whether the number of eagles
t7opley News Service
unsupervised probation. The Werner is charged with
Each year the nation's trafNWE contends that the number slaughtering will be lessened as
fic death toll reaches perilof eagles was reduced in order in Visintainer's case.
ously close to 60,000, more
The NWE has noted that
to secure convictions "without
Americans than we have lost
the inconvenience of a trial." during the time of the eagle
in Vietnam in a decade of
killings, both men held anWerner's involvement came nually-renewed federal grazing
combat.
to light during Congressional licenses and were privileged to
Nearly five million Americans are injured, many criphearings in August 1971. use thousands of acres of public
pled far the rest of their lives
Helicopter James Vogan land for grazing sheep and
in automobile smashups. AM
testified under oath that 570 cattle.
property damage, of course,
eagles were killed while he was
On January' 4, 1973, the
runs into the billions of dolemployed by Werner. Vogan Rawlins
Grazing
I Wyo.
lars.
$15,000 wats paid by Werner to District. Advisory
Board
The same old grim traffic
in
company
the helicopter
recommended that the Bureau
to the public, right'
warnings
bounties for eagle and other of Land Management renew
Wrong.
predators.
Wereeri_ license to use
Ibis is the story of what a_
At present, Werner has been thousands of federal 'acres for
few California communities
charged with killing 366 eagles grazing.
are doing to cut down the incifrom a helicopter. Trial action
On January 30, the Craig
dence of drunk driving. It
on the case currently awaits the
causes more than half the
Colo. Grazing District Adtraffic crashes which kill,
recovers' ef Werner's attorney, visory, Board intends to hear
maim and injure thousands
whir 4Cent1y suffered a heart Visintainer's request for
all 12 months of every year.
attack. Werner's initial plea of renewal of his grazing
Authorities in these coin"not guilty" has not yet been privileges.
niuntUes are sending drunk or
In both cases, the NWE has
drivers
alcohol-impaired
charged that the ranchers'
special
school,
to
very
a
back
lands
public
of
use
continued
school, mind you, where if the
for grazing is inconsistent with
students listen and look carethe federal law. Federal
fully enough they will
a
that
provide
regulations
graduate with this conviction .
"grazing license or permit may
Drink if you think you must,
be Suspended, reduced, or
but stay away from the wheel
thereof
renewal
or
revoked,
of an automobile if you take
An important milestone in 1970 Last year sc added about denied for a clearly established
even a few, for the conseis
1972
magine
I
South Central Bell's service to 46,000 more
violation of the terms or
quences of driving while in• Kentucky was reached Friday, our greatest growth year on conditions of the license or
toxicated can be disastrous.
"In
commented.
Yates
record'
comthe
when
29,
December
pernut, or for a violation of the
And it is paying off.
mark
million
one
the
pany reached the one nulhon reaching
Taylor Grazing, act."
Four-El Cajon, Calif., muwe have added more that 54,000
level in telephones in the state
nicipal judges decided in 1970
"There has unquestionably
' Actually, we don't know telephones to the system served been a •.clearly established
that the number of "repeatwhich specific telephone was by South Central Bell In Ken- violation' in both cases,"
er" drunk drivers in their junumber 1,000.000," said Dewey tucky."
dicial district had reached an
contended Robert Kennan, Jr.,
Meeting the mushrooming the NWE counsel who subnutted
alarnung and unacceptable
Yates, local telephone company
manager. "but we do know that demand for telephone service the "Intervention and Protest" level. So they took a cue from
a Phoenix, Ariz , sproject
installed during the last 25 years has petitions. "There is just no way
telephone
a
launched in 1966 and persomewhere in Kentucky that taken a lot of hard wOrk and a around the fact that killing
suaded the nearby University
Friday lifted us over the million lot of money. Yates explained eagles is against the law." The
California, San Diego, to set
of
mark."
"This year South Central Bell regulations call for further
up an extension course for
South Central Bell is the spent $72 million on con- action., including former
state's largest utility company, alone That doesn't include hearinga, if the violation was those who entered guilty pleas
or were convicted of driving
employing 6,700 Kentuckians employee wages and salaries "clearly
grossly
wilful,
while under the influence of
serving approximately and other general costs of doing negligent, or repeated" or
and
alcohol
600,000 customers in 73 counties. business. That $72 million went •'when the public...safety or
Classes on "The Impact of
-Of the 1,000,000 total, about to expand and improve the interest requires, or when
Drinking and Driving" began
extension communications services disciplinary' action is adare
400.000
in January, 1971
telephones," Yates said.
provided by South Central Bell. visable.".
For first offenders it is a
Locally, South Central Bell
-Instead of taking further
-In 1946 we spent about $5.7
four-week course, with a $20
set-% ices 10,224 main stations
construction, last action as the law clearly fee payable to the University
and 3.746 extensions "17 million on
ten times that requires in the eagle killings," of California Extension. For
spent
we
year
telephones were installed here
only 10,000 Kennan stated," it now looks as the second offender the course
gained
and
amount
on December 29 Yates said,
during the though, the grazing district stretches to six one-a-week
"and one of them could easily phones more than
1945-46, interim I think that boards actually. want to reward sessions for a $20 fee. The 7been the record breaker."
to-9,30 p.m nu-nonsense
the story of the effect rising these men."
tells
The growth in demand for
Kennan emphasized that, .'lasses are held in the austere
had on our industry "
telephone service in Kentucky costs has
under present law, the surroundings of the El Cajon
concluded
has been staggering since the Yates
Secretary' of the Interior does courtrooms, taught by in"The 1,000,000 mark is an have the necessary authority' to
end of World War II, comstructors trained especially to
mented Yates Records show achievement of which we can cancel grazing licenses. Besides deal with the impact of alcoadded,
Yates
But,"
proud.
roughly 186,000 Bell Telephones all be
the regulations governing the hol on the human body and
"There is much to be done to termsof the Taylor Grazing Act human behavior
in service at.the.end of 1945
_
From the end of 1945 and continue to provide the quality r under which the federal
The courses cover 8 wide
January 1. 1956, the number of and quantity of telephone grazing lease
program is spectrum of driving under the
telephones served by Bell grew service Kentuckians have administered 1, the Bald and influence of alcohol: accident
to 410.000. The total jumped to a right to expect. To this end, we Golden Eagles Protection Act prevention, the physiological
440.000 by the end of the year are planning our most am- Amendments of 1972 "sharply and psychological effects of
"During 1967 we passed the bitious construction program define the Secretary's authority alcohol, the disease of alcoand the Nal implica750,000 mark and hit 900,000 in ever for 1973".
in the issue " The -1972 Amend- holism
tions of driving coupled with
ments increse the criminal
drinking.
penalty for killing an eagle to a
Guest experts lecture on
maximum $5,000 fine and two blood alcohol levels and their
years in jail, authorizes new effects on driving ability. At
enforcement procedures, one session a judge discusses
establish civil fines, and grant the variety of laws under
new authority to cancel grazing which the drunk driver can be
privileges to persons convicted charged and punished
of slaying eagles.
The class for second ofBy Virginia Knauer
The grazing district advisory fenders - or more -- deals at
Special Assistant to the President
boards consist of appointees some length with alcoholism,
and Director
from the area who recommend its possible root causes and
Affairs
Consumer
of
Office
House
White
action for the BLM district consequences. There. are
manager. The boards alvtliys hard-hitting films with such
Whether you fly or just see your son or daughter
consist of art overwhelming titles as "Highball Highway"
off at the airport, you probably know that since the
majority of stockmen and and "The Secret Love of Sanfirst of the year the Federal Government has been
ratters. The final decision on dra Blame," the story of a
taking strict precautions to stop skyjacking.
the renewal of grazing licenses, woman's clandestine bout
Federal Aviation Administration officials and
however, rests with the BI.M. with the bottle, a fight she
airline personnel are checking for weapons and bombs
"It's up to the BLM district lost, along with her family,
that a potential skyjacker might try to get on board
managers to demand that until Sandra entered a saniVisintainer and Werner show tarium.
a plane. This means that your carry-on possessions
In some instances the incause why their extensive land
will be searched and that you yourself will be subject
structor
offers special
be
privileges
shouldn't
denied,"
consent
a
or
device
detection
metal
a
by
clearance
to
Kennan said. "This planned, counseling to students he besearch.
of lieves are alcoholics or are
slaughter
systematic
The less baggage you carry,
American bald and golden approaching the threshold of
These new checking prothe faster you'll get through
eagles shouldn't be rewarded alcoholism, then perhaps reccedures may be a bit of a
ommends to the court addiinspection.
bother, but I think the inconwith profits."
tional therapy as a condition
• Pack your carry-on bags
venience is slight when you
with inspection in mind.
coneider the peace of mind for
Since security guards will
all passergers as well as for
inspect your bags for dangtheir families at home,
erous objects, including metal
The following are some
weapons, FAA officials _sugU4 s from IAA to help you
gest that you separate metal
unde *Am? security proceitems from other contents by
dures ar ..0'd any problems
putting all metal items in seewith the ow airport security
through plastic bags.
system when you fly.
• Remember, Federal regu• Allow yourself plenty of
lations prohibit you from
time at the airport. For docarrying any weapon on
mestic flights, you should
allow a half-hour for inspec— board the plane. Weapon, in
this case, could include ski
tion of your carry-on bags,
poles, spear guns, hunting or
including purse, shaving kit
carving knives and even letand camera case. This means
ter openers. Airlines can proa half hour more than you
vide you with containers for
normally would allow for
skis, ski poles and rifles irr
checking in for a flight.
you can check them am bar
- For international flights,
gage. You should pack knives
allow at least an extra hour
and other dangerous Items in
for inspection,
the luggage that you plan to
If you are making a concheck as baggage.
necting eight, allow an hour
• Keep in mind that infor transfer.
spection also applies to
• Plan to check your suitwrapped gifts and jested
cases at the taket counter for
packages. 'To avoid probehipment in the plane's baglems—like unwrapping—pack'
•- wage compartment. Take only
▪
essential hand luggage anct- gifts and packages in your
checked baggage
bags with you onto the plane.
Although most Americans are
under the impression that the
well-publicized eagle killings
during the winter of 1970-71 in
Colorado and Wyoming are over
and done eith, the repercussions from those grisly incidents are actually just now
being heard.
Two "Intervention and
Protest" petitions have been
filed by the National Wildlife
against two
Federation
prominent stockmen Involved in
the helicopter slayings and
federal grazing
%hose
privileges are up for renewal.
The two men, Dean Visintainer,
,- Cratte- -Cole., and Herman
Werner. Casper. Wyo., were
both named in the shotgun
slayings of up to 635 bald and
golden eagles
Visintainer. a Colorado shrp
rancher, recently pled guilty to
slay tag five golden eagles, a
charee reduced from the initial
ji

Bell Reaches 1,000,000
Telephones In Kentucky

Dear Consumer

Skyjacking &
Peace of Mind

Widows To Receive Benefits

No-nonsense school
cuts drunk driving

That Husbands Would Have Had
About 1,750,000 widows who the closer a widow is to 65 when ,
were 65 or older at the time her widow's payments started,
their social security widow's the closer to 100 percent of her
benefits started will have their huSband's retirement benefit
payments increased to 100 she will receive.
percent of the retirement
Further, the new law takes
deceased
their
benefits
of whether the
account
be
now
husbands wiled
collected his
husband
deceased
receiving if they were alive, a
before he
spokesman for Social Security, retirement benefits
then his
did,
he
If
65.
reached
said today.
retirement benefits were
Another 2 rnilliOn widows will reduced from what would have
receive less than 100 percent of been payable to him at 65,
their husband's retirement because of the longer period
benefits, the spokesman said, over which he was expected to
because they took their widow's be collecting benefits
benefits before they were 65 and
The benefits payable to the
will therefore be collecting
of a man who collected
widow
payments on a reduced basis
ever a longer period than the reduced relicemeet banalits
widows whose payments did not before he was 65, will be based
start until they were 65 or older. on the reduced retirement
The increases payable under benefits he would still be
the Social Security Amend- receiving if he were living.

"Most defendants have reacted favorably, even enthusiastically, to' the school,"
Judge Lord points out.
A CC Extension comparison
of 200 convicted drunk drivers' records before the school
started with those of 200 who
took the course showed the
rate of recidivism repetition)
had dropped more than 50 per
cent, says Judge Thomas
Duffy, one of the driving
forces in launching the program.
The rate of repeating drunk
drivers was 19.9 per cent for
the first 200 but under 9.5 per
cent for the 200 who went to
School, Judge 'Duffy points
out.
"If it will work in a few California communities It should
work anywhere in the nation," the judge observes.

of the student's probation.
Now, after two years of
trial, the court and CC Extension Service officials see their
unusual school taking hold, to
the point where it is spreading
to other California cities and
has attracted nationwide attention, especially from highpopulation states where the
drunk driver has become as
dangerous as the armed robber.
-Our program, only two
years old, is still too new for
ps to declare with complete
assurance that it is worthwhile," says Alfred Lord, a
ju e of the El Cajon Munici"Though unable to prove it,
we are firmly convinced that
it is. The student defendants
come, of course, from all
walks of life and have varying
intelligence and educational
levs
'Fo.. some the course has
meant sunply a discovery
that one can become a 23102a
(driving while under the influence of alcohol ion 'eist beer ;'
for others, it has meant a recognition of and self-admission
of their alcoholism and a resolve to do something about
it
At any' rate, says Judge
bard, the incidence of "repeat" drunk drivers in the El
Cajon Judicial District has
dropped significantly.

all

ments of 1972, signed into law by
President Nixon on October 30,
will be included in the checks
they receive early in February',
he said.
v._
He rinted that under the old
law, a widow who was 62 or over
when she became entitled to
widow's benefits was paid 82.5
percent of the benefit that would
have been payable to her
husband at age 65 or later. A
widow who took benefits at 60 or
61 years of age received less.

High Scholl gradiatisa
rises to 90 per coot
In October, 1971, there were
12.7 million youths, 16 to 24
years old in the labor force
and no longer in school, according to the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics.
Nearly eight out of ten were
high school graduates.
Ten years earlier, of the 9.2
million out-of-school youth in
the labor force, only about six
out of ten had completed high
school.

If she was 65 or over when her
widow's benefits began, she will
gel 100 percent of the reduced
benefit her husband would now
be receiving. If she was under
65, she will get less than 100
percnet of his reduced
retirement benefit. Under the
formula In the new Lass, that 100
percent is reduced by 19 40ths of
a percent for every' month that
the widow lacked of being 65
when her widow's payments
started. In no case, however,
will a widow get a benefit less
than what she is now receiving.

Under the new law, he said,

••••••
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COUPON
PAPER
TOWELS

COUPON
SHEET

'233

COUPON

COUPON •-••!•v

Cannon

Double Wedding
Ring

BATH
TOWELS

3roils 774

'No—iron Bleached—
flat and Fitted
Full bed size

Fiberfill,
Polyester
oderless, non allergenic,
mat resistant—

Terry Cloth—Highly.
absorbent--checks and
stripes
•• •

large site—Asst. solid
Colors—$l 19 %alue

BED SPREADS
$777
vsashabit. ((moo le

97'
Beautiful printed
sheared Velours Heavy
weight—size 22\44

Nylon reanforced-For
use—and re-use.

white and pastels
Full bed size. Regular $10.

4".•

COUPON

COUPON

Mons

Mons Polyester

SOCKS

KNIT SLACKS
$1300

White Cushion Foot

88'

3Prs.

100 percent Polyester
double knit
Famou• brand. Solid
.ind fancy. 20.00 values

Pillow soft comfort, len
percent cotton

•

HANDKERCHIEFS

KNIT BRIEF

3p4.197
Double backs for double
wear-100 percent cottonFull cut
..%

COUPON
Ladies
Flannelette

PRINT TOPS
$600
•

COUPON
Celebrity
•
a. It

GOWNS
$233

100 percent Polyester
double knitAssorted patterns and
colors.
$10.99 value
•

Washable cotton prints
a,nd 44 in widths
Solid and fan.

Mons

Dan River Cotten—full
size

Ladies Screen

SWEAT
SHIRTS
$ 1 88

34' yd.

Moons White

10 for 88'

.

COUPON ws

Mons

COUPON
DRESS
FABRICS

is

1•
.
..;

COUPON

Cotton & Polyester
White & Grey
4-111-L4-XL

COUPON •••••!..:

COUPON

BRASSIERES
$ 1 66

tr+
Double knit nylon tricot
- Natural Look" BraSizes 32 to 40

Permanent press,
printed Flannelette
short and long lengths
ot,

r

COUPON
BRAIDED
RUGS
s25oo
„..

zr-

LERMANS

slit„

99 percent Nylon I •
percent cotton
$39.99 v alue-onlv 4 to
sell

BASKAMERICAIII

Roll
Sui
Cof
She
Skil
Pru
ts1

RED & N
RED & I
RED& WI
RED & I
RED & W

=MEI

4 Days—Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday, February 1, 2, 3& 5
These Coupons Are Valuable! Items will not be sold at these Coupon Prices
without the coupon. Bring them with you when you shop Lerman's
during these 4 Big Sale Days!!
COUPON
COUPON
"COUPON
••••1 COUPON
Mountain Mist
Cannon
WASH
BED
DISH
COTTON
PILLOWS
CLOTHS
TOWELS
BAITS
Si 77
28'
$ 1'7
7f°r 881
Full quilt size-1 lb., 3 oz.
Easy to quilt
Limit 4 to customer

Golden Bali

:11

May
Pime
Pie(
Klee
Deis
Pear
Bab)
Insta
Delft
Beef
Chili
Drinl
Sauo
lodiz
Janiti
Tom
Hun'
Tom
Brei

'mister 'Marge

I.

p.

ra•
•

• a t•.!
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FOR FOOD BARGAIN HUNTERS

1* OPEN NOON SUNDAY *1

Prices Good thru Feb. 6, 1973

—where
friendly people
elp you save!

Golden Bake Brown 'N Serve

Rolls
Sugar Wafers 3/$10°
FOOD SAVING
75'
Coffee F°Igerwth
AT RES
Shortening
58'
Skim Milk
10'
AJAX
59C
P
Flavor Kist Assorted

coupon)

Ricktex

3 Lb

Pet

2-oz can
/
141

rune Juice ael Msate

:I

9
25

KING SIZE

Quart

RED & WHITE FANCY PRODUCTS
89c
3 303 CANS
RED & WHITE SMALL SWEET PEAS
29'
16-oz.
RED & WHITE DILL PICKLES
& WHITE GRAPEFRUIT JUICE UNSWEET 4601. CAN 45'
2/35'
16-oz.
ED & WHITE APPLE SAUCE
2 FOR 49c
& WHITE JUMBO ASST. TOWELS

1

•

14b. can

WITH
COUPON

Emge

Smoked Hams

w.69`
lb. 75t

Whole
Butt Portion-

Shank Portion ..59t

Wieners
Bacon

9t

tb*

Field's

49'
Mayonnaise
m
KERS
kTRS
a
CRAC
25'
Pimentos
99$
N
PARTS
CHICKE
/
3
,
9
bhistsa:.:frtam
Pie Crust
79$
294
65'
Kleenex Tissues "swir 29e
59(
Delsey Tissue "tedc.* 29'
59_
Peanut Butter mf 28oz.99' NOODL,Eoz SOUP Picnics
9'
Baby Food
t
Jsy,
9
3
O
79c
Cocoa
Instant
3 59C
15'
Turnips
Delite Oleo
19c
69c
Beef Stew
Fresh Slaw
Chili w,ktivire., or Tamales:3/99' WESSON OIL
8t
ge
Cabba
29'
Drink
Sauce
2
55
3:
Iodized Salt morit:. lithe 2
39'
h
Fries
Frenc
19c
Janitor In A Drum
39'_
59C
Donuts
Tomato Juice
29'
Hunts Catsup
Fish
Sticks
39'
35c
Tomato Paste
75C
Onion Rings
59'
Bread 4P1°°
Ice Milk
ice 2/79'
Kraft

Osage

Qt

4 Oz. Can

Sliced

- 1 LB. BOX

2 Roll
Pkg.

THEY ARE
GUARANTEED

Field's Chestnut

Breast
Thighs
Legs

lb.

lb.
lb.

lb.69$

Livers lb. 894 Necks
lb.19'
Wings—lb
Gizzards-1r594
Backs—lb.196

Field's Fully Cooked

lb.

CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN

* PRODUCE *

Hershey
2 Lb. Box

1 Lb
Sticks

24 Oz

ralkS

Wagnei3
Grape Or

°mg*

QLs.

I,'

26 Oz.
Box

°mart

ar.

(1/1

Wesso
NMI

12-oz.

lb.

* FROZEN FOODS

Chef Crinkle Cut

2 lbs. Bag

Ever Fresh

ON•

46 Oz.
Can

Wilts

Box Of 12

/*Johnson's Coupon*We

Tomato 14 Oz.

Hunrs

lb

4801.
FAMILY WE

5 Oz.

Lea li Perris

6m9
89c

ranges F6rida

SAVE 10'.HEN YOU BUY A
1-LB. CAN of
FOLGER'S COFFEE

SPECIAl PRICE
MTH IRIS COUPON

12C:11.

Taste 0 Sea

Oz.

Sea Pak

a2.coup

Golden Bake

RED&
WHITE

Johncons

160z.

AJAX
King Si,

,0•0100

RAO

20-oz. Loaf

99C

Illbqpires 2416-72

00.00, Melt

Expires 2.6-13

All Flavors

-

4

_
t
PAtiK TEN
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American Dairy Association
To Hold 29thAnnual Meeting

I

THE ALCOHOLIC

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

Drinking
destroying
her home

will be climaxed with a free
luncheon followed by the dariy
and
By BOB SCOTT
pageant
princess
of
Copley News Service
Mistress
coronation.
ceremonies for Monday's final
pageant will be Mrs. Melinda Dear Mr. Scott:
This morning I am at my
Snider r Pennington, formerly
of Franklin, Kentucky, 1970-71 wits' end. By chance I picked
and read
dairy princess. Master of up the newspaper
It seemed an
ceremonies will be Mr. E.K. your column.
answer to my prayers.
Newell, manager, A.D.A. of
First of all let me tell you I
Kentucky.
am not the one I'm writing
about. It is my husband_ We
Ten Candidates Vie
ADA'S Activities
have been married for almost
For State Princess Title
Morning
Monday
•
years. I was a widow and
four
Members of the Ada's ladies
Ten lovely finalists will give
I have four children. He was
organization of the American
contest speeches at a Sunday
divorced and he had two. His
Princess
Dairy Association of Kentucky, former wife has custody of his
Dairy
evening
will meet at 8i-30 a.m. Monday Children, but he has visiting
--Banquet. This follows an affor refreshments and a rights. She even lets them visternoon of personal interviews
discussion of ladies' activities it us, so we could have a dose
and judging. Each girl has won
on 'behalf of the dairy industry - relationship, if only he would
antrist - now Princess of her
during the past year. Mrs. try
A.D.A. Region. Finalists inRobert Shipman, presidents,
clude:
He is good to my children
Shelbyville, will preside.
and he's good to me. He
District 1 - Faye Hodge,
doesn't beat us and he tries to
daughter of Mr.. and Mrs.
be understanding if only he
Charles A. Hodge, Fancy Farm,
didn't dr ink. There have been
Kentucky.
very few weeks during the
District 2—Sherry Ezell,
last four years that he hasn't
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
been drunk.
Lenard Ezell, Gracey, KenSometimes for weeks at a
tucky
He's lost several jobs,
time.
Thomas,
District 3—Donna
paid out a fortune m fines, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
has caused us to have to do
Thomas.„ • Elizabethtown,
without a kg of things we
Kentucky.
really needed. Last spring we
Lee
District 4—Nancy
were both working He had
TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
Davenport. daughter of Mr. and
kind of straightened up We
Davenport,
Mrs. James W.
moved into a new home. arid I
impossible to say that we have
Bowling Green, Kentucky.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—In his
was so hopeful that everyDistrict 5—Vickie Yates, final report to the House Armed sufficient registrants to fill the thing was going to be all right
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Services Committee, retiring anticipated March call from
Then I got sick and had to be
Robert D. Yates. Fisherville, Secretary of Denfense Melvin this group.
off from work, and he started
Should the Extended Priority
Kentucky.
again. He's been drunk for a
Laird announced the DepartDistrict 6—Deborah Clubb, ment of Defense now plans to Selection Group fail to provide
week this tune. He hasn't
daughter of Mr and Mrs. draft only 5000 men before the the number of men needed to fill
worked. He hasn't paid any
bills. I don't know where he is
Marshall Clubb. Pleasureville, induction authority expires our share of the nation-wide
March call, local boards will
today. He gets up and leaves.
Kentucky.
June 30, 1973
order for induction those men
He comes home hours later
District 7—Nancy Eileen
to
much
did
statement
This
dog drunk. He sleeps it off,
Huprnan. daughter of Mr. and clarify ra hat had been a born in 1953 with low lottery.
then starts over again.
Mrs. Robert Huprnan. Loretto, disturbing problem to young numbers
I've tried everything I know
current regulations, a
Crider
Kentucky.
Priority
Extended
the
in
men
District 11—Pauline-----g.'Selection Group and those in the young man must be given 30 to do. I've cried, I've begged,
I've threatened to leave tum,
Schlappi, daughter of Mr and First Priority Selection Group days before he can be inducted.
but nothing works. It only
Sehlappi, with a row "lottery" number Under this requirement, if a
Mrs.- Herman
seems to make him worse
received,
for
is
call
March
draft
Waynesburg, Kentucky
First, the anticipated call-up
I've begged him to join Alcodraft notices for induction
District 9—Pamela Sue
as far below the less than
holics Anonymous. Even our
this
the
late
should
in
be
mail
Kiasick, daughter of Mr. and 10,000 figure Laird quoted last
doctor recorrunended it, but.„,
or
in
month
early
February.
Mrs. Wilson Kissick, Hillsboro, November
Secondly, he
he refuses to admit there's
that
re-emphasize
We
to
wish
Kentucky.
disclosed plans to draft fewer any
anything wrong.
young
in
man
the
Extended
Lee than 2500 men nation-wide
District 10—Diana
He say's he can qwt whenPriority Selection Group R.SN
Pelfrey, daughter of Mr and during March.
ever he wants to and that A. A
not
r
does
below
who
or
95
Mt.
Pelfrey,
Kendel
Mrs.
couldn't help him, because he
You may recall that, as of
a March induction
Sterling. Kentucky
knows people who attend the
midnight, Dec. 31, 1972, every receive
Mistresses of ceremonies for registrant whose "lottery" notice will be eligible for conmeetings who drink as much
the banquet will be Mrs. number was 95 or below, born in sideration to be moved into a
or more than he does.
( Duvall 1952 or earlier and who had been lower priority selection group
Ann
Margaret
He says he loves me ano
Nicholson. Finchville, 1969-70 a member of the First Priority on April 1. This action will
that if I loved him I wouldn
care that he drinks. How can I
Dairy Princess, and Miss Jane Selection Group for calendar assure a •home-safe" position
get through to him that Love
Howerton, Finchville, 1971-72 year 1972, was placed in the under current regulations.
is Caring'
Dairy Princess.
Selection
Extended Priority
He— won't accept my help
Annual Meeting Program
Group for possible call during
SELF-SERVICE
and my way of life. What can I
Scheduled Stonday
the first 90 days in 1973.
The biggest marketing
do but leave him" Can you
Registration for the annual
Registrants currently in the
news in the petroleum indushelp me I love him and I want
meeting will start at 9-00 a.m. Extended Priori,tY Selection
sell-service
try
now
gasoIs
Life with him. I will apprea
on
Time
Standard
Eastern
line stations through which an
ciate any advice you can give
Monday. February 5. All Group now can expect with
estimated 5 per cent of all gas
me
meetings will be heild in the some degree of certainty to
consumed in the United States
Frantic
Corbin Rooms of the Kentucky receive a Notice of Induction for
is now sold.
is
it
time,
this
At
call.
March
Frantic:
Dear
the
Colonel Inn. Presiding will be
I am sending you names, addresses and telephone
numbers of an Alanon contact, a treatment center, a
marital counselor, an Alcoholics Anonymous contact
and a psychiatric treatment
unit.
These are good contacts but
you need to face the situation
with honesty That is, if you
don't do something to force
your husband into a change,
you will all be victimized by
his illness.
Let me suggest that the next
tune a crisis is created by his
drinking (such as a drunk
driving charge' you get him
to accept treatment as an alternative to jail ( judges do cooperate in these matters,.
You ought to get into an
Alanon group right away. Let
tam face the results of his behavior but take advantage of
any "hammer" that you get.
Use the pamphlets for yourself and put them around
where he must nonce them
My prayers are with you.
Dairy farmers from all
sections of Kentucky will attend
the 29th Annual Meeting of the
American Dairy Association of
Kentucky, and the annual State
Dairy Princess Banquet and
Contest, this Sunday and
Monday. February 4 and 5, at
the Kentucky... Cotonel Inn
(formerly Rodeway Inn),
Louisville.

11.1i. Barlou, Jr., president of
American Dairy Association of
Kentucky.
This year's business session
and program will include the
minutes and treasurer's report
by E.K. Newell, Jr.: manager's
report by Frank C. Carpenter;
priattjent's report by H.H.
Barlow, Jr., Cave City; Kentucky Dairy Princess Report by
the 1972-73 state dairy princess.
Wall,
Rhonda
Miss
Waynesburg, Kentucky; Ada's
report by Mrs. Robert Shippresident,
man,
Ada
Shelbyville, Kentucky and a
panel with talks on "Results
Are What Counts" by Bob
Coordinator, F.
Besse, Area
q4u Morgan; Manager —
SUDIA, Earl Kimsey of ADA,
and Sarah Long, SUDIA—•
Atlanta, Georgia.
Monday's business session

MURRAY, KY.

Prices In This Ad Good Thurs. , Fri., Sat., Sun., Feb. 1-4
I
LADIES

LADIES
BLOUSES =. DRESSES
% Price
Pnnts & Ahrtr

Denim & Corduroy

diamonds See if you can tell the difference. You'll be amazed-many air-the wealthy people keep their real
diamonds in the vault and wear these.
Your Friends will never know the difference
PRINCESS NINO
DIN NIR RINOS
PAIN MINOS

$599

1/3 CT, TIFFANY

'9"

1

"
$10

CT

2 CT

"Guaranteed's
— .41 .

LADIES'
CLUSTER

:799

U.S. cemeteries
spring to life
The National Association of
Cemeteries said recently that
it is supporting a trend to use
cemeteries for recreation and
sports areas.
In the Chicago area 37 cemeteries have been opened to
cyclists and picnickers, and
schoolctuldren in Pittsburgh
use a cenietery for organized
sports.

LADIES

SUEDE BAGS
Reg.
$288
'4"

//1/111111W

FALL &
WINTER

LADIES

HATS

GIRL'S

JACKETS

Velours-Fake
Furs-Others.

SWEATERS

Reg. '12°'

75%

Asstd Styles & S,1ze,

Reg. 13,3
$600

OFF

Similar To
Illustration

$ 1 92

BOYS NYLON
LUNCHEONETTE SPECAL
Sat, 8-10 a.m.

CREW
SOCKS
Reg. 67' -

2 '1

PANTY
HOSE

2 Eggs, Biscuits,
Red
it
Gravy
Coffee

79

2p„s.

MOTOR OIL Vidb M
BOTTLE
Reg. 4/14-Qt,

MENS
SHIRTS

0.ua

Reg. '1'4

Asstd. Styles

36

Sizes & Fabrics

Reg
to '397

Reg. sp,

OUAKER STATE

ONE GROUP

99;

99c \
MR

PLAID
BEDSPREAD "

SHAG

• CARPET MAT
somm.

LADIES

Country Ham

2 pr. to Pkg.

Bob

Come in, compare with your genuine

$288

LADIES

499
stegfene 44e

Large
Selection

iftv
Illi4r

Regular '596

DIAMONDS

BANKAMIRICARD

ONE RACK

Long Sleeve

SIMULATED

Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
Ave., Orange, Calif. 92666
(Telephone 7l4-G33-9S2,.
Copyright, 1973, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprises. r

t' \
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Copley News Se r
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Ihurs., Fri., Sat,
Sun..
February 1, 2, 3, 4
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Decorator Colors
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1 00$'

Size 21" X 36
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MEN
BOYS'iiiii
BRUSHED LEATHER

WORK SHOES
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DOOR MIRROR

White & Natural .Frame
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"
4
'
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She was
America's
sweetheart
By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
In almost any field you can
mention there are a few outstanding . personalities who
seem to live forever. And in
the motion picture world
there can be no doubt that the
greatest actress of all was
Mary Pickford, who was affectionately known as "America's Sweetheart."
She was undoubtedly one of
the most beautiful women
who ever lived, and certainly
one of the most beloved. Her
glorious curls were the envy
of every girl in the country,
and many a young martyr
spent night after rught trying
to sleep with her hair tightly
wound in curl papers or rags
or kid curlers in an effort to
imitate them.
She had a shy, sweet, questioning smile which always
seemed to be asking, "Can't
we be friends?"
And of course we could. Her
wiming personality alone was
enough to make her the idol of
millions, but in addition to
that she could really act. In
the days of the silent screen,
players had to be able to act.
It was the only way to get the
play across to the audience,
suice there was no way for the
actors to speak.
Mary Pickford's first appearance was on the stage
when she was only five years
old, and she went on tour at
the age of eight, so she was a
real trouper
She first went into motion
pictures as an extra, working
under D. W Griffith, then
went back to the stage for a
short time, but returned to the
screen with Famous Players
Company and quickly became
the top-ranking actress of her
day — a place which she has
held ever since, for no one has
ever surpassed her
She was not only a charming and talented actress — she
was a versatile one. Most actors specialize, but not Mary
Pickford. She was capable of
taking the part of almost any
character and bringing it to
life.
Sometimes - she played
grown-up parts, and some of
her better-known pictures
were "Heart 0' The Hills,"
"Through The Back Door"
The Love
"Suds" and
Light." In some of them she
started as a little girl and
grew up as the story progressed.
But it was as a little girl that
most people thought of her,
and it was in the children's
stories of that day that she
found her most popular roles.
Most grown-ups can never become children again, but
Mary Pickford didn't have to.
'Ake Peter Pan, she never
grew up, but kept the wonder
and sparkle and freshness of
childhood forever.
One of the most popular
classics in which she appeared was "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm." But she
didn't just act the part of Rebecca. She really was Rebecca. Kate -Douglas Wiggin
had created a living, breathing Rebecca between the covers of a book. Mary Pickford
brought her out from between
those covets and put her on
the silver screen and into the
hearts of children and grownups alike.
Another very popular book
of that day was "Pollyanna"
and when it was made into a
movie, Mary Pickford played
the title role. And just as she
had really been Rebecca, so
she really was Pollyanna, the
little Glad Girl who brought
sunshine to so many people.
It has been many years now
since Mary Pickford appeared on the screen, but so
great was her power to walk
straight into everyone's heart
that the golden-curled, sweetfaced little girl will live forever.
- One wonders of how many
present-day artists the same
thing could be said.

By is named
'Crazy Norse'
The Rev. Michael von
Haag, a nonpracticing priest
who is now a writer, and his
wife have named their newborn son Crazy Horse after
the Indian warrior.
Mrs. von Haag said recently
in London, "Crazy Horse was
a ,very vecial character, h4,11
n1'1031410 warrior. I hope he
will be like him."
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New Pancake House
To Open Here Soon

Music Clubs Offering Awards
For Ten Blind Music Students
For blind music students,
in12-18,
either
ages
strumentalists or vocalists, the
National Federation of Music
Clubs, Dr. Merle Montgomery,
New York, President, is offering 10 cash awards to be used
for further music study.
The annual Rinds Honigman
$500 Scholarship for the Blind,
named in honor of the Immediate Past President of the
Federation, Mrs. Maurice
Honigman, Gastonia, North
Carolina 1967-1971i, is administered by Mrs. Hal
McHaney, 606 College Avenue,
Kennett, Missouri 63857.
complete details may be obtamed from her. Deadline for
entry is March 15, 1973.
Also available are eight
awards of $100 each, two in each
of the four geographic regions
of the Federation. The entrant
must not have reached his 19th
birthday. by March 1, 1973 and
must be a member of the
Federation either through
group or individul affiliation
with dues paid by February 1.
4 Junior Special Member dues at
$2.00 Deadline for entry is
March 25. 1973.

entrant's teacher with teacher's
complete address, an affidavit
from
the
attending
ophthalomologist stating that
the entrant is "officially blind"
with 20-200 or less vision after
correction. Music performed
for the tapes must parallel
material in the Junior Festivals
Bulletin. All materials may be
ordered from NFMC National
Headquarters, 600 South
Michigan Avenue, Suite 1215,
Chicago, III. 60605.
The best of the eight winners
from the regions will receive
The Florence Wilkinson Award
of $100 donated by the
Federation's Parliamentarian,
-Mil-- Arthur M. Wilkinson of
Chleago, Illinois.
Each applicant must send his
material to the Chairman in his
region by the deadline, March
25. Southeastern Region-Mrs.
Harold G. Deal, 375 4th Street,
N.W. Hickory, North Carolina
28601.

The applicants should use an
official entry form, include an
entry fee of $1.25 and provide a
tape recording containing 3
selections, not to exceed 8
minutes total, a letter of
recommendation from the

There's a practical reason for
busing cultured pearls now.
%Atter pollution and labor
shortages in Japan arse creating
problems for the pearl grossing
industrx there. Since Japan
produces all the world's
cultured liearls, theoe itroblems
are getting rather Serious. The
crop of pearls that will he
gathered nest spring will be the
smallest in a decade, with the
percentage of fine, gem qualitx
pearls even smaller.

CIASS/Naf49

chasing agent at Murray State
for the past 6'2 years. Jackie
was secretary to the chairman
of psychology at Murray.
The Daugherty's have four
children. Steve, 16, Denice, 13,
Don Bert, 10, and Deidre, 4.
They live at 511 S. 11th.
Ar-sunrisingIy-laige banding
houses the establishment, with
about half of the structure set
aside as kitchen and storage.
All glazes and toppings for the
pancakes will be -homemade,"
not canned, Daugherty emphasized.
A grand opening is Planned
after the establishment has
been open for about two weeks,
Daugherty said. He added.that
the two week period would give
the employes ample time to
become accustomed to their
duties, without the confusion
and rush of a grand opening_
The new restaurant is located
on Highway 641 North, on the
west side of the highway, across
from Riviera Courts. A paved
parking lot will open onto a
street which parallels the main
highway .

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Murray's newest restaurant
will open in about two weeks,
with a complete line of pancakes,dinners,sandwiches, and
steaks.
Perkins ,Pancake and Steak
House, owned and operated
locally by Bill and Jackie
Daugherty of Murray, will
feature 42 different kinds of
waffles,
and
pancakes,
omlettes, as well as a full menu
of steaks, sandwiches, and
dinners.
Perkins is the largest pancake franchise in the country,
according to Daugherty, with
150 stores nationwide. The
Murray outlet is only the second
in Kentucky; the other Perkins
is in Lexington.
The new restaurant will seat
115 people, and will employ
around 25. Daugherty praises
the efficiency of throperation,
and claims a maximum of ten
minutes for a customer to be
served.
Daugherty has been pur-

CAPITAL TOCCH
NEW RESTAURANT-Bill and Jackie Daugherty will operate
Murray's newest restaurant, the Perkins Pancake and Steak
House. The new business is located on Highway 641 North.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Laird asks allies
to do their part

FOR SALE

f'OR RENT

GIRL'S CLOTHES,7 and 8 Junior
Petite, Phone 492-8216.
F2C

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

IF WE'RE 6011'46 TO HAVE A
1E5T1MCIN1AL DINNER FOR CHARLIE
MOWN, 5+401/LP BE A 51/RPR15E

••••••
•
•
• Call
• 753-19
•
0
•••••

CORN FOR Sale. Phone Dannie
F2P
Manning 489-1128.

FOR SAL:

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchasc.plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
I'ost Office, Paris, Tenn.
F2C

WESTERN,AUTO
Home"ar
The Wishing Well

Cleai

NO E,

CLEAN CARPETS the save and
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
TWO BEDROOM trailer, car- electric shampooer $1.00 Big K,
F3C
peted throughout, electric heat, Belaire Shopping Center.
city water. Located Green Acres
• -Court, North 16th Street Ext.
29' HOLIDAY Rambler travel
Phone 753-3043 or 762-2997. F5C
trailer. Bought, new .itt.tylea
Cost over $9,000.00. Perfect
about
THREE BEDROOM house,
condition.
Must sacrifice.
10 miles north of Murray, 1 nide
off highway. Phone 437-4492. F1C $6,800.00, or best offer. Also 1969
Thunderbird 16' boat, 85 H.P.
ONE BEDROOM furnished motor and tilt trailer. Like new,
apartment near the university. $1500.00 cash. Phone 753-0542 or
Courts,
$65.00 per month. Phone 753-1345 see at 185 Riviera
F6C
before 9:00 a.m. or after 6:00 Murray.
p.m.

Ladles
Knit

Slacks
Sweater
Blouses

One Grou

SHII

F5C

FOUR H.P. garden tiller. Almost
FURNISHED THREE room new. Very cheap Phone 436F6C
apartment, couples only. Phone 5366.,
753-6524. Available February
10.
FIC
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
EXCELLENT BUILDING for
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109 S
body or cleanup shop. Equipped
4th Street.
J3IC
with five H.P. air compressor,
natural gas, 4 electric doors.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Phone 753-3018.
F5C
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids Wallis Drugs. J31C
TRAILERS; ALSO furnished
apartment in Murray. Phone 7539957.
February 7C

ize the full potential of the investment in conventional defense we have already
made," he told Congress.
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
"The over-all process ( of bedrooms, central heat and air,
About Our
NATO armaments modei'm- •-ceranlie --tile bath, washer and
WASHINGTON - In his
zationl. to speak frankly, has dryer hook -up, built in stove.
four years as secretary of deAluminum Shuts
been inefficient and duplica- $125.00 per month plus utilities.
fense, Melvin R. Laird has laatbecause
of
national
tor):
bored hard,largely in private,
Phone 753-7850.
TFC
tempts to maintain a wide
each
to convince America's North
-range of similar defense inAtlantic Treaty Organization
NEATLY FURNISHED apartallies that they have got to t- dustrles.
ment, carpeted- and air' cow
- The teitger & Times
"The result is not only ecobear a greater share of the
ditioned. Couples or single. May
nomtcally
wasteful
but
millburden of the common debe seen at Kelly's Pest Controls
103 N. 4th Street
tartly undesirable, syice it
fense.
works against standardiza- located 100 South 13th Street. F1C
Murray, Ky.
While he might not concede
it, pressure in the U.S. Senate.,_tion and interoperabtlity."
Phone
753-1916
for the withdrawal of signifi- . According to Laird, allied
logistics
cooperation
in
cant numbers of U.S. troops
FOR RENT
"leaves much to be desired,"
from Europe has helped him
AUTOS FOR SALE
Modern Office Space-324
while NATO communications
score some modest gains. But
sq. ft.-first floor, central
for
political
consultation
and
pro-withthe
neither he nor
GOOD 1960 Chevrolet 2 ton, winch
heating, air, utilities
command and control ''are
drawal senators are at all satand wrecker truck with 20' ton
furnished, parking space.
generally
inadequate."
isfied
winch Has 1968-327 engine.
If interested contact
As for the record of Amerlzird made this clear in his
$750.00. 1969 Chevrolet four door
Western Dark • Fired
ica's NATO allies on the naval
farewell statement to Consedan, V8 automatic with power
Tobacco
Growers
front, the outgoing secretary
gress with one of hjs strongest
Oldsmobile
Association. Tobacco,
had this message, in effect,
statements to dation the substee
two
• ring:r95
door ha rcito
°P.1968
poer
wOds
Building, 206-208 Maple
for them.
ject of "true" partnership.
and brakes, 5850.00. 1970 Dodge
Street, Murray, Kentucky,
-You've got some good
-Our European allies can
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight shift
ships and sailors. They would
and must do more to deter the
drive, still 25,000 more factory
buth be better and the alliance
Soviet threat to their secustronger if you Oosild permit
warranty miles with a built on
rity," his said. '"Dvey do not
them to weigh anchor and go HORSE TRAILERS for rent and topper, 51995.00. 1969 Dodge GTX
lack the expertise and techsale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, coupe,
automatic, real sharp,
nology. All that they require is
Kentucky Phone Max at 753greater
progIn
calling
for
strategic
recognition of the
$1000.00. 1959 Ford pickup, V8
1TC straight drive, with cattle rack.
ress in the naval exercise 9131
and political realities that
field, Laird said
face us all, and the will to act
$275.00. ('an be seen at Starks
'Our allies possess impor- UNFURNISHED GARAGE Mobile Homes or phone 753to meet them.
tant naval assets whose capa- apartment, two bedrooms,
"The U.S. cannot be ex6734.
J31C
bilities are not fully realized baths. • No- pets. Couples only.
pected to bear the full burden
because
the
ships
spend
so
Available
to
the
right persons.
of nuclear defense and, at the
1969 GTO, 400 cubic inches. Need
much of their time in port
Phone753-6945 after 4:30
same time, an undue share of
'If certain allies operated p.m.
F6P money for school. Contact Dean
the burden of conventional deBogner, Apartment 9. Hales
those ships more often, their
fense. That is neither equitaFebruary IP
training,
readiness
and
ability
TWO MOBILE homes in Coach Apartments,
ble nor politic."
to work together with other Estates and Fox Meadows $75.00 - Laird acknowledged that
allied naval forces would be and $90.00. See to appreciate.
the Europeans - he did not
1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light
greatly enhanced
cite specific countries - have
Phone 753-3855.
F2C blue with black interior, four
thc
This
could
also
lead
to
Improveforce
made some
speed. Excellent condition.
creation of an allied standing
inents, such as the financing
F5C
naval force in the Mediterra- THREE DOOR clean up shop, for $1275.00. Phone 489-2471.
of shelters for NATO tactical
nean. as a counterpart to the rent inimediately . Phone 753aircraft.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue.
Atlantic force which has been 4763.
-But more - much more F1C One owner. Good
shape. $1250.00.
so successful
must be done if we are to realPhone 753-4015.
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48 Evaluate ,
64 Kings'
I lent,South ;nth Street, 753- 37 gainsaid
- •
FTP
28 ner islands
Si Negative
Bastion
39 Impelled
61,09
53 Earth goddess
30 Planet
66 Roman pods
February 27NC
onward
1
2
3
4
I Gurrio's low
6
7
:
-.'.s..
s .'"9
10
f'AMPER VAN, A-1. condition.
note
42 Sow
6600.00. Phone 767-6218 after 5:00
•
17
44 Sting
r..'...:11
p.m.
45 Corded cloth
F2C
r.. ...ir l
By L. EDGAR PRINA
Military Affairs
Correspoodent
Copley News Service

I'1 IL '%t l.
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CALL

Reg.
11.50

FAS

- Ladles
Chestnut Str
•••••••..••

FOR QUICK di:
Frigidaire ref rii
freezer compartrr
condition. Apa
electric cook
household items ti
mention First cot
Phone 753-7371 afti

12'x60' MOBIL.
electric, fully 1
these extras; Ho
and dryer, two do
deluxe range; a
and storm is Mc
9335.

25'

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
(I DONT
CARE. IAA TCO
TIRED TC
COPE wrrrl
ZERO TOPAY

Daily Luncin
II a.m. to 2 p.
thru Edda),
vegetables &
Al& i

THINKING OF f
carper' Then ch
Hughes Paint St
. Street.

COMPLETE 327 I
overhauled. Fot
srnission, new sh
5696.

CUSTOM BUI
bicycle, brand t
Very cheap. Phor

TWO BEDROO
mobile home. I
$995.00. Air cond
Phone 435-4492.

COCKER SPA1
registered, blorx
Phone 753-4988.

10'x55' TRAILE:
extra nice. T
carpet, electric I
conditioned. und
and step. Phone

USED BALDWD
Used Raldwin
Baldwin grand
Piano Company'
Post Office, Panii

Crossword Puzzle

NANCY
YOU HAVE
A WHOLE
BOX OF
GRAPEFRUIT

\

YES, PEEWEE -I'LL
GIVE YOU

1

BUT DON'T TELL.
THE OTHER KIDS---KEEP IT UNDER

YOUR

HAT

Tr

ito

IP`
I.

444.-34

Lii

•

47 Loved one
49 Baker's
products
50 Paradise
52 Haul
54 Nova Scotia
(abbr )
55 Small child
57 Roman road
59 Symbol for
tellurrum
61 Meadow
63 Sharpen
65
.-Rilier rn
Germany
67 Everyone
68 Urges on
69 Broad

.LIL1 ABNER
-MY
COLLECTION
WOULD BE
COMPLETE
IF I HAD
ATLAS!!

HE HASTHE
MOST PERFECT
OF ALL MALE
P1-1`/SIQUES.7

.4.44 masa/yrs)
TAVAT-

-DOT ALTHOUGH I'D GiVE
ANYTHING FOR rt-- I CAN'T
-50,5f-EV1ER LEAVE IT.
TO THE MUSEUM THEY ALREADN
HAVE IT!!

DOWN

alarra.

2

MUsrc as
wroften_,
EnraptAd
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....4 20

s.
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.
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•
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41
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51
155

67
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40

..• irviii.,

.45
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t • "A'
..74.'
L'•:•

4:•• • N.
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Siti r

• 57

62
'41.81Or
'
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65 66
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•
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• lc The $
0 Storage 0
•
•
•
Habit!!
• Use a Ledger & Times 000
•

1972 GRAND Torino Sport, yellow
and brown, factory nag wheels,
AM -FM stereo
radio, 351
Cleveland engine. 3500 actual
miles. Phone 474-2371.
F2C

0
0
0
0
t
P

want Ad to dean up 0
DATSUN 240-Z, red with
0 1972
many unused items. 0
white interior. Low mileage
Phone 753-5005 or 753-9835 after
5:00 p.rit
F5('
Sell them fast with a 0
P:
Ledger & Times Want P 1971
DATSUN 510 station wagon, •
00
Ad.
20,006, miles, vinyl roof, luggage
0 '

0 rack, radio, trailer

hitch, new
tune up and nem muffle'
AMAL11\111.1\11kMLMLMLILIII1 $1800.00. Phone 753-2650
F21'

:Dial 753-19161

6

GOOD USED
Living room, ki
tub and shower
ditioner. Priced
quick sale. Phon
5425.
- - - --INSURANCE:
Farmowners an
Low rates. br
Excellent claim
with us before yo
Insurance dr f
Phone 753-5842.

KIRBY VACUI
shag rug special:
all carpets. For
phone 767-6295
5.00 p.m.

HC

-- SUL

For fort

Phone

1973

kir
2C-

•

•
•••

•

•iy
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753-1916
•
Call
753C-119116 SHOP
•
•
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THE WANT ADS WAY

rue
2P

NOTICE:

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

•

ns.
do
an
2C

Clearance

•
•
•
ir

NO EXCHANGES • NO REFUNDS

•

• ••• OOOO

OOOOOO

TRY IT ... YOU'LL LIKE IT!!
Hey Girls, Got A Figure Problem?
Come in to ...

•

- ONE RACK Mens
Childrens
Knit
Jackets

Ladies
Knit

•

Slacks
Sweaters
Blouses

Pants
Shirts
$500

Little Boys

SHIRTS

SHIRTS

Reg.
i6.50

4*
4'

•

Hazel, Ky.
ours: 12-8 Mon.-Fri.
Hours:
Phone 492-8861
9-4 Saturday
* No Crash Dieting, Lose Pounds and Inches In Days!

•

I/2

If You

Price

C 19,

12'x60' MOBILE home, all
electric, fully furnished with
these extras; Hot Point washer
and dryer, two door refrigerator.
deluxe range, air conditioned.
and storm windows. Phone 753F6P
9335.
Daily Luncheon Special
III a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday
zat, 3
thru Friday.
•4egetables & roll...81.15.

COMPLETE SET of new Miracle
1,Maid cookware. Phone 492-_
--- FIC
8568.

Complete
LICKETY-SPLIT
Take-Out Service
TRIANGLE INN

r

for

F2C

TWO BEDROOM 1957, 8'x40'
mobile home. Good condition.
$995 00. Air conditioner included.
F6P
Phone 435-4492.

PORTABLE DISHWASHER,
G.E., bought new in September.
Has cutting board top. Phone 753F1C
7149.

753-1916

Passports
v
v
v
v
v

Applications
Announcements
Anniversaries
Weddings
Babies

LOVE'S
STUDIOS

%I '.'s %(.Fl) BA GENTLEMAN SAt 1 WEINGE:ROFF

GIRLS Ir. GIRLS *

pitiTcllErr, tor
JOE
magistrate for District I March
5C

Buddy Hack vs. Sweet Daddy Watts

%
When the weather outside,
Is Frightful
likOur hoine-niade ice crest
Is still delightful

Admission Gen. $2.00-1Ungside-rt (xi
Child Under 12-81 00

Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees

* No Courses

Attention
Candidates!
For May 29 Election
Candidate "Mugshots'
For
( ampaign Posters
campaign ('ards
Newspaper Ads ertising

Only $10
2-5x7 6 -Billfolds
k And White
It PHOTOS
so Di and Ise ready
for ca Fop.,igoing
ih

tl

I

it

'FastService

Hill's Photo
1205 Melrose
Phone 753-6740

TRIANGLE IN

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation. 0
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753March 64'
8992

•

BILL'S
BROERINGMEYER
0
HOME REPAIR
MOBILE
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Almo, Ky.
North
Hwy. 641

Radio, TV
Stereo
0 For:
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
•
Murray Home 0
It
& Auto

Phone 753-0880

• AWNINGS

0 See

0

Now Open 6 Days A Week

0

Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
_ Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962

• UNDERPENNING

• PLUMBING • PARTS

• COLEMAN,

DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM FURNACE
PARTS

become essential for Mobile
Homes to be tied down!!

%Mho 101,

Harmon 1 ew is
I hestnut St.
:53-2571

753-7278-

GIRLS

Janette Collins vs. Marlene Belkas

GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small Call Jim for
February
estimate, 436-2159.
19NC

I • %ill

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

Rex Allen & Bobby Whitlock vs.
Kurt & Karl Von Brauner

HEALTH CLUB
2 DAYS A WEEK
/
NOW OPEN 51

1966 IX/DGE long wheel base
Monday to Fnday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
truck with camper. Good conSaturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
$650.00. Tennessee
dition
walking horse, black, with
- PHONE 753-2962 -.
papers. Two horae factory made
trailer. English riding saddle.'
!BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Phone.753-8317 from 8.00 a.m. to WILL KEEP one child 111 my also bank gravel, fill dirt and
PSC+
6:00 p:ni. or 753-8567 after 6.00 home Phone 753-8531' topsoil Phone Hardin. 354-8138,
F5C
p.m.
TFC
or 354-8161 after-5:00 p.m.

BROWN WING back early
CUSTOM BUILT 10 speed American sofa, tangerine chair
bicycle, brand new Must sell. Good condition Phone 753F1C
Very cheap. Phone 753-7407. F'2P 1742.

It No Results.
Phon•

i1A•li( Y

12'160' JETLINER mobile home,
two bedrooms, 112 baths, all
.d& INil
liarpeted .exce{31 kitchen, central FOR, ALL you additions,heat and air conditioning Like -remodeling, residential or
THINKING OF first line quality new. Shown by appointment. commercial. New or old Free
carpet' Then check our prices. Sherrill Outland, phone 753estimates. Call 753-6123.
F5C
TFC
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple 3786.
March 6C
. Street.
1966-135 MASSEY Ferguson, one
COMPLETE 327 motor, just been owner. multiposcered. Phone
overhauled. Four speed tran- Puryear,Tenn., 1-901-247F1C
smission, new shifter. Phone 753- 3914.
5696.

Paper Carrier
First

I SATURDAY, FEB. 31
Main Event

er5

WALNUT UPRIGHT piano.
$75.00. Ironright ironer, $35.00.
Radio with built-in guitar amplifier, $35.00. All in good conEl('
dition. Phone 753-3732.

Phone
Your

OF
Gym
High
School
County
Calloway
Murray, Ky.- 8:15 p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED

Your Paper

Please

-

"OTHER THAN THE POLLUTION ALERT,
HOW 9117 YOUR PA( GO, HOMER?"
SERVICF-S OFFERED

MISS

LING
WREST
SPORTS
KING

mopes •••••••••1
CPI
1•••,.• Ipolla•bk

Phone 753-9640

FOR QUICK disposal, cheap.
Frigidaire refrigerator, large
freezer compartment. Excellent
condition. Apartment size
electric cook stove. Other
household items too numerous to
mention. First come, first serve.
Phone 753-7371 after 630 p.m.F2C

* No Classes
• • • •

- Ladies Fashions At Discount Prices Chestnut Street

-

Complete 2 Months Plan

Bring A Friend and Sign In ...
2 for 1 SPECIAL - THIS WEEK ONLY

1-31 'rErzi5

$199

FASHION MART

I

Figure Salon

•

•

Suits
Dresses

One Group Mens

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Another View 0

has

0

Us For . .

Hurricane Straps and Anchors
"Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center"

A NEEDY organization needs
toys suitable for ages 4-6. If you
MALE FULL time day manager have any please call 753-3230 or
SEW
JLal for you
needed. Must be neat, clean and 753-8138 after 3 00 p.m. These
Reasonable prices., Phone 711
with desire to push ahead Ex- toys will be picked up.
MUSIC
F2C
1263 after 3 30 p.m.
F21'
10'x55' TRAILER, 1964 model, FLEETWOOD DOUBLE wide,
perience desired, but not
•
extra nice. Two bedrooms. 24'x60', gas furnace, central
necessary. Salary: open, benefits
Music Lessons
WILL BABY-SIT evenings in my
carpet, electric heat, washer, air Must sell. $8600.00 Phone 753included. Contact Mr. Dailey in
Professional teachers of
Pris ate Party?
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
REAL
SALE
FOR
home. Experienced. Can furmah
F5C
REAL ESTATE
Piano, organ, yoke, guitar
conditioned, underpinning, porch% 7645.
person at Burger Chef. 1304 West
Luncheon?
Club
accordion, drums and band
references. Phone 753-6686. F5C
F'6C
and step. Phone 753-9944.
F1C
TRIANGLE INN
instruments J S. a music
INVESTMENT PROPERTY. BY OWNER; three bedroom Main.
Center, Murray, Ky
753
ONE PURE bred Angus bull, 8
Banquet Room
Two bedroom furnished house brick, two baths, living room,
7575
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. with living room, kitchen, utility kitchen-den combination, built-in
For Reservations
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. months of age, approximate
WANTED SKII.I. finish carPhone 753-4953
Used paldwin organs. Used weight 550 pounds. Phone Ray PIANO TUNING and Repair. Plumbing-electrical-roofing and room and bath, paneled walls. cabinets including refrigerator penter. Phone(74-2792.
FIC
sir
days
753-5897
Phone
carpentry.
on
Brownfield
Johnny
753-1721,
and
electric lieat,-storin windows
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
and stove, built-in bookcases in
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
TEC storm doors, newly painted. living room, central heat and air,
753-7625 nights.
F1P
Piano Company, across from Robertson Road.
AUCTION SALE
craftsman Piano Technician
F2C
Large lot 93'•2'x140'. Now renting new carpet and vinyl throughout, AVON CAN brighten your lifePost Office, Paris,Tenn.
TEl
Guild.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest f.ir $100.00 per month. Priced for store room off carport, plus Sears with extra cash you can earn as AUCTION SAIE, Highway 641.
AM-FM STEREO receiver with
Control, phone 753-3914. 100 South quick sale at $12,75040. Including 10.x12' store house. anchored on an Avon Representative. It's a three miles north of Pans,every
8 track tape player, one pair of
GOOD USED house trailer. two way air suspension speakers.
another
13th Street. "Every day. iu 4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit- concrete
pad. Immediate great way to end monevos orries- Friday night. This week
Pianos-Organs
Living room, kitchen, bedroom, Excellent condition. Less than
'Louis.
load
St.
big
from
Glass,
delay lets bugs have their
See Why more people buy
electric
chen table, with chair's,
possession: Phone anytime ex- selling our famous products in
tub and shower. Also air con- one year old. Phone 767-1323 after
Wurlityer than any other
TF stove, electric refrigerator. cept, between 4 30 Friday and your spare time. Call. 443-3366 dishes, furniture, electric pot
way.piano
Sales Service Rental
ditioner. Priced at $650.00 for 9:00p.m.
welder, air compressor, table
TFNC
Shown by appointment only_ 530 Saturday, 753-9407, or see at Collect.
purchase Practice piano and
quick sale. Phone 436-5403 or 436skill saw, television and lots
and
studios J & B Music Center,
Plaine John Pasco, Jr.,753F5C
1515 Kirkwood.
SCHNAUZER
F3P MINIATURE
Murray, Ky 733-1575
5425.
FRESS ESTIMATE on
more Auctioneers, Shorty McTEN('
7278.
puppies,.,egistered, non shed
tank installation. Phone 753WANTED EXPRIENCED Bride-247 and James E. Travis11.1 FOUR BEDROOM antique BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
TUNING-Repair- 7850,
INSURANCE: Homeowners, lovable dispositions. Melody- PIANO
F2(
sewing machine operators for 278.
brick, two level home. Very buildIng. Sharpe Street, near city evening shift, 4 00 to 8-90.
Fappowners and Mobile Homes. Ayre Kennels, Buchanan. Tenn. rebuilding, Prompt expert serl
Please
_J3IC vice,_15_years_eaperience. Rebuilt
large paneled family room with park, shopping center. City apply to Sager
Low rates, broad coverage. Phone ( 9011232-8327.
Glove ('orp.. 415 ANTIQUE AUCTION. Saturday,
built-in cabinets, two baths. school, hospital, university. South 4th Street,
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Excellent claim service. Check
Murray. bet- February 3, 1:00 p.m. Henry
carpeted kitchen with ap- Phone 16061549-2494. .
1TC iceen 1:00and 3:30p.m.
with us before you buy. Galloway CONCRETE STEPPING stones Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753F3C Auction House. next door to post
.• blocks 8911
pliances, ample storage; • 2300
F2C
Insurance di Realty Agency. and concrete- splash
office, Henry, Tenn. Lots of old
square feet, plus enclosed
February 7C Murray Lumber Company, 104
Phone 753-5842.
furniture, glass, china, jewelry
LEGAL NOTICE
apartment
DUPLEX
BRICK
WAITRESS.
J31('
EXPERIENCED
Maple Street
garage, paved drive, patio,•
and lots more. Also sale will go opi
from
block
full time, must be neat and fast. Saturday night as usual. Lots (Ir
landscaped lot. New central building, one
KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
Notice is hereby given, purto
wall
heat,
heat and air unit. Near shopping University. Electric
Good working conditions, good good merchandise for the night
shag rug specialist that adjusts to
suant to KItS :176.280, that a 1969
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots tips. No phone calls. Apply
CHAIN saws. llonda.(711 350 Motorcycle will be
center. Phone 753all carpets. For sales and service HOMF;LITEspace and built-in Colonial [louse Smorgasbord.Fait sale. Auctioneers, James McLock Shop. 207
8731.
February 5C of closet
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after Waldrop Sax and
Bride-336 and James Cooperthe-highest bidder on
tb
sold
HOME
COMPLETE
dresser's. 7rx11117 Each apartFebruary 20C
- - - February 19C South 7th Street
500p.m.
Saturday, February 3, 1973, at 2.
500.
_ F2C
bedroom,
room,
living
has
ment
REMODELING
LARGE BRICK Colonial on 421
p.m. at 41 di II Cycle Shop, 816
sbower.
with
bath
and
kitchen
WANTED GIRL for part time HOUSEHOI.D AUCTION Sale.
acres in Dukedom, 12 mile highColdwater Road, Murray Kenrocksol in
work in sales and !mall amount Saturday, Febraary 3, 1:00 p.m.
way frontage, new,41'well. Write Well insulated with
FREE
tucky..
doors and
of general office work. Write
owner, Box 155, Dukedom, the ceiling, storm
way between KirkSey and
ESTIMATE
windbws. Good investment giving experience to P.O. Box 32Tennessee 38226. February 27C
Stella,
at Harley Bolen home?
825.500.00.
property for bnly
WANT TO BUY
FIC phone 489-2506.
F, Murray, Ky.
IF
Including two electric table top
RENT
TO
WANTED
electric
2
heaters,
HEIFERS
or
water
hot
BULLS
electric EARN $100 per sale. Leads
2
and
753-0961
stoves
Antique Clocks
PEST CONTROL •
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
furnished
Also
refrigerators.
bedroom
WANT
RENTL_two
TO
Furnished . No investments. Call
We buy and sell old clocks,
beds. 2 kitchen tables with Collect 915i 243-0541 between-8: AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
For further Information
JERRY's REFINISHING A unfurnished apartment orrhouse. with 4
cases, works apttisierts.
Now renting for $2,400.00 and 6 C.S.T. M. Olson of Federal $15.00. Six month guarantee. No
chairs.
8
and
,
.
stove
Prefer
one
with
mile
Custom Boilt Furniture, 6
Over 150 in stoa." We
Shown by appointment Machine Corp., or Write P70. Box inottthit:. contract required.
year;
per
Phone
,repair clocks. J & B Music •South of Murray on Hwy. 64: refrigerator furnishid."
Superior Exterminating 'C
only. Phone John Pasco,,Jr., 753- 1713, Des Moiries,lowa,
after
75.3-1667
or
753.1247
days
502
(
owner.
Jerry
McCoy,
('enter. 753-7575. •
Fl5C •
TENC 50306.
pally. Phone 753-7266
7278.
FIG
J31P
•
8837.
-•
COCKER SPANIEL puppies, TOY POODLE white male,
registered, blonde, 6 weeks old. weeks old. $65.00. Phone 753F1C
F2C 5649.
Phone 753-4988.

503 Poplar

St

O

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

HOLSTEIN CALVES

Phone 489-2161

After 5:00 p.m.

Bill Houghton

HELP WANTED

0

•

_ie....
•
•
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Ten Reported Killed
In Quake In Mexico

Kentucky Roundup

SI

- MURRAY,

Seen & Heard . . .

Watergate Verdict

(Continued from Page 0
Comedian John Byner says:
"I took a vocational aptitude
BRO1A'NSVILLE, Ks.. ( AP(-An Edmunson Circuit Court jury
Cave
test once that said I was best
Mammoth
a
of
trial
the
in
innocent
has returned a verdict of
suited to work as a clothing
man charged with murder during a labor. dispute in Brownsville
designer and X-ray technician.
last summer.
dresses
1Harvey
of
favor
in
Tuesday
verdict
the
The jury returned
The volcano is 50 miles north I spent a year making
MEXICO CITY CAP) - At
out of old negatives."
capital
Gonterman, charged in the murder of Eugene Hampton.of near
state
the
City,
Colima
of
over the
least IS persons were reported
WASHINGTON ( AP)- Two a foreman and go
Cave City.
310 miles west of Mexico City.
-before
indictment
eight-count
in
injured
others
100
and
killed
Jackie Kennon says there • top officials of President NixHampton was killed on a Brownsville street by shots fired from
The Tacubaya Seismology
reporting guilty verdicts Tuea;
rockthat
strong
a
earthquake
were
campaign
the
in
re-election
a
people
on's
during
of
kinds
line
picket
two
are
a passing car. He was waiting his turn on a
ed Mexico from the central Pa- Center in Mexico City reported world, the good and the bad. in jail today after being con- day night against G. Gordon
strike against the Kellwood Co., which operated a clothing facthat the quake registered 7.5 on
W. McCord
cific coast to the capital.
which is which. victed of burglarizing and wire- Liddy arid James
tory.
the Richter scale and was cen- The good decide
Jr.
late
tremors
Tuesday
The
headDemocraticparty
is
He
tapping
slaying.
County
Gonterman is awaiting trial in a Hart
Liddy was legal counsel for
afternoon coincided with the tered in a mostly unpopulated
Bob Hope says he has found quarters.
charged in the death of Will Arthur Gardnew, whose Way was
the Committee for the Re-elecsecond eruption in two days of area 200 miles to the west.
and
women
eight
of
jury
A
about
lies
he
fall.
youth,
last
of
secret
the
found in a river
President Luis Echeverria orlater
the Fire Volcano in Colima
two men took only 90 minutes- tion of the President and
his age.
McCord,
arm.
financial
its
for
state, on the Pacific coast. Co- dered aid sent to the affected
elect
to
required
about the time
a 20-year CIA veteran, was selima was one of the areas hard- areas.
WASHINGTON API-Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, D-Ky.,
curity chief for the Nixon camest
quake.
the
by
hit
aid
impact
in
cutbacks
has criticized the Nixon administration's
! Buildings were heavily dampaign at the time of his arrest.
of
six
said
government
'The
Clayton
David
to local school districts and the elimination of the Office of
Asst. U.S. Atty. Earl J. Silthe deaths occurred in the town aged in some small towns in
Opportunity.
Economic
the states of Colima, Michoasaid the verdicts "help remost
and
bert
Colima,
Tecoman,
of
I)
Page
from
HudWednesday,
said
made„
(Coatinued
been
Service
have
for
••1 applaud some of the cuts that
and.
CaP
faith in our political gyrereported
store
were
injuries
the
of
••
.
dleston, but I cannot support cuts in worthwhile programs that
the Murray staff as an associTelephone and electric ser- January'31.
tern that was so badly damfrom the surrouding valley.
Hog
Area
people."
Purchase
Kentucky
the
for
services
eduneeded
secondary
provided
of
aged."
Another four persons were vices were interrupted for Market Report Includes Nine ate professor
The junior seriator frtim Elizabethtown described the decision
cation. He became head of the
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drop of approximately 133 full- 000 fine. However, the actual
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Under terms of the cease-fire time students was reflected in sentence is expected to be less
U.S Air Force and Marine agreement, the ICCS field
SAIGON 1AP The total number of cease-fire violations God had given their life jackets Mrs. Alice Kenley of Murray ;
because of overlapping elethe enrollment figtires.
reported by the Saigon government continued to decline today to soldiers who had lost theirs in four brothers Jesse Kenley, fighter-bombers also have been teams should have been operments in the indictment.
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He
despite more heavy fighting in some sections of South Vietnam. the confusion or had left them E:ddyville, Graves Kenley, attacking North Vietnamese ational and in place at 8 a.m. figures are tentative, and that
McCord's lawyer never deCanadian members of the International Commission of Control below deck.
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the
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North
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and Supervision expressed hope that the four-nation group would
agreement went into effect. But have a defitute report later. in Itig act of burglary, but he
The sacrifice of these brave Kenley, Murray, and Arthur sitions
soon be able to get its teams of cease-fire observers into the field. men was great. But their Kenley, Detroit, Mich.; !our strategic Plain of Jars region. members of the 1CCS have said Sparks attributed the drop in tried to persuade the jury that
But th3 absence of the chief Viet Cone member of another peace- example was even greater. sisters,
Kenley. which has been fought over that the security of the teems students to •'the economy" McCord was justified because
Sophia
keeping group was delaying things, and there was no indication They demonstrated that love of Paducah, Rozella Kenley, In- again and again for a decade.
cannot be assured without full saying that part-time students he was trying to protect the
The operation seems intended support from the North Vietwhen he would arrive.
Itid.-f Novella Kenley
God knows no boundary when
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arid Louise Guess of Murray. to help loyalist forces secure namese and the Viet Cong.
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and the year's presidential election, but
that the Viet Cong delegation last fiseal quarter
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the trial of the only men arreligious
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fiscal
last
chief, believed to be Maj. Gen.
Protestant army gave the green light early today to Protestant
a
rested in the case left more
Civitan - Club and young people, will present
Dong Van Cong, has arrived.
assassins, and during the night gunmen killed two more young Murray
Baptist
First
at
Church
concert
Civitan Clubs throughout the in Paris at 7 30 p m
Reports on the committee on questions than it answered.
Thursday.
Roman Catholics. The death toll for the week rose to five.
people who
The spotlight now turns to the
The U. S spokesman con- credits, certification, and
Selected from California and
Toni Herron, vice-chairman of the 50,000 Protestant vigilantes world along with all
inclined in four other states across the
United States graduation, and 'a comparitive Senate where prepgrations are
religiously
are
of the Ulster Defense Association, aaid the UDA command could
The Cooperative English firmed that the
proclaming the Week beginning nation, the group began four Test-a requirement for ad- has already deployed American report of bonded indebtedness under way for Watergate hearno longer control the extremists and would no longer try to.
of Murray and other institutions ings.
February 1, 1973 as Clergy years ago as a select group from mission
teacher officers of the joint military
to the
Week, and urge all people to the youth choir of the First education program -will be commission in the field. They were given.
Sparks indicated that ingive special recognition to the Baptist Church of Lemon given at
State are being drawn for the most
Murray
Clergy of our City.
Grove, Calif. Now the New University on Saturday mor- part from advisory units al- formation on the comparison of
Murray with other universities
ready there
In Witness Whereof, I have Californians are touring coast to ning, Feb. 3.
would be available for publicity
hereunto set by hand this the coast for ten months each year.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. i AP i-Gov. Ronald Reagan says he
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U.S. Sources described
Composed of 10 singers and
later
today'.
(Continued from Page 1)
won't seek a third term, even if party leaders attempt to draft 29th day of January 1973.
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Robert Rowan
battle situation along the demilproduced by Bill Hawes, the
Sparks also recommended the
him But Reagan has left open the possibility of seeking the U. S.
university said the itarized zone as "grim."
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at
('enter
New Californians were chosen
Ma). Garland said at a briefHolmes Ellis
establishment of a fee for the
Senate seat of Democrat Alan Cranston in 1974.
administered in
South Vietnamese marines
from over 2,000 professional free test will be
ing following the surgery that
Mayor of Murray
departmental
challenge
Reagan, who will be 62 next week. announced Tuesday he will
Waterfield
the
were trapped under heavy fire
acts auditioned by CBS to the ballroom of
examination, administered by the most serious wound was
not seek a third term, and he said he has no timetable for anappear on the CBS Newcomers Student Union Building at three for the third day on a penirlula the university. He recom- caused by the bullet which ennouncing whether he will go up against Cranston, who plans to
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am.,
9130
a.m.,
-8
times
Viet
Cua
the
at the mouth of
Show, a summer replacement
tered Stennis' lower rib cage.
mended a fee of $15.
seek re-election.
River and were reported taking
for the Carol Burnett Show in a.m.
He said it tore downward
Regan said, "I think I would probably have an answer before
in
Changes
housing
and
may
He added that a student
1971. They spent the summer
heavy casualties. Their escape
the snows melt in the Sierra.. The snow 'way up high on the
dining policies were also through the middle part of his
singing with Nelson Riddle's take the test at any one of the lines to the rear were cut by
mountains."
prior the North Vietnamese. and a recommended and approved by stomach, piercing the pancreas
without
Orchestra and being hosted by times
board. At present, and damaging a major vein
Dave Garroway on
CBS registration. Completion of landing craft going to help the
that empties blood into the inMrs. Sylvia Rice Travis, age Network.
WASHINGTON AP)-Dwight L. Chapin, who is retiring as a
forms and administration of the them was hit by enemy fire, university regulations require
deputy assistant to President Nixon, will join United Air Lines as 73, a resident of Benton Route
freshmen and sophomores to testinal tract.
In 1972 the group made many test take about one hour, ac- damaged and possibly sunk.
The bullet then passed
Three, died Monday at 3:05 p.m. television appearances in
director of market planning.
live in dormitories, and freshcording to Rowan_
The airline said Tuesday Chapin will be based at its executive at Western Baptist Hospital, several cities throughout the
Also on the northern front, men to purchase meal tickets. through the first portion of the
Noting that application for
Paducah.
offices near Chicago._
Sparks recommended that large intestine and lodged in
United States. While in the admission to teacher education South Vietnamese artillery was
Chapin has been in charge of President Nixon's appointments,
The deceased was the widow nation's capitol they performed
this
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of
firing
sides
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policy be changed to the fleshy portion of the right
time,
same
may be made at the
thigh. The spokesman said the
of Thesdie Travis who died in a special concert in the
schedule and travel arrangements the past four years.
Rowan said the following 1 near Quang Tri City, 19 miles require students with four
bullet was not removed during
1969. She was a member of the Pentagon's auditorium for the
students must take the test to below the DMZ. South Vietnam- semesters, but who did not have
surgery
and that "its presence
Pentecostal Church. A native of military personnel.
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shootthe
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be
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requirements:
The group has performed over meet sophomores who plan to ing was in response ..tp North a junior, to be allowed to live creates no problem."
is one of many Americans who vowed to wear a bracelet bearing
Marshall County. she was the
-All
the uame of a prisoner of war in North Vietnam until the POW
daughter of the late Jerry and 800 concerts, logging over
Garland said the second bulteacher preparation Vietnamese cease-fire viola- off-campus. and for third
200,000 miles across the United follow the
let struck the senator's left
returned home
Mrs. Blanche Oldham Rice.
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let
to
but
theyarefused
semester
freshmen
to
not
be
program.
The governor's bracelet bears the name of an Alabama serthigh, but was only a flegh
Survivors are two sons. States and in the Bahama
-All juniors, seniors and newsmen go to Quang. Trito required to buy meal tickets.
viceman, Air Force 1st Lt. Richard McDow, 26, of Columbiana, Feltner Travis of Paducah and Islands In Septmeber 1972 they
'plan to observe the shelling.
Representatives of the wound.
who
students
graduate
who was captureed June 27, 1972. McDPw's name was en the list of
Mack Travis of Hardin; one began their second 10-month
In the central highlands, Women's Student Government - Police said Stennis•was shot
get teaeher certificates and who
POW's the..Pentagon says will be returning within 60 days_
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Warren tour of the States singing in
South Vietnamese troops were Association appeard at the during "an ordinary street robtest.
the
taken
yet
not
have
"It was good to learn Dick's name was on the list of those to be
of Benton Route Three. three colleges, high schools, civic
-All persons accepted reported still trying' to root meeting to request new open bery," which reportedly netted
clubs and churches as well as
returning soon," Wallace said from his room in the University of
sisters, Mrs. Anna Campbell
conditionally into the teacher unnmunist forces from two po- house policies for dormitories two assailants only 25 cents in
making
local
television
Alabama Medical Center where he underwent urinary surgery
and Mrs. Bell Erwin, both of
appearances. In June 1973 the preparation program pending sitions on Highway 19. between and also new hours for women's cash, a gold wristwatch and a
last week.
Paducah, and Mrs. Ola Lawson New
the regional capital. Pleiku, dormitories.
wallet.
Californians will be completion of the test.
An aide said Wallace would probably wear the bracelet until he of Virginia; six grandchildren;
Sen. Henry Jackson of
Although part of the agenda
presenting concerts in the
of times and places for and the coast. Fighting also
Notice
sees the serviceman in person so he can take it off and hand it to
seven great grandchildren.
hearing was reported on north-south for today's meeting included
Washington, third-ranking
churches of West Germany a
and
speech
him.
Funeral services will be held sponsored by World Evangelism proficiency test, also required Highway '14 about 15 miles recommended open house Democrat on the Armed Servtoday at two p.m. at Fendley- Foundation.
Also,
other for entrance into the teacher south of Pleiku, and the road policies providing for eight open ices committee who came to'
Barker-ead.--lierris Funeral _countries in Europe will be
houses in each dormitory per Walter Reed, said Mrs. Stennis
preparation program, le+ be was closed to traffic.
ROME ( AP) - Postal authorities have discovered the .third
Chapel, Paducah. with Rev.-W.: • • visited.
In the 3rd Military Region school year, the regents decided told police she heard "two
given at the time of the
letter bomb in six days addressed to a movie actress, the latest
T. Garland officiating. Burial
A feature of the New Cooperative Erfghsh Test.
that includes Saigon and 11 sur- to research the matter, in- Pops- and then her husband's
one sent to Elsa Martinelli.
will be in Calvert City Californians' concerts is a
rounding provinces, military cluding surveys of parents and voice calling "Coy," Mrs.
Officials reported Tuesday that the bomb addressed to Miss
-puppet show. Puppets present
Cemetery.
sources reported that the North students
living
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in
the Stennis' name.
Martinelli C..aught lire at the Pisa ra%Vay station as the bag
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•
humorous musical numbers and
Vietnaniese and Viet Cong had drornitories.
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containing it was being loaded into a mail coach. It was defused at
According di a'recent reBible truths.
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The iistie of creating a into the house and told his wife
BuFederal
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the Rome railway station post Orrick* lease
The group recently released
cease-fire began. But .the clartinent of journalism, "precisely what to do."
Similar bombs were mailedto Italian actress Laura Antprielli
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star
walruses lived in the'llnited second on Tempo
and German screen
label. half of the
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Antonelli was defused Monday at the Rome station. The one States. Belgium, England and Billboard magazine awarded one years of age who were arwhile fighting was contiauing before Sparks' request for an
able to move the 50 feet from the
'meant-for Miss Stulaing. exploded last week at thee Florence France rrmre than lea-mttlion *Abe albums a "Special Merit rested in 1971 were repeat.
for the other 21.
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 30)
Plow through mazes with
sound thinking and acting.
Don't
others'
by-pass
suggestions without giving
them careful consideration.
MARDI GRAS FIESTA—Four members of the steering committee for the third annual Mardi Gras
TAURUS
Fiesta are shown making plans for the event to be held Thursday Feb. 22 in the ballroom of the
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Waterfield Student Union Building at Murray State University. Left to right are: Diane Clark, Ken
Regular matters, normal Sinclair, Janis ('ampbell. and Bob Houston. The fiesta if sponsored by the Department of Romance
chores should run as smoothly and Slavic Languages on the Murray campus.
as anticipated, but only IF you
(Photo by Susie Combs'
have paid attention to details
along the way, not cut corners
too short.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211 111441'
for
others
to
Look
suggestions—help, too. Don't
try too much by yourself, or
reject ideas completely, for the
sake of delight in personal
achievement.
NEW YORK, N. Y.,—The that the President's deter- cent. Sparked by last year's
CANCER
construction boom of 1972—the mination to hold back on federal strong business recovery', inlJune 22 to July 23)
industry's best year by a government programs for dustrial
and commercial
Opposing views indicated in
margin of more than $10 housing, education, health, and building contracts advanced 18
some areas. If no harm will
signs
of public works will leave a gap in .,per cent. At the other end of the
ensue, don't battle them, but billion—showed
where you can help prevent tapering off in December. publicly financed construction spectrum, the educational
wrong moves or intentions, Contracts for new construction that will be only partly filled by building market was adjusting
work in the final month of last the
private
sector's to demographic change with a
STRIVE.
year totaled $6,463.553,000, a strengthening demand for in- 15 per cent reduction in new
LEO
three percent gain over the dustrial and cornmericial construction.
July.24 to Aug 23 )
Chrtstle said that last year's
Some delightful overall sante month a year earlier, It building, as recovery continues
winnings for thaw of you with a was reported today by the F. W. at its brisk pace. Nor will record total of more than 2.3
sense of proportion, who Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill federal belt-tightening be the million housing starts resulted
maintain both good humor and Information Systems Company. construction industry's only in .a contract value of $43.2
quick thinking for emergency The firm, an authority on the source of concern in 1973." The billion, 30 per cent and $10
moments.
construction market, produces Dodge Economist cautioned billion more than the previous
VIRGO
Dodge Reports on construction that "credit conditions, which high reached the year before.
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 )
activity and Sweet's Catalogs of
have made much of the dif- An additional $2.1 billion of
Whether "custom-made" or building product information. ference in stimulating con- nonhousekeeping
residential
"as is," you can do a lot with the
struction for the past two years, work hotels, ;motels, anll
December
The
gain
was
the
material and offerings at hand.
are almost certain to become dornutories ) brought the 1972
Naturally, much depends upon smallest of any month of 1972, a
more restrictive. Mounting total for all residential conyour will and ability to act year which recorded a total of
inflationary pressures, coopled struction to $45.4 billion
$91.2 billion for the start of new
promptly
with Phase III's dilution of December's residential conconstruction work of all kinds.
LIBRA
wage and price controls, set up tract value, at $3,119,54000,
Sept 24 to Oct. 23) Ant kLast year's total was 14 per cent
the strong probability of showed a margin of only four
Interested in a new method or above the 1971 amount and 34
monetary tightening as a per cent over the 1971
a whole new project" Take it up per cent greater than the value
counterpart to fiscal austerity December value, and posted the
when there IS time, not when it of 1970's newly started projects
smallest year-to-year gain of
in the months ahead.''
would interfere with other
"December's seasonally issues.
December was one of I972's 1972.
adjusted Dodge Index was 163, a
SCORPIO
Nonbuilding construction
best months for nonresidential
rate of contracting very close to
( Oct. 24 to Nov. MI
building, as the value of con- contracts totaled $1,132,374,000
last year's average level of 165
Straining to accomplish this but significantly below the peak
tracts rose 14 percent to in December Declines in two
or that may not be necessary if months last fall when the index
$2,211,635,000. Commercial major categories—highway
you review your methods. reached into the high 170's and
building- stores, shopping construction and electric power
There may be a better, more the 180's," said George A. c-enters, warehouses, and office plants--led to a 15 per cent drop
compact way; consider new Christie;.. vice president and
buildings—contributed most of in contracting for, heavy conhelpful devices.
chief economist for F W. the final month's gain, with an struction in 1972's fthal month.
SAGITTARIUS
For the year, nonbonding
increase of 38 per cent over the
1)odge.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
"Events of the past couple of comparable December 1971 work was down six per cent to a
Delays may seem the rule
value.
total of $18,729,314,000. The
rather than the exceptions. months strongly suggest that
For all of 1972, nonresidential delay of some $2 billion of
this
lower
level
of
contracting
Work to eliminate the causes of
defeat and downgrading before will be the norm for 1973," building contracts totaled $27.1 electric generating facilities
according to Christie. He noted billion, an increase of six per due to environmental conthe effects set in.
straints was the main cause of
CAPRICORN
the decline: sewer and water
( Dec.22toJan 20i 110
construction rose sharply in
Here is one of those choice
1972, and highway work turned
days where. your personality,
in a moderate increase
ambitions and know-how,
teamed up, can help you make
new records.
AQUARIUS
by Laurence NI Hursh, M
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Consultant, National Dairy Council
Use the rules and obey the
January 27, 1973
signs designated by those who
ADULTS..102
take pains to bring about order
VITAMIN INTERRELATIONSHIPS — Ill
NURSERY. 2
and stability. Don't fear the
(Third of a four part series of articles)
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
outcome if you are doing your
DLSMISSALS
What has a Florida winter vs- vitamin D and of foods such as
best.
tation to_ do with vitamins? Or
Miss Kathleen Ann Gallo, 626
rich_in calcium and phosPISCES
basking in Arizona, California or phorus.
Deer, Dunkirk, ,N.Y., Donald
Feb. 20 to Mar_ 201
somewhere in the Caribbean area
Because milk and its products
Nelson Cherry, 722 Fairlane,
Plunging headlong is NOT the
at this time of year'
bring us about 75% of the calMurray, Mrs. Mavis I,ee
For those of us who spend win- cium available in the the U.S.
same as acquiring full data and
ters in parts of United States food supply, nutritionists long ago
Schroader, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
agility with the tools to be used,
where sunshine is not so generous recommended that milk
- Martha Sue Jones, Route 3,
should be
THEN taking swift action,
— and because of told weather fortified with vitamin D Today,
Herbert
Murray, Henry
Remember this now.
we must bundle up in heavy cloth- most is Read the label,
Hargrove, Route 7, Murray,
ing — a winter vacation in sunYOU BORN TODAY are an
Because of this fortification of
shine relates specifically to our
Mrs. Mart Ruth Bell, Route 1,
extremely genial and amiable
milk, rickets is uncommon today
ability to produce vitamin D in
Almo, Mrs. Edith
Divine
in
the United States Rut I do
individual. In fact, Aquarius is
our bodies
older people would drink
Noffsiager. 1109 Olive, Murray,
one of the friendliest Signs and
A sunlamp will help, too The wish
more milk. It would reduce (nitroThaddus Ilton Imes, 201 S. 15th,
process involves sunshine convertrepresents that Spirit of good
in my opinion, occasional
ing a provitamin in our skin to pnrosiS
Murray, Mrs. Mary Sue Miller,
will which is the essential
ly the hip breaks suffered by oldvitamin D Vitamin D is essential,
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Jeanette
quality of true friendship. You
er adults are not because of falls
primarily, for us to efficiently use
The falls are caused by th0 bones
Ray Jackson, Route 1, Dover,
are
with
endowed
excalcium and phosphorus in the
simply fracturing of their own Tenn., Guy Courts (expired),
traordinary intuition, canny
formation and maintenance of
deterioration In other words, the
bone This process is especially
perception and understandingRoute 5, Murray.
bone breaks first, causing the bill
critical for infants, growing chilat-a-glance. You have many
January 28, 1973
dren, and pregnant and nursing
Pollution A Factor
interests in life, are adwomen But it continues throughADULTS.. 114
The body ran store vitamin D
venturous, inventive,
out life as well.
NURSERY 3
to some extent Rut, again, when
philosophical and a lover of the
A Proper Ralson.
the weather allows, the formation
NEWBORN ADMISSIOSN
outdoors. You are talented, too,
All of our bone structures must of natural vitamin D is triggered
Mrs. Linda Sue Wright and
and could build, a successful
have a proper balance of calcium by sunlight striking our skin
Baby Boy, Route 1, Kirksey.
career out of science, music,
and phosphorus if they are to and actiyating our own production
----ISISMISFAUS
—
painting or literature. Birthdate
grow and maintain themselves of this essential element Clouds,
air pollution in gen
Mrs. Anne Laura Beane,
Vitamin 1) assists in getting cal- .dust, smog
of 1 Victor Herbert, American
inhibit this process
cium and phosphorus from the in- erai
Route 5, Box 2240, Murray. Mrs.
composer.
testinal tract into the blood and
A word of warning: Vitamin D
Fay Ryan Etheridge, 6.02
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
then it again. sees to it that cal- can be toxic more than you need
FOR 1973 FOr • personal 140 page
Meadow Lane, Murray, 1..C,
cium and phosphorus are deposit- will not improve growth or health
forecast on Prawns. wealth. love and
Miller, 1643 College Terrace,
ed
in bone where they are needed in any way. The results can be
morn/me. send II 00 plus 25 cents in
coin for postage and handling to •
If this proc:-ss fails, for lack of very serious Thus taking vitamin
Murray, John Whitnell Farmer,
Horoscope Book Department, Do. in,
yitamin I), bones do not calcify D in pill supplements can be danONS Cholsaa Station, Nese York, N
1212 Melrose. Murray, Henry
10011, menteoning MN
In the young, such disease is gerous. The daily recommendaPrint your NAME. Al2Orrirstn;
e-4:.Critteridon, Route 1,
known.as' rickets In older per. , noir for infants is 400 internation11/4 ant/DATE OF BIRTH Dote Wril
Sedalia, Mary Lou Foy, Route 5,
sons, osteoporosis, a Dont, soften- al units, the amount in a quart of
'
, forecast for your
VOV 00 the rill
rabic sign)
ing process, results from lack of vitamin 1) milk Adults need less
Box 2060, Murray. -

Contruction Boom Shows Signs
Of Tapering Off In December

4

LEXINGTON, KY.—Are you
thinking of buying some bred
sows or gilts to expand your hog
operation and take advantage of
continued strong hog prices If
so you should be aware of the
SMEDI syndrome, according to
Bill
Wise,
Extension
veterinarian,
and
M.D.
Whiteker, Extension swine
Specialist, both with the
University of Kentucky College
Of Agriculture.
SMEDI refers to four things
which reduce titter size--still
births, inwiunies I pigs born
dead which are not fully
developed), embryonic deaths
and infertility. Wise and
Whiteker explain that the
SMEDI syndrome is caused by
enteroviruses, which are
always present among switie.
Enteroviruses are viruses
which affect the inside of the
animal, and recent evidence
indicates that at least eight
enteroviruses are common in
pigs in the United States.
Wise and Whiteker point out
that the viruses which cause
SMEDI are transmitted by
direct contact between pigs or
by contact with manure from an
infected animal. If an enterovirus infects an adult
animal, which is not pregnant,
you will not be able to see any
signs of disease. In about a
month the adult animal will
develop immunity to the virus.
The trouble comes when
pregnant sows become infected. The infection can
destroy one or more developing
embryos. If less than four live
embryos are present the 15th
day after mating, pregnancy is
never established. The sow will
return to heat. ff all the embryos are destroyed before the
35th day of pregnancy, they are
absorbed back into the body of
the sou and she will return to
heat

If infection collies after the
35th day of pregnancy, the
skeletons of the unborn fetuses
have begun to form and absorption by the sow is more
difficult. The fetuses are more
likely to die and be born as
mummies. If enterovirus infection occurs in late gestation,
stilWirths are likely to occur.
Wise and Whiteker say enterovirus infection in the uterus
of the, ,w is,padual. The sow
may' prodivek mummies of
many 'sizes; which indicates
slow transmission of the viruses
between fetuses. Pigs that
survive enterovirus infection
may have lowered vitality after

A sow which has gone through
the SMEDI syndrome during
one pregnancy should not
become infected again unless
new enteroviruses are introduced into the herd. This can
happen if you bring in animals
from another farm or herd.
Also, new animals which you
bring in may be susceptible to
enteroviruses
which
are
already present egi_...tim farm,
Therefore, if you bring
pregnant females onto your
farm, they should be isolated
from the rest of the herd.
Is the SMEDI sy-drome
already present in yo
herd'
Wise and Whacker say the most
common signs of SMEDI are:

HORROR OF PROTEST - Flames engulf upright
body of Buddhist monk in Saigon, South Vietnam, in
June, 1963, an early shocker from the raging protest
there by Buddhists against the Vietnamese government

r

1. Many sows producing very
small litters.
2. Many pigs born dead or
mummified. Newborn pigs may
be weak or they may appear
normal but have a poor survival
rate.
3. Sows which fail to return to
heat after mating but do not
farrow.Some sows may develop
large mammary glands and
other sign.s
that they_will
farrow, but they do not.
4. Increased repeat breeding
that- results from embryonic
death before calcium is
deposited in the skeletons of the
embryos
Because adult animals can
build up immunity to enteroviruses, the UK specialists
suggest mixing sows and gilts
one month before breeding If
the sows and the gilts have not
been exposed to the same enteroviruses, they will become
equally exposed before they
become pregnant One month is
enough time to build up immunity.
Wise and Whiteker also
recommend keeping sows and
gilts which seem to have been
through the SMEDI syndrome,
if they return to heat and cycle
normally. These females have
probably developed immunity
to at least one enterovirus.
Therefore, they are a better risk
than replacetnent animals with
unknown immunity
The SMEDI syndrome is hard
to diagnose, according to the
UK specialists This makes it
difficult
to
know
how
widespread the problem is.
Vaccines for controlling the
SMEDI syndrome are currently
being tested.
Wise and Whiteker note that
the SMEDI syndrome does not
cause abortion. Therefore, if
your sows are aborting, you
should suspect some other
cause for the problem.
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Doctor
in the Kitchen
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A Great Motion Picture About A Family
TODAY through FEBRUARY 3 * * * CAPRI THEATRE
at Cann 8 IS p m PLUS 1 15 and 3 30 p m Saturday
Tickets, Adults—Advance SI 25 At the Door SI 75'
Children ufider 12-10 00
(This Ad Is Sponsored Jointly by Parker Ford, Ward and Elkins Jerry's Restaurant and/Mtn:ler Queen)
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CAPITAL IDEAS

Businessmen to take
a 'lesson' from Soviets
Bs RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copies News Service
WASHINGTON — The National Association of Manufacturers, that bastion of free
enterprise, is arranging an
unprecedented conference or
"school" in Washington for
American businessmen and
Communist officials from the
Soviet Union.
•'Some of our members may
object," acknowledges NAM
President E. Douglas Kenna,
-but Soviet-U.S. trade has become a fact of life. We're one
of the last to recognize it and
Is time we caught up.
We aren't encouraging or
discouraging such trade, but
we want our members to Understand the stivation."
Soviet Ambassador Anatoly
Dobrynm will be one of the
"teachers."
He will head the top-level
delegation from Moscow that
will make trade presentations
to the conference on Feb. 72 A
day earlier the NAM group
will hear the American side of
the coin explained by an administration team headed by
Peter Flanagan, President
Nixon's assistant for interneuonal economic affairs. Sen.
FAimund Muskie, D-Maine,
also will participate.
Kenna says the conference
will feature "how to do it"
workshops on private business transactions between
American_ companies arid
state-controlled Soviet agencies. They will be aimed at top
corporate managers, legal officers and marketing executives
Workshop topics include financirig, legislativeand security restricUons, government
responsibilities, patents and
licensing. natural resources
development and barter trade
techniques
Because of Soviet reluctance to enter hard currency
transactions, Kenna said,
many American f u-ms will
have to learn the intricacies of
three and four-step transactions involving the sale or resale of manufactured goods,
•
commodities and raw materials Vienna, which acts as a
k clearinghouse for many such
?,; transactions with East Euro..., pear satellite states, may fig• ore importantly in expanding
• U.S.-Soviet trade, he said.
The conference chairman
• will be Burt F. Itaynes, chair:
• man of the board of NAM, who
also is chairman of Rohr In:: dustries Inc. of Chula Vista,
Calif., a major aerospace
.: firm. Kenna, a former all:: American football player at
West Point in Army's Blanchard-Davis glory years, is
▪ president of Robert B. Ander.
• son & Co. Ltd., an Interne::
.• Uonal financial finn.
•
NAM concerns this year to:
• cus sharply on international
commerce
A special task force headed
▪ by J. Stanford Smith, senior
vice president of General
Electric Co , which has just
▪ signed a multimillion-dollar
• trade deal with Russia, had
prepared a study on multinational corporations that are
expected to he under heavy
attack in a evenue-seeking
Congress
•
hi a Washington interview,
•
s• Kenna made it clear that the
NAM will fight attempts to revive the Burke-Hartke tariff
bill that would impose new
duties on foreign imports, tax
the earnings of foreign sub• sidiaries of U.S. companies in
!!. the year they are earned reg,ardless of whether they are

-!>'

less red tape, Kenna says,
U.S. firms are greatly impressed by the long list of
Western items in which Moscow has expressed interest.

repatriated and repeal tax
credits for foreign taxes paid
The multinational corporations will figure heavily in
U.S. attempts to penetrate the
Soviet market. Competition
with West German, Japanese,
British, French and Italian
firms is already keen.
Despite the frustrations of
negotiating with Soviet
traders and seemingly end-

'There is no question that it
is an enormous market,' he
said. "Its orders could have
significant impact on U.S.
employment, production and
profits. But it's difficult, tedious work We're hoping to
make it easier."

Cheese Demands Builds
Dairy Industry Outlook
LEXINGTON. Ky Cheese is
a food which is becummg increasingly popular with the
American public And the rise
in consumer demand for cheese
is helping Kentucky's dairy
farmers, according to an
economist with the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Robert L. Beck says the
strong de.raand /for cheese has
resulted in higher wholesale
cheese prices. These in turn
have increased the prices paid
for manufacturing milk, from
which cheese is made.
In fact, the strong cheese
market has Increased milk
prices for the whole industry,
Beck points out. Since
minimum prices in all federal
order markets are based on the
Minnesota-Wisconsin manufacturing milk price, class prices
of grade A Milk have also increased.
Beck says dairy farmers sold
niore milk in 1972 than in the
previous year, but still received
higher pricesfor therr products.
Total null(' production during
1972 was up about 1.5 per cent
over 1971.
What is the outlook for 1973'
Beck says milk production is
likely td increase slightly. He
points out that the decline in
milk cow numbers has slowed to
the smallest annual rate since
1960. Improved feeding and
management practices are
steadily increasing production
per cow. These factors, pluf the
record-high
milk
prices,
suggest that total milk
production in 1973 will exceed
the 120.5 billion pound output of
1972 by a billion pounds or more.
— Per capita coniumption of
milk in all dairy products in 1972

ruse one per cent from the
previous year. That represents
the first break in the steady
downward trend since 1955.
Besides the jump in consumption of cheese, there were
modest gains in the sale of
butter, cottage cheese, and
frozen desserts. The sale of fluid
skim milk and lowfat milk also
increased.'
What caused the increased
consumption of dairy products
last year' Contributing factors
included higher consumer incomes,a relatively small rise in
retail prices, agressive dairy.
promotion programs, rising
meat prices, and the broadened
food stamp program. Beck said ,
an further increases in con- ,
sumption this year will depend
on these_ same factors,
especially meat prices and the
effectiveness of the dairy
promotional programs.
Although the support price
remained at the previous year's
level of $4.93 per hundredweight, prices received by
Tann-et-ST(1r all Milk in 1972 were
up about 2.5-3 per cent. Cash
receipts from dairying in 1972
were about $7.1 billion, up from
$6.8 billion in 1971.
However, production costs for
dairy farmers have also in
creased. Beck points out. Th.
limits gains in net Income, even
though milk prices and Cash
receipts are at an all time high.
Beck feels dairymen can look
forward to 1973 as another year
of increased production and
slightly higher prices. However,
dairymen will need to increase
efficiency
through -good
management practices and to
kern tight rein on production
• vets, the UK economist concludes.

Seedlings May Animal
Now Be Bought
In Mayfield

MI MISS BRECK
HAIR
iii .5
SPRAY
Eisewhei.

Limit 1

with Iron

Prices Good thru 2/5/73

Valentine
Heart Shaped
Candy

ha.„.

i.ssic.iles.
ind
i4orni-4,ii tido

$2"

$399

Rog 'I •

Packaged
Valentines

1 lb Box

ant

25c-45c551

Puzzle
Assortment
$1 49 Elsewhere
L I

97'
soven.
Sun Lamp
wth holder
$13 95 Els•Wher•

ValelltirK
.cards

'

Blue Grass
Seed
95 Elsewhere

$297

POUND

0

ADORN
HAIR
SPRAY
13oz

ASSORTED
SELECTION
of

Esquire Shoe
Polish
39C Elsewhere

27

Boxed Candy
for Valentine

$2 2S

f koriviwherci

El
SCOPE
Mouthwash

SCOPE

Hobby Model Cars

12oz
181 29 Elsewhere

Tier
UTILITY TABLE $
$6.96 Elsewhere

3 tier DELUXE
table with electric.'
outlet and lutile
cum, legs

57
$2 25
Elsewhere

1
gay

MURINE

POLIDENT

EYE

DROPS
tyrs
.1loa
I :1•4,1•
.1•13.1% ..141,S I1911e
I
flumettowe

TABLETS

CLEAR \

54C

40 s
51 19

1 sew

'
ra.

3

Elsewhere

vr( ,,i1 5.55 to iiiriterftii,

(Murray Only)

Phon• 753-7101
Nemism.

,
VAPOR
RUB

65'

S
11
t..
06.31161011141s

89
Vick

1.3 oz.
1000 Piece

69

$

Disposable
55 Count Bottles

ASSORTED
SELECTION of

BRACH

Board

$6 95

250's

y

Valentine Savings

Arvin
Ironing

Elsewhere

STORE

DRUG

Control Shopping Cenler-Murray
Quantity ItigWis

'ir••

ill Vitamins

AT

4;

p•il,

1

Limit

Multiple
774292/
./

Kentucky fried Chicken,.
12th IL Sycamore

153

SHOP

AND SAVElee9tev

98' Elsowhoro

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

4

TODDLER
SI 89 Elsewhere

Limit 1

42's

4

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls

41' Value

10oz.

&egley s

Medicated
Pads

hear she's feeling better.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Vaden
and children and Mrs. Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and Kemp visited Bro.
Vaden's
children from Nashville spent Sunday.
the weekend with the Glynn
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
Orr's in Puryear. Other visitors Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mr.
and
were Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Mrs. Milford Orr and
son.
Orr and son, Rickie.
Terry, and Miss Nita Duncan
Adolphus Paschall returned spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs.
home last week from Henry Mike Jenkins Ir.
Milan, TenCounty Hospital after being nessee.
there several weeks. He's
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key
slowly improving.
visited Mrs. Dale in the Murray
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key and Hospital Saturday night.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Mrs. Ella Kuykendall in the Guy visited R.D.
Key's and
Murray Hospital Saturday Warren Sykes' Saturday
afnight.
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vance
Mrs. Tom Wilson and Mr. and
and son visited Bro. and Mrs. Mrs. Clarris Wilson
visited Tom
Warren Sykes Friday night.
Wilson in the
Clarksville
Mr. and Mrs. Clarris Wilson Nursing Home.
Wednesday.
and daughter visited Mes. Tom He's not so well.
Wilson Sunday afternoon.
I/ark
Mrs. Carol McNutt has been a
women iati
Haltered
hs
patient in Henry County 1.1,1 1111.11P11.\,
tones
cultured
Hospital several days. Glad to i•hompagnii
isaris.

1 09

'20s

Sir i -Dix

By Mrs. R.D. Key
January 22. 1973

$1.35 Value

* N4-1'
CURITY
,f4:,:pi TAPE
TAB
,./
..iVe.(411 4 11APERS

TISSUE

Limit I

Many Have Visitors

Reg. Box $

Kleenex

57' Tic 57C
um 19c

* SPECIAL *
$ °9

CREST
TOOTHPASTE
Regular & Mint
SernieV Size

13oz
$109

Village State Resort Park on at Land Between the Lakes, is farm designed for children and
Kentucky Lake. All those who once again open to the public adults alike, is scheduled to
are interested are encouraged from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. reopen in mid-Februarv.
to make their reservations Visitors may see films and Although the orientation
early for this popular annual displays which tell the building at Empire Farm will
program which is one of a series historical, biological, and be cjpsed, visitors are welcome
of field naturalist workshops recreational story of the area. to visit the barns, corrals, and
sponsored by the Kentucky Empire Farm, an educatiorfal pens.
Department of Parks.
Highlighting the weekend
program at Kentucky Dam will
be guided field trips to Land
Between the Lakes to observe
the majestic eagles that can be
found along the quiet, wooded
coves of Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley. The winter
populations of bald eagles
usually range from 25 to 100 in
this 170,009-acre outdoor
recreation area operated by
TVA in western Kentucky and
Tennessee. Participants in the
program may also have the
opportunity to observe the wide
variety of wildlife in Land
Between the Lakes which includes white-tailed and fallow
deer, turkey, beaver, Canada
geese, and bobcat.
The weekend program will be
under the supervision of
Charles Hippy., State Park
Naturalist, who will be as-sisted
by TVA personnel. Field
leaders and speakers will be
announced at a later date. For
reservations or additional Information write or call Kentucky Dam Village State Resort
Park, Gilbertsville, Kentucky
42044, phone 5021 362-4271.
HUMAN TOLL OF VIETNAM -Pfc. Thomas Cole
Center Station Reopened
Richmond, Va , medic, looks around with one uncovered
Center Station, the major
eye while treating wounded man in South Vietnam War
interpretive center in the Enwas at hottest in period when this picture was made.
vironmental Education Center

PACQUINS
SILK
& SATIN
LOTION

Limit 1

Limit 1

he,ii
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Knott

Field Guide Available In LBL

New Field Guide Available
A new color field guide,
Amphibians and Reptiles of
Land Between the Lakes, is
available for sale at the major
Seedlings for spring planting information stations in Land
can now be purcpased from the Between the Lakes for $1.50.
Kentucky Divisitin of Forestry The guide will also be sold at
District Office in Mayfield, a several bookstores in West
spokesman for the organization Kentucky and Tennessee. The
handsome booklet has color
has announced. '
Order blanks and price lists pictures and text on 71 species
are also available at the local of amphibians and reptiles
A.S.C.S. and county agent of- found in the area.
The booklet is the second in a
fices.
Kentucky has nearly one and series of field guides that TVA is
a half million acres of idle land publishing on the plant and
nothing of anunal life in Land Between the
that is growing
value at the present time the lakes. The photography and
spokesman said. Some of this research for the guide are the
land is badly eroded or too steep work of the Biology Department
for cultivation.
of Austin Peay State University,
.- Somelama worn out that it can- Clarksville, Tennessee. no longer support any other
Also available to visitors is
crop but trees, he added, and in Spring Wildflowers of Land
some cases, natural woodland Between the Lakes, the first
has been so abused in the past booklet in the series to be
that tree planting is necessary published. Copies of the spring
to put the land back on a wildflower guide can be purproductive basis.
chased for $1.25 at the inMuch of this privately owned formation office in Golden Pond
land does not earn the yearly and at Center Station in the
property taxes that are paid on Environmental
Education
it, he went on, and-this land can Center. Additional color guides
only add to soil and water are scheduled to be published on
erosion problems kit is left in summer and fall wildflowers
and ferns and litchens.
its present state.
Eagle Workshop
February 23, 24, 25
DOUBLY DELICIOUS
. The spectacular bald and
Did you know that.whiPpini4
golden eagles that visit Land
cream doubles in volume
Beficeen the Lakes each winter
when whipped, so if you need
will be the subject of a special
two cups of whipped cream,
weekend workshop to be ofstart out with one cup or '1
fered to the public February 23,
pint of cream
24. and :5 at Kentucky Dam
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BEGLEY'S
ARREST
A COLD
6oz

99C Value

03c

ASK YOUR DOCTOR TO PHONE YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO US.
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Knott County Trooper
Is 'Trooper Of Year'
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.—The
Kentucky State "Trooper of the
Year for 1972 is a 28 year-old
Eastern Kentuckian whose
"pride and joy" is a low traffic
fatality rate for his county:.
Michael 0. Turner, 28," who
lives at Litt Carr in Knott
—.County, is the state's most
outstanding" trooper for his
overall record as a police officer during 1972. Turner is
assigned to Kentucky State
Police Post No. 13 at Hazard in
southeast Kentucky.
First runner-up in the
program is Trooper Terrill M.
Stephens, assigned LO the
Elizabethtown post. Both_
Turner and Stephens are 1966i
graduates of the Stale Polite
Academy.
The two were named at a
luncheon today in their honor at
the Stouffer's Louisville Inn.
The Trooper of the Year
program is sponsored by the
Kentucky Petroleum Council in
cooperation with the Kentucky
State Police.
Turner has been assigned to
Knott County for five of his six
years with the KSP. He says his
"pride and joy" is his "fatality
rate." Since Turner has been in
Knott County the traffic fatality
rate has dropped from eight to
twelve annually to three and
four.
Turner averages 100-125
contacts ( assists, warnings,
arrests) per month, 50-75 of
these are alcohol related. Some
40-50 percent of Turner's acUvity is criminal related.
Knott County, being dry, has
its share of bootleggers. Liquor
transporting is 'one of the
criminal problems with which
Turner consistently delas. The
last large haul he made was on
,Christmas Eve morning. A
truck with 400 cases of beer
Last year the fiscal court of
Knott County in a resolution
asked the Department of Public
Safety to. take Turner out of
Knott County. But the people
felt differently
Some 1800 persons signed
petitions circu4ated locally
urging the Department to keep
hirn in the county. Turner says
they found out they had a lot of
friends they didn't knoa they
had—including several he had
previously arrested.
Law enforcement in an area
such as Knott County with a
population of 15,000 is fairly
personal. Turner has a program
he calls "familiarization.- He
takes every opportunity he can
vialt schools and talk to the
children in their classrootii.
says "the more people that
lEflOW you the less trouble you
have
In 1968, Turner had his throat
cut by an arrested drunk. The
drunk said that he was going to
kill him, and he apparently had
every intention of doing it.
Turner had removed one knife
but the arrested man had
another on in his shoe.
Of violence on policemen
Turner says, "you know you
can't be too careful, but you
have a tendency to become lax
because there are no problems
with most arrests." He says
that he was cut because he
became "lax."
Turner says that he feels that
one of the things that bother
policemen most is "risking your
life arresting someone" and the
court giving him suspended
sentence, but you must never
succumb to the temptation to
meet out justice before the
court gets the case. Bad law is
worse than no law at all."
This is the second time
Stephens has been nominated
by the Elizabethtown post for
the Trooper of the Year competition. He feels that one of the
most serious traffic offenses is
drunk driving. "Arresting a
drunken driver," he says, is the
"best type of arrest you can
make because you take a
. potential accident off the highway every time. I have seen too
many people laying dead as a
result of driving while drunk."
Stephens has been inobtaining
strumental
in
physical improvements on US
31W which have resulted in a
significantly lower fatality rate.
He has lead the effort to have
traffic signals installed along
the route and the construction of
a 3-foot high median barrier on
Muldraugh Hill, where a
number of fatalities had occurred over the years.
The year before the barrier
v..as installed, there were five
fatal accidents in the same area
within one week. There has
been one injury accident on
Muldraugh Hill Since the wall
has been up for one year. He
•
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Seedling Production Year-Round
Job For State Forestry Nurseries

credits the wall with having
FRANKFORT,
Ky.—More not be depressed or accelerated and subsequently, superior
saved his life on one occasion. than one million acres of idle, and soil testing is done in order trees. kt also saves the state a
Turner is a native of Hazard eroding and unprodLctive land to counter any change in the lot of money. Prior to the
where his family still lives. He in Kentucky are in need of, condition of the soil since the establishment of the seed orwas a military policeman to the reforestation, according to previous seedling. After the chards at the nurseries, $25,000
USAF from 1962-66, with four official estimates of the beds have been seeded they are to $30,000 a as paid each year to
years of service in Viet Nam. state. Department for Natural covered with a straw mulch to out-of-state seed dealers.
Seedlings available front the
He
the former —flogurces and E.nyironinental preserve moisture.
astiti, TY Vision of Forestry's nurseries
Donna Kay Hall ofLitt Carr.
During the growing -re—
Protection,
Division
of
Stephens is a native of Russell Forestry.
May through September, the this spring are: Loblolly,
Springs. He is married to the
beds are kept irrigated, Shortleaf, White, Virginia and
seed
In additon, several hundred
former Rebecca Jane' Coleman thousand sparsely stocked weeded and checked for insect Scotch pine, Black locust and
of Batesville, Arkansas.
acres of timberland need to be or disease damage and for sod Black walnut, Yellow poplar,
Cottonwood, Sycamore, White
Turner received an expense- interplanted with seedlings.
deficiencies.
paid vacation from the Council.
After the growing season is and Cherrybark oak, and
To provide low cost tree
The Lincoln-Mercury Division seedlings to be used in over, there is a small "lifting" Chinese chestnut. Superior
of Ford Motor Company will reforesting this unproductive of seedlings to fill the orders of Cottonwood and hybird poplar
provide a luxury automobile for land, the Division of Forestry landowners who plant in the cuttings also are available.
The cost of seedlings is 910
his use during the vacation.
operates three nurseries. They fall.
Criteria used by the state are the Kentucky Dam, Tree
Seed collecting is also a fall per thousand except for Black
police in jtidging in the program Nursery, Gilbertsville; Morgan_ acti.9.1
.Seed is collected from .walnut and Scotch pine-, which
are quantity and quality of County Tree Nursery, Wood- —the—sNI 'Orchards "that tiAve - sett. for $13--per thousand. Ttw
aork, initiative, attitude, sbend; and Pennyrile State been established at all three superior Cottonwood and hybrid
dependability, personality: Tree Nursery, Dawson Springs. nurseries, and sent to the poplar cuttings cost 820 per
appearance, judgment, and
Although most landowners Pennyrile Nursery's seed thousand.
Anyone wishing to purchase
operation and care of equipwhere
plant
don't start thinking of planting processing
ment. Troopers at each of the 16
trees until the weather starts to machines extract, clean and tree seedlings can obtain an
state police poets and the driver
warm up,lhe production of tree check the quality of the seed. order blank from any of the
licensing bureau selected their
seedlings is a year round job for The highest quality seeds are division's local offices, or from
in County Extensions, Soil Conkept
representatives in the state
and
selected
state nurseries.
Services,
competition.
The nurseries
'begin refrigerated storage until they ser v a t on
"lifting" one-and-two-1T' in 'distributed to the nurseries Agricultural 'Stabilization' and'
Conservation offices. Order
seedlings in mid-February at planting time.
This seed improvement blanks are also available at theproviding the ground is not
January 26, 1973
frozen. After lifting the program, which began 12 years Division of Forestry's main
ADULTS. 105
seedlings will be graded, ago, produces superior seed, office in Frankfort.
NURSERY. 2
packed and shipped to central
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
points for delivery to tanMrs. Dorothy Harriford and downers who have placed their
baby girl, 205 College Courts, orders.
Murray.
Production will be at its peak
DISMISSALS
around the first of March when
Master Randy Stephen Collie, the nurseries usually receive
Box 93, Dexter, Mrs. Genella the bulk of their seedling orNesbitt, Route 1, Hazel, Master ders. Forestry. Director Harry
Mark Franklin Melloy, 1314 Nadler advises landowners to
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Peggy Ann get their seedling order in as
McCord, 900 S. 17th, Murray, soon as possible.
Harold Mason Shoemaker,
- Naturally," said Nadler,
Route 3, Murray, Durward
"the sooner the nurseries
Mrs.
Route
2,
Murray,
Bennett,
receive the orders, the sooner
Mildred Outland, Route 7,
they'll be able to get the
Murray, Mrs. Ellen Catherine
seedlings on their stay to the
Station,
1026
Univ.
Harrell, Box
landowners.Murray, Mrs. Lochie Reba By mid-April the last of the
Cathcart, Hazel, Mrs. Pansy
- seedling orders will have been
Dexter,
Mae Pritchett, Box 81,
filled and it will be time to plant
Mrs. Zetta Frances Young,
seeds for harvesting during the
Route 1, Alin°, Mrs. Mary
following fall and spring_
207
Baby
Girl,
Frances Hill and
In early spring the cycle will
Poplar ,Street, Murray, Mrs.
begin anew. Ground yip_
Nancy Charlene Rose and Baby
broken and formed into seedling
Girl, Route 6, Benton, Mrs.
beds, then carefully prepared
Sheila Gail Elkins and Baby
for the precise machinery used
Girt, Route 1, Benton, Mrs.
in planting J.he seeds. The
What would a boat
Dixie Morgan Pogue, 100 N. 9th,
IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN
amount and type of fertilizer is
Show be without a scli9e like this Margot Low draws at
Murray, Mrs. Estella Canter
controlled so that growth will
tension to the 31st annual in San Francisco, Calif.
Motheral, Sedalia.

GRACE AND. CAT-01salCotbut, I 7`, Russian schoolgirl gymnast, plays with her cat,
Kurasilta, in her Byelorussia home Olga, whose sparkling performance on the uneven
parallel bars in the Munich Olympics won her acclaim, was named Associated Press
Female Athlete of the Year.

Hospital Report

RETREADS

All Sixes In Stock

MUD & SNOW
filackwall
Plvs Tax IL
Old Tire
Whitewall
$1 00 Extra

ALL WIDE OVAL
RECAPS

in
Stock

Plus Tax
91E0.
Old Tire
Whohewall $1.00 Extra

NEW TIRES ON SALE TOO!

STYLE

HAIR SPRAY
Reg.
s1.29

Paducah

Listerine

Gillette

MOUTH
WASH

RIGHT
GUARD

Ky

Deodorant
4-oz. Can

1.69.

Choice of Regular, Super Hold,
Unscented, Ultra Hold.
Giant 16-oz. can

Relieves cold and sinus
discomfort. Bottle of 30

515
0
at
2-111-4

MonS..

West Building Materials

Kills the germs that cause
bad breath, lasts for hours.
Famity-size bottle
Reg.
20-oz.

....ednesciay

Ea.

1 Year Overeat,* On All Tires Pro-Itoted

(Located Behind Clown Lounge)Behind

Ends Saturday

8

MOUNTING & SALANCING EXTRA ON
ALL THESE SPECIALS

KENTUCKY RECAPPING CO.Higo2ur9s

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

SINUTAB
TABLETS

RE-CAPS

BUY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
le

Plus Tax
Old Tire
Whitewall
00 Extra

NOW
AND
SAVE!

rwriZeddi
EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

All Silos In Stock
Bloc kwoll

ALL
POPULAR
SIZES
•

Open 9 a.m. to 5 r

ralLSS-nUJNITrj

RE-CAPS

WIZARD

AIR FRESHENER
Assorted Fragrances

Clairol Herbal Essence
NICE 'N EASY
SHAMPOO-IN
pHisoDerm

_ftvikeiew

"Sudsing Emollient" -*

SKIN
CLEANSER
Reg.s1.59

Reg. '2.25

HAIR
COLOR
$ 1 19

"With Natural Protein". Choice of
Normal or Oily Hair. 8-oz Bottle

Reg.
S1.59
Nice
brsi

V`

I

Sale

Colgate
GILLETTE

TRAC II
Shaving
Cartridges
Pack of 5

SHAMPOO

COLGATE

DRISTAN

Reg.
Reg.
1.19 Sctle68c 1.13

78

VICKS VAPORUB
Vaporizing ointment relieves distress
of colds.
1 3 oz Jar

DRISTAN
TABLETS

•••••••••••......
6•••••••*

EaMop MIMS NW

lielieves sinus congestion and its pain,
pressure, cold miseries.$
Reg. 50 Tablets

58

s2.59

TOOTHPASTE
Family she 7-oz tube with FREE 69'
Colgate Toothbrush.

sote

Bottle'
of 100

Sole

TUMS
ANTACID TABLETS

JERGENS LOTION
Extra Dry Skin Formula
14-oz. Bottle with Dispenser

Choice of Reg. or Flavored.

Reg.
1.05

66'

Sale

4

Reg.
2.00

so,.88
0

d'ux

1'11.1

111 H

1111

1.1-1)GCH &

1 1111 s

Ntl RICAY. KE\ It (

S4EDNES1)A1( JAM .11114 31. 19:'

1-11 1

MAXWELL HOUSE

WIN FR E CASH

ALL GRINDS

TREASURE C

COFFEE

Last Week's
Winner:

1 Lb.
Can

Bel-Air Shopping Center

THIS
WEEK
WIN:

Audis Gooch
Route 1
Murray

Prices Good Jan.3-Fob. 6
Limit 1 with 7.50 additional purchase excluding tobacco
and dairy products..

Gerber

Hyde Park

Bread

Baby F od

L0aves $100
200z.

Morton
Beef-Chicken- Turkey

BAL ARD
•

Pot Pies

l'"\

Ea.
8 Oz.

001

Limit 6

it

*Os'

BISCUIT

15

Showboat

Pure Vegetable

st '
01$100
w Cans

Spaghetti

Crisco

3 Lb. Can

•

Frosty Acres

AU ORA
Soft Prints

Orange Juice

3

12 07.
Cans

limit 3 Cans
Friskie

TISSUE

100

Dog Food meat

Salad Dressing

15 8

Oz.
Cans

Flavor

Miracle hipQt

BORDEN'S

GIA`IT SIZE

CREMORA
22

te
\,'O
Vt
• COUPtiN
limit one Per Family.

i ol 111\
Lunar/444.1'4.r Camilx

Gt Size

Soft Print

FAB

TISSUE

49 oz.
Box

49
•

.-

F.xiiires 2-6-73. '' • AP•
Good Onls at St.rro \ .

2 Roll
Pkg.

4/$i®

Tomatoes
COUPON
Limit One Per Famil

• • COUPON
limit One Per 1,-;1 44,41,

leno Frozen

Duncan Hines

PIZZA

CAKE
. MIX

wv 12 0/
Box

Expire•4•2-6-73
(opird Onlx at Store\ s

59;

Oz. Jar

53 i8,0,.3/$109

Jo
Evpires 2-673
Go4N1 Oril‘ at Storey's

Box

Expires 24-73
Good Only at Storex's

COUPON
1 'mil One Per Flintily

Gt Size

Ctiarrnin

Dove
LiquidAn
22 Oz. Bot

qu

Expires 2-6-73
.
Good Only at Storeys

TISSUE.
apkgRoll

43

COE'PON
Limit One Per Family

• Etpires 2+73
Good Only at Storey s

SAVE $5.25Th:

COUPON
limit One Per,Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Coupon No. 5641211
Limit 1 per fatiliH

Coupon
limit 1 Per _Fs

Gt Size
Palmolive

Gaines
LIQUID B1SQUICK burgers CHIPOS
.
22,Oz.
t 40 Oz,.
C 36 Oz.
t 12 Oz.
Bot.

A

39'

Lb

COUPON
, Unlit One Per Family

With toupon Below

39

Expires 2-6-73
Good Onhr. 'it
. Stores's
.

„

Box

59

Expires 24-73
Good Onls at Storey. s

Pkg.

79

Expires 2-6-7:1
Good Onl at StoreN's

Box

59'

Cstures 2-1; f :
Good Onls'
at 1'1"
'

WISI
1/2 Gal.

1

lr.VIIIMI ;4
GPold 014 (1

•

_

S

31, 197;

1.11F.
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FRESH PICNIC

N FR E CASH

;U 1

PORK
ROAST

E ,CHEST
THIS
WEEK
WIN:

$

00
1 00

Lean &
Meaty

lb.

49

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Frontier

F od

One
Pound
Pkg.

Bacon

79'

MEATY & JUICY

BAL ARD

Spare Ribs

SCUITS

ST Louis
Style
79' lb.

lb.

59;

Country Style

Pork SausageLb 59'

3 Lb. Can

AU ORA
Soft Prints

END CUT

Pork Chops

ISSUE

FINE
FOR
BAKING

2pRoll
100

lb

59

Riverside

hiv5T

Bologna

lb

59t

GIA VT SIZE

KREY

FAB

Pork Sausage

49

ct

With Coupon Below
FIELD'S

$5.25 These Coupons
'oupon
I per 1.4i11il

AMR

,HIPOS

oz. 59

Expires 2471
tid Only at'slot' s
4

(..upon
Limit I Per Family

Bra nschwiger

Coupon No. C-4311
Limit I per family

Compose
Limit I Per Fantail.

Aunt lemina
Complete

Post

% Gal.

Expirts
. 24-73
Good Only at Storey's

49'

Expires 24-73
Good Only at Storey's

Box

Coupon
Limit I per family

Crisco

WISK Pancake Mix TOASTIES
12 oz
$149 2 Lb.
Box

oupon
limit I per family

9'

Expires 24-73
Good Only at Storey's

OIL
38 Oz.
Bot

Expires 24-73
Good Only at Storey's

69'

Coupon No. 3004
Limit I per family

Coupon No, 36915
Limit 1 per family

(oupon
I 'nit I p. r Tamil)

Coupon No. WM
Limit I per family

Coupon
Limit I per Tamil)

Robin Hood

Betty Crocker

French's

POTATO
BUDS

PEPPER

Gold Medal

BAGGIES FLOUR

'7QI 80 ct
Ia

lb.

Box

23'

Expires 2473
Good Only at Storey's

25 Lb
Bag

HEATIES FLOUR
12 oz

$269

Expires 24-73
Good Only at Storey's

Box

2/69'

FApore. 24-73
Good Onl) at Store

5 lb

-59

Expires 24-73
Good t)nl5 at Stores '5

16 oz
Box

49

-F xpirP5,,,1473
.
Good (101) at Store‘',

4 oz
Can

35'

1-..‘Tnres 2-3-73
Good irnh at Storey's

4

•
•

•

•

P.
as.
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Farm Show To Be Held At Center

1

February 14 will be a big day
for
farmers,
Kentucky
agricultural leaders and
agribusiness interests as a
number of groups will be
meeting in conjunction with the
opening of the 1973 National
Farm Machinery Show at the
Fair & Exposition Center.
,The Farm Machinery Show,
which will run from February
14 through February 17, is one
of the largest such shows in the
world. Over 11 acres of exhibits
will be on display this year,showing the latest in farm and
agricultural equipment.
As for the special meetings,
both the Kentucky Agricultural
Council and. the Kentucky
Livestoelt Improvemen-t
Association (KLIAI will be
holding theillinnual meetings
at the Fair &Ksposition Center,
starting at 10:00 a.m. The State
Board of Agriculture will be
meeting at 9:00 a.m., just prior
to the official opening of the

Machinery Show.
The Farm Power & Equipment Dealers will be concluding
their annual convention, which
is held each year in the days
just preceeding the Machinery
Show.
The Ag Council and KLIA will
sponsor a joint luncheon at
noon. Tickets to this event are
available to kin-members, and
reservations should be made
with the Division of Information
and Promotion, and Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
Members of the groups
holding meetings in conjunction
with the Farm Machinery Show
will of course want to attend this
meeting if at all possible.
However,wit . would hope that
every farmer will make an
effort to attend this show,
because he can see in one area
the latest equipment, tools,
chernicaLs. etc., that are tieing

designed and manufactured for
today's agriculture. The tractor
pulling contest, a great show in
its own right, will be held in the
evenings. Tickets or other information is available from the
Fair & Exposition Center office.
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Rubins say mad
Print for blind
It may become possible
within four or five years to
build reading centers for the
blind at which machines will
scan printed matter and
"read-" it to them, according to a recent announcement by
Ruth Day, associate professorof psychology and linguistics
at Yak University.
-We•'-ve already translated
quite a few textbook chapters
into synthetic speech," she
said, but emphasized the work
was still experunental.

eeier
iceboats race across
WIND AND SAIL
Pewaukee Lake in Wisconsin Boats of this type can make
speeds near 100 miles per hour under ideal conditions
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CLIP COUPONS
AND SAVE MORE
OTASCO OTASCO OTA' VALUABLE COUPON TASCO OTASCO OTASCO

OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO 0 VALUABLE COUPON SC0 OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO

CORNBREAD MILLET

Y
EVEREAD
RASNLICNT

EVEREADY

Diameter

9

So*.

Winter Is Best Time
To Prepare For Garden

iections. Redi-aged.
Pre-seasoned. 50.189-"i
Limn- 2

Your choice of factory fresh
"D"cells. U.S.A. made
"C"or.
16•3 LIMIT 8

%
111111111

OTASCO OTASCO (PASCO

OTASCO 01 CLIP &

SAVE )

J'OTASCO

OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO

VALUABLE COUPON TASCO OTASCO OTASCO

OTASCO OTASCO OTA
.c

raailank

2 01/ART

a.
vs

CLIP & SAVE o OTASCO OTASCO OTASCOG

ASCO MASCO OTASCO OTA'

OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO 0' VALUABLE COUPON ICO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO

John
Shi
Jam
ME
Thou

r

with
coupon

J-afte.mvp.
15

TEA KETTLE

41

011
TREATMENT

coupon

COUNTRY KITCHEN CHARM. All altaininum with
anodued 4.4441(1 t011e 11111.Sh. 50-1.76-4 LiNULT 2

6tro

with
coupon

impRovio
TREATMENT
0.,

with

sses
ra

SAVE

OTASCO OT. CLIP &

TASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO

N
Wills

—

Permanent Press1
setting. Water
level gauge. 36
stei'm vents.
- 52-2SI-3 LIMIT I
OTASCO OT/CLIP &

SAVE

with
oupon

sysa•1.0
Sa

99f

00.

with
coupon

4c

TASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO

1 EIKO 202101

.41

RODSPEC/AZ

V.

%A

71.
a.
0
ea

311.
%A

Choice of$Colors!
Dig Saving!

Special with coupon

Ainerica' most popular reel. Adjustable drag, with 100-yards of hoc. 61-201
I.IMIT 2
ASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO
OTASCO OT CLIP 8, SAVE
OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO

—4
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.
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VS
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SCO OTASCO OTASCO OTA' CLIP & SAVE 0 OTASCO OTASCO CHASMS

V%
A%

as.

ig

For 4 lamp headlights
12-volt Vkestinghouse.
2-241-t. LIMIT 4

%I

OTASCO
OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO 0 VALUABLE COUPON ;CO OTASCO OTASCO OTASCO

.

SAYE o OTASCO OTASCO OTASCOG

SEAL 864t4
BULBS

unbeam

0

with coupon

7••
VS

!Metal handles, cork grip.
graduated ..spin •guides. 5foot lengths. *1-110-6
1.1 M IT 2

44

e€1SCO OTASCO OTASCO OTA'
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NEW YORK.—About 117.000 country's history, causing 122 jetliner—and the crash
neighresidential
a
into
jetliner
deaths
year
last
a
as
died
Americans
The third largest disaster of borhood in Chicago on Dec. 8,
result of accidents, ap46 perproximately 2,000 more than the the year occurred in Buffalo which took the lives of
.,
26,
.a
V
Feb.
W
sons'.
on
Creek.
previous year
when an improperly engineered
On May 2,91 miners died in a
According to estimates by a dam made from mule wastes fire in a silver mine Kellogg,
the collapsed, flooding the valley Idaho.
bureau,
statistical
The othei major disaster
provisional mortality rate from and claiming 118 lives.
There were two aviation occurred in Chicago, Ill., on
accidents in 1972 was 56.2
deaths per 100.000 population, a disasters: the crash of the Tri Oct. 30, when 44 persons were
rise from the 55.8 mortality rate Star jetliner in the Florida killed as a result of 'a collision of
Everglades on Dec. 29, with a two commuter trains—the
for the preceding year
The increase.in the accidental death to.4 of 101— the first nation's warst railroad accident_
death toll was, in large part, disaster involving a jumbo in 14 years.
attributed to an increase in
motor vehicle fatalities by
abotft 1,800, to a record high of
56.500. However, due to an increase in the volume of
automobile travel, the fatality
rate per 100 million vehicle
miles travelled was 4.7, a
record low.
Other public accidents intable.
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Spring
creased by about 500 over the may seem far away, but these
If the leaves are allowed to
1971 figure to 23.000. On the winter)' days are the best time
grow large before using,
other hand, the number of to make plans for your spring
separate the leaves from the
deaths due to injuries in and garden. When you are deciding stalk. The stalk then may be
about the home declined to what to plant this year, it might used as a separate dish and in
about 27,000, or by about 500 be well--especially if you love the same manner as asparagus,
from the 1971 total. greens—to save a little space for which it makes a splendid
Job-related fatalities were for Swiss chard.
summer substitute.
slightly lower than the 1971
Known to culinary art long
figure of 14,200. About 3.600 of before the birth of Christ apd
As soon as the oldest leaves
these deaths are included in the variously classed as a member
have attained a reasonable size,
vehicle of the cabbage family,the
motor
estimated
they may be pulled off for table
statistic.
greens faimly. and the beet
use. But in pulling off these
More than 1.500 persons in the family,Swiss chard seems to be leaves, avoid injuring the
United States lost their lives a plant that has a hard time crown. If the crown is unharduring 1972 in catastrophic making up its mind. In the early' med, the plant will continue to
accidents, that is, accidents stages of its growth, its general produce new foliage throughout
taking five or more lives. The appearance is very similar to
the summer,Roberts points out.
catastrophic death toll was well that of a beet, but it is the leaves
With regard to its history,.
above the average for the past and leaf stalks and not the roots
10 years and exceeded the 1971 that are used for eating. When plant specialists believe the
total by about 350.
properly cooked the leaves taste ci.ard originated in lands adThis excess reflects the somewhat like spinach, and the jacent to the Mediterranean
heavier loss of life in natural leaf stalks of some varieties can Sea, spreading eastward in
I hurricanes, be made into delicious pan- prehistoric times, with a
catastrophes
tornadoes, floods, etc. I, ac- cakes. It is also highly secondary region of developcidents in mines and quarries nutritious and comparatively ment in the Near East. In the'
fourth century B.C., both
and railroad accidents. In easy to grow.
contrast, accidents in civilian
The seed of Swiss chard, Aristotle and Theophrastus
aviation were responsible for which can be purchased at mention it in their botanical
slightly fewer catastrophic almost any seed store, should be writings,and it has been used in
deaths in 1972 than in the planted very early in the spring, Europe for as long as there are
previous year. The number of or just as soon as the ground can definite records of food plants
catastrophic deaths due to be worked, says C.R. Roberts, there -- all of which serves to
motor vehicle accidents, as well Extension horticulturist at the indicate that it has long been
regarded as a valuable potherb.
as those due to fires and, to University of Kentucky College
military aviation accidents, of Agriculture. The seed ger- Consequently, a home gardener
was about the same in both minates quickly and the growth is not likely to go wrong by
years.
is usually rapid. The plant is planting and growing a small
During 1972 there were seven very hardy and can withstand patch,even just for the sake of a
variety of vegetables for the
major catastrophes, each of severe frost.
which caused 25 or more
A good plan is to sew in rows table.
deaths; in the aggregate they two feet apart and when the
resulted in 750 deaths.
plants are two or three inches
The two largest disasters
NEUTER RULE
thin to about three inches
were the flash flood on June 9 in apart in the row. These thinTo help keep New York's
the Rapid City, S. D., area, rungs may' be transplanted very animal population in check,
which killed 237 people, and' successfully. Then again when the American Society for the
Hurricane Agnes, which struck the plants are six inches high, Prevention of Cruelty to AniFlorida on June-19, raged up the thin to one foot apart, Roberts mals now reqwrea tl'peOple
eastern seaboard and unleashed recommends. These last who adopt dogs and cats to
the most extensive floods in the thinnings may be used for the have,them neutel'ed.
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CAST IRON
SUPIDOWN FOR VIET WAR — As the setting sun casts its rays toward camera,
these Vietnamese fishermen follow the occupation and customs of their ancestors along
not always safe for the casting of nets and the catching of fish by
the Saigon river
South Vietnamese peasantry Man in small boat is about to cast his net
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Land Transfers
• a•
Cletus Shelton, et ux, to
Ronald E. Hurlbert, et ux.
O.S. Matheral, et ux, to
Michael Keel, et ux.
Myrtle Workman Jordan, et
vir, to Otis Edward Workman et
ux.
Charles M. Burkeen, et al to
Larry Suiter, et al.
John W. Kero et tut, to Wesley
H. Waters, et ux.
L.N. Butterworth, et ux to
Glenn Crawford, et ux.
Earl G. Lewis,et us to George
T. Moody, et ux.
James D. 'Futrell, et us to
Tomas E. Thorn, et us.
Nolan Adams, et ux to Judy
Adams.
Paducah Nursery Co., Inc. to
Artell Tucker, et ux. .
H.D. Roberts, et ux to George,
E. Overbey, Jr., et tut.
James E. Sullivan, et tix to
Lawrence Farror.
Douglas Shoemaker, et ux to
Paul Blalock, et at.
Joe L. Green, et ux to Joe R.
Sills, et ux.
Louis N. Paschall, et al to
MOntell Pischall, et ux.
Melvin Grogan, et ux to Clyde
Jones, et ux.
Alton Paschall, et ux to Alton
Paschall, et ux.
Charles L. Pounders, et ux to
C.V. Williamson, Sr., et ox.
Sycamore Square Apartments, Inc., to Prentice E.
Tucker, et ux.
Fulton E. Young, et ux to
Juanita R. Marvin.
Robbie L. Barnett, et at to
Novella Chadwick.
Margaret S. Bass et vir to
Cool Water Works, Inc.
Willie Darnell, et tut to Robert
W. Hopkins, et ux.
Leland Hicks, et ux to Shirley
Overcast.
Robert V. Johnson, et ux to
Johnny H. Wilson, et ux.
Shirley Overcast, et vir to
James D. Futrell.
Mary
to Mason
Thomas, et tut.
Thomas E. Thorn et tut to
Steve Ernestberger, et ux.
Harry J. Fenton to Robert G.
Mobley, et UX
D.M. Potts, et tut to Richard
Price, et ux.
Johnny R. Orr to Bruce
Futrell, et al.
Benny Maddox, et al to-Guy
Spann.
Lucille H. Bondurant to
Murray Calloway County
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Center, Inc.
Steve T. Wilson, et ux to
Maurice G. Wilson, et ux.
Nellie Jo Bryan, et vir to
Willie Darnell, et ux.
Rubin James,et,ux to AlbertGardner, et ux.
•
•
Wells Overbey, at us to Z.C.
Enix, et ux.
Albert Crittendon, et ux to
C.W. Scott.
World Land Ltd., Inc. to Billy
Lamb, et ux.
•
W.W. Hall, et ux to Billy M.
Lamb, et ux.
Joe P. Trevathan, et .ux to
James E. Trevathan
H. Eddie Lovell, et ux to
Albert L. Weaver, et tut.
Finis J. Caldwell, et ux to
Webb N. Caldwell.
Guy Spann, et ux to Caldwell
Vending Co., Inc.
Mavis Morris by Dan Boaz to
D.E. Yates, et ux.
Calloway County Land Co. to
Mason Thomas, et ux.
John Creech,et ux toSteve E.
Chadwick, et us.
Steve E. Chadwick, et ux to
John Creech, et at.
Alton A. Warren, et ux to
Dorothy M. Kernell.
Burr Waldrop,et ux to Illa M.
Huie.
Sharon L. Venable, et al to
Ernestine Venable.
Blanche E. Turner to Michael
Turner, et al".
Jerry M. Turner to Phyllis
Hill, et vir.
Joe Ginn, et urt to James Q.
Wilson, et tix.
Rose Wilson, et vir to James
Q. Wilson, et al.
Morris Wilson, et ux to James
Q. Wilson, et ux.
Joe Ginn, et ux to James. Q.
Wilson, et al.
Rodney D. Richardson, et ux
to Mevlin Smith, et ux.
Charles E. Thompson,et tut to
John W. Harnmons, et ux.
Dewey E. Yates, et tut to
Alvin Chapman, et ux.
Henry C. Jones, et al to
Bennie J. Jackson, et ux.
Claude Vaughn, et ux to H.D.
Roberts, et us.
Thomas A. Carrico, et ux to
Thomas Anthony Carrico, et ux.
Lakeland, Inc.'to Ronald G.
C.arrnady, et ux. '
Jessie T. Young, et` ox to
RoberrA. Higgins, et ux.
Carlene., Watson, et al to
Jessie T. Young, et usJames H. Beane, et mt to

Albert Crittendon, et ax.
Franklin E. Carroll to Aaron
Dowdy, et ux.
Edgar Shirley, et ux to G.
Russell Dowdy, et ux.
Francis Stalls, et us to
Mayme H. Jackson.
Norma L. Driver, et al to C.D.
Clark, et ux.
Croppie Hollow Development
to Ralph H. Hunter, et ux.
John G. Taylor, et ux to
Richard G. Jackson.
lAwela 0. Wyatt to Seth
Cooper.
John E. Cohoon, et us to
Charles L. McClaine,et ux.
Vernon M. Shaw, et ux to
Harold T. Hurt.
James D. Futrell, et ux to
Claude Vaughn, et at.
Guy Spann, et al to . Kenneth
Harrell, et al.
N. Alvin Norris, et ux to
Danny Maynard et ux.
Frances S. Burkhart to Jerry
R. Burkhart.
Jerry R. Burkahrt to William
N. Carraway, et us.
Jerry Humphreys, et ux to
Gadan S. Plummer, et ux.
Robert Hibbard, et al to
Gordan S. Plummer, et ux.
Guy Spann, et ux to G.B.
Jones, et ux.
Graham Bibb, et us to Jerry
Bib, et ux.
Thomas E. Latimer, et ux to
R. Bailey Bin:ord.
Louis Washburn, et us to
Danny Washburn, et ux.
Harry J. Fenton, to James E.
McNeeley , Jr., et wt.
Lindell F. Bagley, et us • to
Mark L. Childs, Sr., Wimp.
a Ishmael Stinson to Homer E.
Taylor, et itx.
Circararna Properties, Inc. to
Dale Campbell, et us.
R. Bailey Binford to Larue
Spann.
Guy Spann, et ux to Louise Y.
Baker.
Ola Winchester to Robert, N.
Scott, et ux.
Leo Muscovally to Roy
Dillard, et ux.
Ellworth B. Crowley, Jr., et
ux to Edwin Cain, et ux.
Robert S. Williams, to
William R. Furches, et usL.G. Curd, et ux to Larry
Birsendine, et wt.
Rex Falwell. et at to W.G.
Falwell.
Roy L. Lamb, et ux to Gary
Key, et ux.
Helen Wise, et vir, to M
Michael G. Ryan, et A.
John H. Grogan, et al to
James R. Jackson.
Otis Loftin, et ux to Franklin
Rogers, et al.
Jamie D. Potts, et ux to
Johnny B. Adams, et wt.
_ Tommy Guthrie, et ux to
Walter Elkins et tut.
Susie J. Marme to Hugh F.
Deering, et ux.
Hugh F. Deering, et tut to
Thomas L. Lewellyn, et tut.
Buford Stone, et ux to Bob
Washer, et ux.
Jodie Crtchran, et ux to Ora
Lee Parker.
Ora Lee Parker to Jodie
Cochran, et ux.
Harry J. Fenton to Jackie
Burkeen, et tax.
Russell Moss, et at to Artell
Tucker, et ux.
W. Novice Wells, et ux to
David M. Balentine, et ux.
W.C. Lancaster, et ux to
William E. Dodson, et ox.
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MOTORWAYS

Does Honda have
pollution answer?
By JON 'THOMPSON
Copley News Service
"A vehicle powered by this
engine can meet 1975 U.S.
federal emissions requirements specified by the Clean
Air Act of 1970 without using
any exhaust treatment de\Ices such as catalytic converters......
That's pretty exciting talk if
you're an auto maker and, in
fact, one auto.maker is indeed
talking that way.
You can bet it's not one of _
the so-called-big four; in fact!.
it's not anyone in this country
It's not even Mazda, whose
Wankel engine is, by new,
well known for its clean
breath.
The maker of the above
statement is Honda, and
they're not the only ones saying it. The Environmental
Protection Agency )EPA) also says it, calling the Honda
engine, which is dubbed the
CVCC, the cleanest basic
gasoline engine it has yet
tested.
What magic principle does
the CVCC (Compound Vortex
Controlled Combustion) engine employ? Some sort of
steam or turbine thing' Maybe an asterisk-shaped combustion chamber' Sorry,
nothing so exotic.
In fact, with one small difference, the CVCC is a rather
ordinary four-cylinder, mime, overhead cam, carbureted sort of a thing.
The difference is that it employs the stratified charge
principle.
But wait. Let's first explain
that the reason standard
piston engines are having a
tough time meeting the '75
EPA standards is that a gasair mixture lean enough to
burn clean hasn't got enough
oomph to ignite in your ordinary combustion chamber.
With stratified charge that
superclean mixture is still
sent into the engine's combustion chamber in the ordinary
way. But above it, into a
small, connected
antechamber built into the engine's head, a richer mixture
is introduced by a small intake valve working off the
regular camshaft.
The spar* plug, located in
the antechamber, fires, tgrutes the very srnall amount of
rich gas-air mixture and that
combustion, once it is in progress, spreads downward to the
lean mixture in the main combustion chamber, igniting it
into relatively junk-free combustion. Neat, huh'
Though it sounds easy, it
apparently isn't. But the u:n-

portant thing is that all three
bad-guy pollutants, carbon
ionoxide, hydrocarbons and
nitrous oxides are down to acceptable levels.
In fact, three test vehicles,
two with relatively' low miles
and one with more than 50,000
miles on it, all measured
about 50 per cent below the '75
ceiling for carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons and nearly
70 per cent below the mark for
nitrous oxides.
And that, friends,
breakthrough Indeed.
...Chet Hale, American Honda's assistant director for
safety and envu-onrnental activities, says finalization of
plans for the engine and its
use here will probably be
made sometime this spring.

He says the CVCC will probably go into production in
Japan in the fall of '73 but that
the final EPA certification for
use of the engine here has not
yet been applied for
Automotive questions of
general interest will be answered in this column. If you
have a question about your
car, motorcycle or recreational vehicle write to
Motorways, Copley News Service, in care of this tlewsp•-•
nOUSING
CONSTRUCTION
The Commerce Department
reported recently that housing starts for 1472 totaled
around 2 4 million, 15 per vent
higher than in 1971

rvurth Vietnamese artillery shell explodes on sk
STRIFE-TORN VI TRAM
right, amid ruins of South Vietnamese city of Quang Tn. The rubble rained after weeks
of bitter fighting ended last year leaving the city still in the hands of South Vietnamese
Fighting around beleaguered City was among most intense in the late stages of the war
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Witches' covens thrive
in England's Midlands
More than 20 witches.
covens are meeting regularly
in the Midlands area around
Birmingham, Capt. Barry
Irons. Church Army, said recently
Capt Irons, who has studied
the personal problems raised
by the occult and black
magic, said the growth of
covens was a sign of an increasing interest in the black
arts, especially among educated and intellectual people.

A doctor who was buried in
a family mausoleum after being certified dead from a
heart attack may have been
entombed alive, police revealed recently in Mendoza,
Argentina.
Three nights after Dr. Vincente Polirneru's funeral, a
night watchman investigating
noises found the coffin on the
floor damaged and the doctor's body bore new bruises
and scratches.
WORID'S BLIND
According to the iVorkl
Council for the Welfare of the
Blind, about ao per rent athe
world's blind people live in the
developing countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America.

WASHER & DRYER

SAVE

2195
USE YOUR CREDIT

SPIN
DRYER

With PERMACOTE" Zinc
Coated Steel Drum
• Drying time calibrated from 10 to 110 minutes
• Rugged chip and rust resistant Permocote drum
• Dryer shuts off automatically when door is opened
• Giant capacity pullout lint screen in** door

Portable WASHER
Ideal for homes where
space is 0 problem'

MAIL MAN
Under
relaxed dress code, mail-,
man Leonird Weems could
be wearing Bermuda-twee
4ilorts while delivering.Detroit, Mich., rad this
summer. But :only with
knee length bl,gck socks.,

• Ideal for apartments
Trailers, Campers, etc
• No special plumbing needed
• Agitation wash action
Reg
• Durable Press setting
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9-8

Bet-Air Shopping Center
753-8391
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Gene Knight has recreated a craft that is
almost unknown in modern day America. Knight
is a blacksmith and has a complete blacksmith
shop, located near the Lake Stop Grocery off of
Highway 94 East. The shop contains an old-time
forge, hand-pumped bellows and an old Franklintype, pot-bellied stove that Knight crafted
himself. Knight is a native of Calloway County
and many of the tools he uses in his shop once
belonged to his grandfather.

Photos By
Wilson
Woolley

Here Knight tempers steel

A pet cat crawls around some of Knight's handMade knives,
Knight is framed*the spokes of a wagon wheel as he sharpens a cavt
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WASHINGTON STATE RED OR GOLDEN

Red Radishes 2 330
Delicious Apples6,,.590

FRESH GREAT FOR SALADS 6-OZ

Boston Leftuce

ENDIVE,ESCAROLE.ROMAINE OR

IDAHO
POTATOES

ORANGES

FLORIDA JUICE

8

LARGE
BUNCH

LARGE HEAD

GENUINE RUSSET

bh10-retelTE,LARGE CURDS

Eggplant

FRESH,SHINY,GREAT FOR FRYING'

Broccoli

CALIFORNIA FRESH

JUICY-FULL OF VITAMIN C

PINEAPPLE

ROYAL HAWAIIAN

GRAPEFRUIT

TEXAS

RUBY RED OR MARSH SEEDLESS

Available
through
Sat

TEMPLE
ORANGES

TRAWBERRIES

SUGARY-SWEET,RED,RIPE FRESH

FULL scLgcnori
OF COMPLETER
NEM*:... NOW!

DINNER PLATES

It• MILK PRODUCTS IN TENN.)

WITH 53 00 IN PURCHASES,EXCLUDING
TOBACCO

Pir

with this coupon and $5.00 purchase,,
excluding tobacco (and milk products
in Tenn. stores), and in addition to
other purchase requirements. Expires
Feb. 6. Limit one.

VALUABLE COUPON

with thus coupon and purchase of
FOUR SALAD PLATES for only
$1.96 at Kroger, thru Feb. 6th.
Limit one. SubSect to applicable
taxes.

VA1 U.BLE COUPON

FOUR
TEASPOONS
1.29

NOW ON SALE

NOW ON SALE :_ with $in purchase2
tobacco lend
TEASPOONS iiscluding
Milk Inialecte in Teem.)

An extreordonary offer .
one you'll want to take advantage of . . hendsome stainless steel were with the beauty and
I:winsome of sterling.

BY INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY

STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE

VALUABLE COUPON

with this coupon at Kroger thru
Fab. Ith. Sublect to applicable
Mew.

s1.29
YOU PAY...

BOWL

LARGE
VEGETABLE

There's sparkling beeuty in Ow had, clew glans of this -BROCATELLE- Ironstone ware. Resists fading, dellweent• and hew.
True luxury and convenience that lasts and last& Wall offer •piece
asch vow*
buy as many w you like, one for each $300 in purchases ... no coupons - no limits.

TO YOUR TABLE ... AT GREAT SAVINGS!

NOW ADD AN ELEGANT TOUCH

GENUINE

Bakery prices in this ad good Set.. Feb. 3.
AN other prices good dim Tues., Feb. 6,
Or until our next ad appears. Limit rights
reserved Copyright 1973. The Kroper Co.

Prices ,n this Supplement good only at your
Murray Ky Kroger store

SUPPLEMENT TO:
MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES

FUTURE

DISINFECTANT

1-pt.'
12-oz.
bottle

KROGE R

JUMBO
ROLLS

14 01
'PK

1-lb.
10-oz
box

PLAIN OR IODIZED MORTON

Bounty Towels 3

COLORS OR DECORATED

Lara Lyn Pies

$1.79 GloCoat

15 OZ
CANS

15 OZ
CANS

CHOCOLATE. BANANA DEVILS FOOD

CAMPBELL

HUNT'S

MIRACLE WHIP SALAD

Dog Food

TWIN PET

Corn Flakes

KROGER

* Discount Health&Beauty Aids

ETOZ
CAN

10.4 OZ
CAN

OUR XTRA-LOW DISCOUNT

SPOTLIGHT

tl:f 24c Tomato Soup
Tomato Sauce

ALL FLAVORS BIG K

Vienna Sausage

KROGER WHOLE GREEN

Preserves

Kroger Dressings

Floor Finish

KROGER STRAWBERRY

Tamales

KELLY

Chili with Beans

KELLY

KROGER ITALIAN OR 1000 ISLAND.8-OZ

KROGER lillt-IULL KtHNEL GOLDEN

Tomato Juice

LIBBY

pkg.

1-lb.
4-oz.

KROGER
FLOUR

FRUIT
PIES

Apple, Peach or Cherry

PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

BANQUET

SI:01111T

PET RITZ FROZEN

Cool Whip
Pie Shells
OsAcRESberries
Straw
4101011111111110

•

BIRDS EYE

SACK•O-CORN

JUICE

ORANGE

KROGER FROZEN

Leaf Spinach

K HOGE H CHOPPED OR

•

10-oz.
pkg.

55C
37C
33C

COBETTES

Mexican, Beef
Ench lada or
Combination
12-oz. pkg.

PATIO
DINNERS

1-lb.
PitP

Hushpuppies

TRADE WINDS FROZEN

•APPLE -PEACH -CHERRY

FRUIT PIES

BANQUET

KROGER

2-lb
pkg

WE GLADLY

Potatoes

KROGER FROZEN

6-od.
cans

Baby Lima, Beans

'KROGER CUT CORN, BROCCOLI CUTS, FORDHOOK

Green Beans

KROGER CUT OR FRENCH-STYLE

Fried Chicken

BANQUET

RAZOR BLADES

EFFERDENT

6.7S-oz. tube

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE

4-ot

can

DEODORANT

ANTI PERSPIRANT

SCOPE MOUTHWASH

Contac Capsules

Cold Medicine
Alka Seltzer Plus

VICK'S NW:WI L

Nasal Spray

ORISTAN

PRIDE

DENTURE TABLETS

HAIR SPRAY

MISS BRECK

3

Raisin Bread

10-02
PKG

1- LB.
LOAVES

1 -LB,
LOAVES

1-LB.
LOAVES

WIENER ROLLS

Dinner Rolls

FULLY BAKED

Wheat Bread i 3

a

03

Bread

CAESAR STYLE

NEW ORLEANS CELLO WRAPPED

13
pkg

13 0Z
PKG

3

13-0Z.
PKGS

',GAL 59c

4

COUNTRY STYLE

Pound Cake

ALL-BUTTER

LARGE

Club Rolls

BROWN 'N SERVE

Rolls

MINI TWINS BROWN 'N SERVE

Dinner Rolls

BROWN "N SERVE

4-oz.
laws,

1 -LB
PKG

8 02
CUP

89c

Chocolate Milk

KROGER LO FAT

Sour Cream

KROGER

12-ct.
Pergs

FREEZER PLEEZER

89c Twin Pops
89c 2

Midget Longhorn Cheese

KROGER MILD CHEDDAR

‘
46,--t...L

ICE CREAM

Ice Cream Bars
Sandwiches
Lolly Cremes

FREEZER PLEEZER

CHEESE FOOD

SHERBET
Pimento, Swiss
American,8-oz.
Individually-wrapped

KROGER SLICED

BISCUITS

MARGARINE

KROGER

KROGER

CLOVER VALLEY

*'Country Oven' Baked Treats

* Discount Health&Beauty Aids
'Dawn-Fresh' Dairy Foods

PERSONAL

KROGER

Pork & Beans
Chunk Tuna

SHOWBOAT

:12 $2.29

1 -pint
8-oz.
bottle

HERSHEY'S CHOCOLATE

Kandu Bleach

FOR A WHITER WASH'

ScotTissue

1000 SHEETS

GAL

ROLL

39c

17c

KROGER OIL

FINE FOR FRYING!

EVERYDAY PRICES!

KROGER GARDEN

85c

Rug Cleaner
7 OZ

Johnson Pledge

Cookies

BIG VALUE CHOCOLATE CHIP

Coffee

PUFFS 200-CT. COLORS OR 175-CT. PRINTS

GLORY SPRAY FOAM

49c

19c

IMO

OMB 11.111111116 thru Tues.. Feb. 6. Limn one
%Wm tomtit/labia taxes.

11 VALUABLE COUPON

WE GLADLY
HONOR
U.S. GOV'T
FOOD STAMPS

Specials on our shelves when you shop for them.
Sometimes, due to conditions beyond our control,
we run out of an advertised special. 11 this should
happen
salt
office etot. RAIN
y
to.
he store
to tho
CHECK tithyicoh".•ntitlesr
advertissed
recial at the sarne special price any time within

FOR Y(LUR CONVENIENCE
AN
PERSONAL
SAIISFACTION
We do all in our power to have all our Advertised

Iti?7,8er)1 1 1 1 1 i_o_9_9_9E 9

VAC•PAC
COFFEE
KROGER

CO Q Q QB

2 gN S1.39

VALUABLE COUPON
RAIN BARREL

olifie

with this coupon thru Tues., Feb. 6. Limit one.
Subnoct to applicable taxes.

PERSONAL

1 11 i

with this coupon and $5.00 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco land fresh or frozen milk
products in Tenn, stores,/ and in addition to
any other purchase requirements. Good thru
TU.S., Feb. 6. Limit one. Subect to applicable
taxes.

DOMINO
SUGAR

PILLSBURY

CAKE
MIXES

COUPON

COUPON

REGULAR OR LEMON

Lotion Detergent

OT

LB
r A Kr

CANDY

PANTRY-PAK MARS

Apple Sauce

K R CIG ER

Bathroom Tissue

;OE TWE VI

G 1 lb
cartons

MARGARINE

CLOVER VALLEY

1.•4

400
'

*

••

lb

•

•

t
'•

•

lb

Ilkit

•

*

•

91.

PORTIONS

Freshness.

Kroger Hams are
Vacuum -Packed
to Insure Their

IN THE
"Pink of Flavor"
120Z
PKG

Ls 59c

69c
79c

FAMILY FAX OF 4 OR MORE CORNISH
1 LEl
z
EACH

lb.

BAKING
HENS

",1 _ IMP FROZEN

Game Hens 4.0

Fryer Breast
LB

FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5-LB. FRESH

Fryer Legs

KAY BEE FROZEN BREADED

4

$1

79C

99C

?RZS

LB

%f

Shrimp Cocktail 3

FRES-SHORE

Catfish Steaks

FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5-LBS

Cooked Shrimp

Fri ES-SHORE

Fish Cakes

lb.

of 3:a C)
I 5-1
1)11k
bs.

JAR 39c
1-LB.
1)4-0Z it.
PKG. 40 I

OT.

990

AY MB ORE ADED PATTIES

09 Sauer Kraut

PREFECT FOR PEOPLE WATCHING THEIR WEIGHT

COOKED FISH STICKS OR

n

YOUR
CHOICE

nea.
"
1 z• $1. Chuckwagons

14.5.

1-LB.
PKG.

Turbot

BONELESS

• f

SLICED
BACON

3 TO S LBS

La

89c

89c
LB 89c
LB

68c

U.S. GOVT.GRADED CHOICE

LEAN, MEATY

More

SLICED
BACON

lb

3 lbs. or

Pkg. of

LB

COUNTRY STYLE

Beef Brisket

CORNED

Beef Spare Ribs

Le

PORK
STEAK

$1.09

LB 79c

$1.58

FAMILY PAK OF 3 OR MORE

Pork Riblets

FOR B B-0

Leg-O-Lamb

BONELESS

Spare Ribs

MEDIUM SIZE

LB

99c

Pork Shoulder

WHOLE

roil

WHOLE HOG
SAUSAGE

3 or

more

t—,

ilk,

IL

ROUND

GROUND

YOU CAN BE SURE IT'S GROUND
ONLY FROM THE ROUND

lb.

CHUCK.99'

GROUND

3-LB. OR LARGER PKG.
GUARANTEED FRESH!

-

ci!vmo BEEF

Not everybody on this area sells USDA
CHOICE beef. Kroger sells no other kind
but U.S. Govt. Graded CHOICE beef. It's
your best anturence of consistent high quality an the beef you terve your family_ It costs
no more and often lees than beef without
this quality aseurance.

This shoeid means than an official U.S. Depertrnent of Agroculture wed,. has inspected our beef to make aura it meets goverment
standards for texture, 0010r. meturny, marbling, bons structure and other quality features

HERE'S YOUR SHIELD AGAINST
INFERIOR QUALITY BEEF ...

Sib pk

BEEF

GROUND

GUARANTEED FRESH'
GUARANTEED TO PLEASI
App+

FAMILY ..gdok,..
LB /ZIG

Smoked Sausage PAK

FRONTIER

lb

138 •

Family Pak

RIB
STEAKS

US. GOVT.GRADED CHOICE

PORK 111 AST
lb.

INIILMOPIIIIOMMMINMIM

Im an En Mill MII OM MN iME OM INN NM MI IIIIII IMM MB Eli ale INNiEMI=II MIS101P

FRESH PICNIC-ST LE

WILLI ANIS'

Club Steak

isenee
.aer
.anneet Ammar
MORRELL PRIDE

GOOD WITH RIBS,

2 LB PKG

Seafood

73c Veal Patties

FAMILY PAK OF 3 10 5.18. FRESH WHOLE

lb

KAY SEE FROZEN

pk •

12-oz.

GRAVY &•SALisausy STEAKS
GRAVY IN SLICED TURKEY
WAGHETTI & 12 MEAT BALLS

Main Dishes

63c Beef Patties

79c

69c Fifty

12-02.
PKG.

12 02
PKG

BOILING BEEF

FRESH LEAN

Beef Wieners

MORRELL PRIDE

All-Meat Wieners

MORHILL

Wieners

KROGER

Sliced Bologna

MORRELL PRIDE

12 oz.
pkg

WIENERS

ALL- MEAT

MORRELL

lb.
-

DRUMSTICKS

F YING CHICKEN
3 Breast Quarters
3 Leg Quarters
3 Wings, 2 Giblets

TURKEY WINGS OR

FAMILY PAK

11Si:111111T 111111:E$

Smoked Ham $1.09
65.
ockpd Picnics
COUNTRYleanned Hams 3cz $3.89

•

SEMIBONELESS

olf

ar:

QUARTER SLICED

41,

*RA

=WM IM Mil NO MI

ON FINEST QUALITY

NM Me us

Newe... I

rre

